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INTRODUCTION
It frequently happens that in attempting to obtain a solution to an important prob-
lem we realize that this problem is difficult. This observation is especially true for
many optimization problems [6, 17, 36, 43, 45, 69, 73, 74].
Solving an optimization problem we want to have an algorithm that will find an
optimal solution for any instance of the problem. It is commonly held opinion that
an optimization problem has not been solved efficiently until a polynomial time
(deterministic) algorithm has been obtained for it. Unfortunately, most real world
optimization problems seem to be too hard to be solved efficiently and, in fact,
even many simply stated problems are believed to be intractable. The theory of
NP-completeness provides a mathematical foundation for this belief [16, 36].
We can informally summarize it as follows. A decision problem is one whose so-
lution is either “yes” or “no”. There are two classes of decision problems: NP and
P. It holds that P   NP. Furthermore, all problems in P can be solved efficiently,
whereas all problems in NP  P are intractable. An NP-complete problem Π  NP
has the property: Π  P if and only if P  NP.
The decision versions of many combinatorial optimization problems have been
shown to be NP-complete [54]. We might say that such combinatorial optimiza-
tion problems are NP-hard, since they are, in a sense, at least as hard as the NP-
complete problems.
It is now widely accepted that NP-complete problems cannot be solved efficiently
and P  NP. However, the problem “P versus NP” still remains one of the most
challenging problems in mathematics, operations research and theoretical com-
puter science, and it is also included in the list of Millennium Prize Problems [14].
On the one hand this "million dollar" problem is closely related to deep theoret-
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ical questions that have been puzzling mathematicians for decades. On the other
hand, NP-hard computational problems frequently arise in many application areas
of Computer Science and Operations Research. One of the striking examples is a
variety of NP-hard 2-dimensional packing problems, which play an important role
in such areas as cutting stock, VLSI design, image processing, and multiprocessor
scheduling, just to name a few.
If an optimization problem is NP-hard, then there exists no algorithm which would
compute optimal solutions in polynomial time, unless P  NP. But, we can ask
for less. We could relax the requirement for the running time to be polynomial
or we need not require the solutions to be optimal. Indeed, we can use heuristic
algorithms like Local Search [1] and enumeration algorithms like Branch-and-
Bound [44]. However, in the worst-case analysis such algorithms are either not
polynomial or produce very sub-optimal solutions.
In this thesis we are interested in the design and analysis of approximation al-
gorithms for 2-dimensional packing problems that always compute near-optimal
solutions in polynomial time [6, 43, 45].
Approximation Algorithms. An optimization problem can be either cost min-
imization or profit maximization. Informally, an optimization problem Π of cost
minimization consists of a set   of instances (inputs) and a cost function C. An
optimization problem Π is a profit maximization problem if it consists of a set  
of instances (inputs) and a profit function P. A set of feasible solutions (outputs)
F  I  is associated with each instance I   . For each instance I and a feasible
solution S  F  I  , the profit (cost) associated with I and S is P  I  S   (respec-
tively C  I  S  	  ). The kind of optimization problems we typically deal with
are of profit maximization problems; therefore, the discussion here is primarily in
terms of profit problems. It is not difficult to develop the analogous concepts for
cost minimization problems.
Let ALG be any algorithm for a profit maximization problem Π. Let ALG 
 I 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denote a feasible solution produced by ALG given the instance I, and let
ALG  I   P  I  ALG 
 I  
denote the profit incurred by ALG. An optimal algorithm OPT is such that for
each instance I,
OPT  I   max
S  F  I 
P  I  S 
An algorithm ALG is a ρ-approximation algorithm for a profit maximization prob-
lem Π if for all instances I,
ALG  I  ρ  OPT  I 	
The running time of ALG is polynomial in the instance size 
 I 
 .
( For a cost minimization problem ALG  I  ρ  OPT  I  , where OPT  I  
minS  F  I  C  I  S  . )
The value of ρ  1 is called the approximation ratio or performance ratio or
worst-case ratio of ALG and in general it can be a function of 
 I 
 (For a cost min-
imization problem ρ  1 ). If ρ is achieved on instances I with OPT  I  tending to
infinity, then ALG is said to be an asymptotic ρ-approximation algorithm, where
ρ  liminf
OPT  I  ∞
ALG  I 
OPT  I  
The size of instance I    , denoted by 
 I 
 , is defined as the number of digits (pos-
sibly bits) needed to present I under the assumption that all numbers occurring in
I are written in binary alphabet  0  1  .
A family of approximation algorithms,  Aε  ε  0, for a profit maximization prob-
lem Π is called a polynomial time approximation scheme or a PTAS, if each algo-
rithm Aε is a  1  ε  -approximation algorithm and its running time is polynomial
in the size of the instance. If the running time of each Aε is polynomial in the size
of the instance and 1  ε, then  Aε  ε  0 is called a fully polynomial time approxi-
mation scheme or a FPTAS. Similarly, an asymptotic PTAS (FPTAS) is defined,
where each Aε is an asymptotic  1  ε  -approximation algorithm.
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For any given NP-hard optimization problem, we wish to determine whether it
possesses a ρ-approximation algorithm, or a PTAS, or even a FPTAS. Thus, on
one hand, positive (approximability) results in the area of approximation concern
the design and analysis of good polynomial time approximation algorithms and
schemes, and on the other hand, the negative (inapproximability) results disprove
the existence of such algorithms.
Outline of the thesis
In the last three decades, approximation algorithms have become a major area of
theoretical computer science, operations research and discrete mathematics, rich
in its powerful techniques and methods [6, 43, 85]. Packing problems are among
the most popular ones for which approximation algorithms have been analyzed.
On one hand, motivated by the well-known difficulty to obtain good lower bounds
for the problems, it is particularly hard to prove results on the performance of the
algorithms. On the other hand, theoretically oriented studies of approximation
algorithms for packing have also impacts on the development of better algorithms
for real world applications.
There has recently been an increasing interest in solving a variety of 2-dimensional
packing problems such as strip packing [57, 79, 84], 2-dimensional bin pack-
ing [10, 12, 13, 18, 81], storage packing (packing rectangles with weights) [7,
8, 51] and storage minimization (packing squares into a rectangle of minimum
area) [59, 67, 68, 70, 71]. These problems arise in a large variety of application
areas of Computer Science and Operations Research, such as cutting stock, VLSI
design, image processing, multiprocessor scheduling, etc.
  The storage minimization problem, i.e. the problem of packing squares into
a rectangle of minimum area, can be formulated as follows [67, 68]: Find
the minimum value x such that any set of squares of total area 1 can be
packed into a rectangle of area x. Regarding lower bounds for this problem,
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there is just one non-trivial result known [70]: the set L of four squares
with side lengths s1 
 
1
2 , s2  s3  s4 
 
1
6 shows that the value of x
is at least 2  33  1  244. On the other hand, there are a number of quite
complicated algorithms yielding several upper bounds for this problem. As
it was shown in [66], any set L of squares with side lengths at most smax
can be packed into a square of size a  smax  1  smax. Later in [65],
this result was extended by showing that any set L of squares of total area
V can be packed into a rectangle of size a1  a2, provided that a1

smax,
a2

smax and s2max   a1  smax   a2  smax   V . Hence, the value of x is
upper bounded by 2. Further results in this direction were obtained in [59],
where it was proven that any set L of squares of total area V can be packed
into a rectangle of size

2V

2

V 

3. Thus, substituting V  1, the
value of x is upper bounded by
 
8
3  1  633. Finally, the result presented
in [71] shows that any set L of squares of total area 1 can be packed into a
rectangle whose area is less than 1  53.
  The 2-dimensional bin packing problem is stated as follows [13]: Given
a set L of rectangles of specified size (width and height), pack them into
the minimum number of unit size square bins. The problem is strongly
NP-hard [62] and no approximation algorithm for it has an approximation
ratio smaller than 2, unless P  NP [26]. A long history of approximation
results exists for this problem and its variants [10, 12, 13, 81]. Very re-
cently a number of asymptotic results have been obtained for it (i.e. for the
case when the optimum uses a large number of bins). The best approxi-
mation algorithm obtained by Caprara [12] has an asymptotic worst-case
ratio 1  691    . In [10] it was proven that the general version of the problem
does not admit an asymptotic PTAS, unless P  NP. However, there is an
asymptotic PTAS if all rectangles are actually squares [10, 18]. Also, in [18]
a polynomial algorithm was presented which packs any set L of rectangles
into at most Nopt  L  augmented bins of size  1

ε  for any ε

0, where
Nopt  L  denotes the minimum number of unit size bins required to pack the
rectangles in L.
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  The strip packing problem is formulated as follows [37]: Given a set L of
rectangles, it is required to pack them into a vertical strip 
 0  1 


 0 

∞ 
so that the height of the packing is minimized. The strip packing problem
is strongly NP-hard since it includes the bin packing problem as a special
case. Many strip packing ideas come from bin packing. The “Bottom-Left”
heuristic has asymptotic performance ratio 2 when the rectangles are sorted
by decreasing widths [9]. In [15] several simple algorithms were studied
that place the rectangles on “shelves” using one-dimensional bin packing
heuristics. It was shown that the First-Fit shelf algorithm has asymptotic
performance ratio 1  7 when the rectangles are sorted by decreasing height.
The asymptotic performance ratio was further reduced to 3  2 [83], then to
4  3 [38], and to 5  4 [7]. Finally, in [57] it was shown that there exists an
asymptotic FPTAS for this problem. For the case of absolute performance
ratio, the two currently best algorithms have performance ratio 2 [79, 84].
  The problem of 2-dimensional storage packing (packing rectangles with
weights) can be formulated as follows [8]: Given a set L of rectangles with
positive weights, it is required to pack a subset of L into a rectangular region
so as to maximize the total weight of the packed rectangles. For a long time
the only known result has been an asymptotic  4  3  -approximation algo-
rithm for packing squares with unit profits into a rectangle [8]. Only very
recently this algorithm for packing unit profit squares has been improved to
a PTAS [50]. For packing rectangles with weights, several approximation
algorithms were presented in [51]. The best one is a  12  ε  -approximation
algorithm, for any fixed ε

0.
In this thesis we address several versions of the above mentioned 2-dimensional
packing problems, and aim at the design of approximation algorithms which find
solutions that are arbitrary close to the optimum. We contribute in two ways.
First, we give answers to some theoretical questions in approximability. Second,
we present novel techniques that lead to efficient approximation algorithms that
can be used in practical applications.
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The main part of this thesis is divided into five chapters. One can find some
relationship between them. However, each chapter is intended to be mostly self-
contained, and we hope that the reader interested in a particular topic would have
no problem in reading only the corresponding part.
CHAPTER 1: In the first chapter we initiate the study of the storage packing
problem. Here we address a version of the problem which naturally finds applica-
tions in real-life problems. Namely, we consider a version where a set of squares is
packed into a unit size square frame. That is, given a set of weighted squares, pack
a subset into a unit size square frame so that the total weight of the packed squares
is maximized. We study a special case of the problem, in which the squares’ areas
are taken as weights, i.e. we are interested in covering the maximum area of a unit
square by squares. Formally, we are given a set Q of n squares Si (i  1      n)
with side lengths si   0  1  . For a given subset Q     Q, a packing of Q   into a
unit size square frame is a positioning of the squares from Q   within 
 0  1 


 0  1 
such that the squares of Q   have disjoint interiors. The goal is to find a subset
Q     Q, and a packing of Q   within 
 0  1 


 0  1  , of maximum area, ∑Si  Q   si  2.
The decision version of our problem, determining whether a set of squares can
be packed into a rectangle, is NP-complete [63]. Our main result is that for any
set Q of n squares and any accuracy ε

0, there exists an algorithm Aε which
finds a subset of Q and its packing within a unit square frame 
 0  1 


 0  1  of total
area Aε  Q    1  ε  OPT  Q  , where OPT  Q  is the maximum area which can be
covered by packing any subset of Q. The running time of Aε is polynomial in the
number of squares n, but it is exponential in 1  ε. We also give some ideas about
how this result can be generalized for the d-dimensional version of the storage
packing problem.
CHAPTER 2: In this chapter we continue the study of the storage packing prob-
lem. It would be natural to extend the above result for packing squares with areas
equal to weights to the case of arbitrary weights. However even if weights are
identical the problem is still strongly NP-hard [62]. Here we try a different ap-
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proach. We want to investigate how restrictions on the resources can influence the
approximation property of the problem.
In particular, we study the so-called case of resource augmentation, that is, we
allow the length of the unit square frame to be increased by some small value.
It turns out that this relaxation allows to obtain the best possible approximation
results even for a more general version of the problem. Formally, we are given a
set R of n rectangles, Ri (i  1      n) with widths ai   0  1  , heights bi   0  1  ,
and weights wi  0. For a given subset R  
  R, a packing of R   into a unit size
square frame 
 0  1 


 0  1  is a positioning of the rectangles of R   within the frame
such that they have disjoint interiors. The goal is to find a subset R     R, and a
packing of R   within 
 0  1 


 0  1  of maximum weight, ∑Ri  R  wi.
We derive an algorithm Wε which, given any set R of n rectangles and any accuracy
ε

0, finds a subset of R and its packing within an augmented unit square frame,

 0  1

3ε 


 0  1

3ε  , of total weight Wε  R    1  ε  OPT, where OPT is the
maximum weight that can be obtained by packing any subset of R into a unit size
square frame 
 0  1 


 0  1  . The running time of Wε is polynomial in the number
of rectangles, but it is exponential in 1  ε.
To simplify the presentation of results, we first address the special case of the
problem where all rectangles to be packed are squares. Presenting the algorithm
for this simpler problem will help to understand the solution for the more complex
problem of packing rectangles. Specifically, we present an algorithm Aε which
given a set of squares L finds a subset of L and its packing into the augmented
unit square 
 0  1

ε 


 0  1

ε  with weight Aε  L    1  ε  OPT, where OPT
is the maximum weight that can be achieved by packing any subset of L in the
original unit square region 
 0  1 


 0  1  . The running time of Aε is polynomial in
the number of squares. Here we also give some ideas about how this result can be
extended to the case of packing d-dimensional cubes into a d-dimensional cube
of size 1

ε, for d  2.
One can see that our problem is dual to the 2-dimensional bin packing prob-
lem [13, 10]. On the one hand, we make a significant step to close the gap between
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the two problems, by giving some rounding transformations which allow the us-
age of the known algorithm from [18]. On the other hand, we refine some known
approximation techniques from knapsack problems, strip packing, and scheduling
problems. Our algorithm for packing squares is based on a few simple ideas and,
contrasting to the recent algorithms for packing problems [10, 18, 51, 57], it does
not use linear programming. In spite of the progress made, the question of finding
near-optimal  1  ε  -solutions for the general problem of packing a set of rectan-
gles with weights into a square frame without augmentation remains a challenging
open problem.
CHAPTER 3: In this chapter we address the general version of the storage pack-
ing problem. Inspired by the results in the previous chapter we investigate the
influence of resources. Here we consider the so-called case of large resources,
when the number of the packed rectangles is relatively large. Formally, we are
given a dedicated rectangle R of width a  0 and height b  0, and a list L of n
rectangles Ri  i  1      n  with widths ai   0  a  , heights bi  0  b  , and positive
integral weights wi  0. For a sublist L  
  L of rectangles, a packing of L   into
the dedicated rectangle R is a positioning of the rectangles from L   within the area

 0  a 


 0  b  , so that all the rectangles of L   have disjoint interiors. Rectangles are
not allowed to rotate. The goal is to find a sublist of rectangles L     L and its
packing in R which maximizes the weight of packed rectangles, i.e., ∑Ri  L  wi.
In the large resources version we assume that all rectangles Ri (i  1      n) in
the list L have widths and heights ai  bi   0  1  , and the dedicated rectangle R has
unit width a  1 and quite a large height b  1  ε4, for a fixed positive ε

0.
We present an algorithm which finds a sublist L     L of rectangles and its packing
into the dedicated rectangle R with a weight at least  1  ε  OPT, where OPT is the
optimum weight. The running time of the algorithm is polynomial in the number
of rectangles n and exponential in 1  ε.
Our approach to approximation is as follows. At the beginning we take an optimal
rectangle packing inside of the dedicated rectangle, considering it as a strip pack-
ing. We then perform several transformations that simplify the packing structure,
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without dramatically increasing the packing height and decreasing the packing
weight, such that the final result is amenable to a fast enumeration. As soon as we
find such a ”near-optimal” strip packing, we apply our shifting technique. This
puts the packing into the dedicated rectangle by removing some less weighted
piece of the packing.
Here, as an application of our algorithm, we provide a  12  ε  -approximation algo-
rithm for the advertisement placement problem for newspapers and the Internet,
which can be formulated as the problem of packing weighted rectangles into k
identical rectangular bins so as to maximize the total weight of the packed rect-
angles. The algorithm proceeds as follows. First, it takes all k bins together, as a
rectangle of size  a  k  b  , and runs our algorithm for packing weighted rectangles.
This outputs a packing whose profit is at least  1  ε  OPT. Next, the algorithm
draws  k  1  vertical lines which cut this packing into k bins. There are two solu-
tions: one whose rectangles lie inside the bins, and one whose rectangles are cut
by the lines. So, the algorithm outputs the maximum of them whose weight is at
least  1  ε  OPT  2.
CHAPTER 4: In this chapter we continue our work on the problem addressed
in Chapter 3, namely, on the storage packing problem with large resources. Here
our aim is to derive a more efficient approximation algorithm. Using some novel
approximation techniques, we significantly improve the running time of the algo-
rithm. In particular we present an algorithm which finds a packing of a sublist of
L into the rectangle R whose total weight is at least  1  ε  OPT  L  , where OPT  L 
is the optimum. The running time of the algorithm is polynomial in n and, con-
trasting to the previous result, is also polynomial in 1  ε. In other words we derive
a fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) with large resources.
Our approach to approximation is as follows. At the beginning we relax the prob-
lem to fractional packing: any rectangle can be first cut by horizontal lines into
several rectangles of the same width, and then some of them can be independently
packed. The fractional relaxation formulates as a linear program (LP).
In general, the LP consists of an exponential number of variables. Hence, we
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cannot solve it directly. Our main idea here is to reformulate the LP as an instance
of the resource-sharing problem and then make use of some recent approximation
tools for it (see [40, 47], Section 4.2.2 and Appendix 5.4 for details). This requires
a number of subsequent technical results, which, however, we obtain in quite an
elegant way.
By approximating a sequence of O  n  ε2  instances of the resource-sharing prob-
lem, we are able to find an approximate fractional solution. Our next idea is to
round this solution. By solving and rounding O  1  ε2  instances of the fractional
knapsack problem we find a list of rectangles which is quite a good approxima-
tion for the original problem. The weight of the list is  1  ε  times the optimum,
and a strip packing algorithm [56] can pack it in the area 
 0  a 


 0   1

ε  b  . So,
similar to the previous approach we can apply our shifting technique and obtain a
packing within 
 0  a 


 0  b  with total weight at least  1  ε  times the optimum.
Interestingly, by considering a weekly restricted case we are able to achieve the
best possible approximation result, in terms of trade-off between approximation
ratio and running time. This makes a significant step in understanding the approxi-
mation properties of the problem. Furthermore, the difference in the side lengths
of the rectangles yields that the number of the packed rectangles is large, that can
be met quite often in practice. In order to be able to cope with the problem we
also design several new approximation techniques, some of them are nice combi-
nations of various classical techniques used for knapsack problems, strip packing,
and, surprisingly, for the resource-sharing problem. This demonstrates quite a
strong relation between several variants of packing.
CHAPTER 5: In this chapter we address the strip packing problem with rotations
by 90 degrees, where a set of rectangles is packed into a vertical strip of unit width
so that the height, to which the strip is filled, is minimized. Formally, in the input
we are given a set of n rectangles, R    a1  b2    a2  b2  ,    ,  an  bn  , with
side lengths a j  b j ( j  1      n) in the interval 
 0  1  . Rotations by 90 degrees
are allowed. That is, for each rectangle  a j  b j  ( j  1      n) there is a binary
variable x j   0  1  : if x j  1, we allocate  a j  b j  to a non-rotated rectangular
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frame, R j  x j   a j  b j  x j, whose width is a j and height is b j  x j; otherwise
x j  0, and we allocate  a j  b j  to a rotated rectangular frame, R   j  x j   b j  a j 
 1  x j  , whose width is b j and height is a j   1  x j  , respectively. Then, a set
of (rotated and non-rotated) frames, R  x  , defines an allocation of R. A strip-
packing of R  x  is a positioning of the frames of R  x  within the vertical strip of
unit width, 
 0  1 


 0  ∞  , so that no two frames have intersecting interiors. The
height of a strip-packing is defined as the height to which the strip is filled by the
frames. In the strip packing problem with rotations by 90 degrees it is required
to find an allocation, R  x  , and a strip-packing of R  x  so that the packing height
is minimized. Our result can be stated as follows: There is an algorithm, which
given a set of n rectangles, R, with side lengths at most 1, and a positive accuracy,
ε

0, finds an allocation of R to a set of frames, R  x  , and a strip-packing of the
frames of R  x  whose height is at most  1

ε  OPT  R 

O  1  ε2  , where OPT  R 
is the height of the optimal strip-packing of R with rotations by 90 degrees. The
running time of the algorithm is polynomial in n and 1  ε.
In other words, we present an asymptotic fully polynomial time approximation
scheme (AFPTAS) (an equivalent result has been independently obtained by Jansen
and van Stee in [49]). The existence of such a scheme has been an open theoretical
problem for some years [19]. Besides that, we develop new techniques which al-
low us to use a known algorithm for the strip packing problem (without rotations)
in [57]. This closes the gap between the classical statement of the strip packing
problem and its extension to rotations by 90 degrees.
Applications. More generally, it should be noted that – although phrased in
terms of “packing" – the most of our results really are about dynamic storage, i.e.,
given a set of tasks L and a resource pool R, we fix the resources R and attempt
to maximize the amount of tasks from L serviced. As known, this problem is NP-
hard. There are two natural questions: Which restrictions make the problem hard?
How can they be relaxed to get an efficient solution? In this work we propose to
look at the resource constraints. One way we follow is to augment the resource
pool R to  1

ε  R, that is, we add a small fraction of resources to the system. We
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show that this relaxation allows to serve efficiently at least a fraction  1  ε  of
the maximum amount of the tasks in L (see Chapter 2, Sections 2.2, 2.3). Yet,
we point out that the high granularity of L, i.e. the tasks of L vary little and are
small comparing to the resource pool R, allows very fast near optimal solutions
(see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1 and Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1).
Another way we follow is to leave the resources of R unchanged, but to over-
provision the system such that the resources of R are large. We show that if the
resources of R are Ω  1  ε4  larger than each task in L, one can efficiently serve at
least a fraction  1  ε  of the maximum amount of tasks in L (see Chapters 3, 4).
One can also find applications of our later results in the advertisement placement
problem for newspapers and the Internet [2, 33]. In a basic version of the prob-
lem, we are given a list of n advertisements and k identical rectangular pages of
fixed size  a  b  , on which advertisements may be placed. Each ith advertise-
ment appears as a small rectangle of size  ai  bi  and is associated with a profit pi
(i  1      n). Advertisements are not allowed to overlap. The goal is to maximize
the total profit of the advertisements placed on all k pages.
This problem can be formulated as the problem of packing weighted rectangles
into k identical rectangular bins so as to maximize the total weight of the packed
rectangles. Here, as an application of our algorithm, we can simply design a

1
2  ε  -approximation algorithm in the case that the number of bins k 
 
1  ε4  ,
for some small ε

0. The running time of the algorithm is polynomial in n and
1  ε (see Chapter 3, Section 3.6).
As we mentioned above, our results can also find applications in multiprocessor
scheduling [25, 32]. In the parallel version of the problem we are given a set of n
tasks T   1      n  and a set of m processors M   1      m  . Each task j  T
has a unit processing time p j  , an integral due date d j, a positive weight w j

0
and requires size j processors. The goal is to maximize the weighted throughput
∑w j ¯U j, i.e. the total weight of early tasks j that meet their due dates d j ( ¯U j  0
if task j completes after d j, and ¯U j  1 otherwise). In this parallel variant the
multiprocessors architecture is disregarded and for each task j  T there is given
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a prespecified number size j  M which indicates that the task can be processed
by any subset of processors of the cardinality equal to size j. The tasks have a
common due date if d j  D for all tasks j, where D is the largest due date max jd j.
This problem can be formulated as the problem of packing weighted rectangles
into a rectangular frame of total height D so as to maximize the total weight of the
packed rectangles.
Manufacturing companies need to decide how to cut a piece of raw material, say
wood or cloth, into the largest number of parts, say shelves or sheets, needed
to produce items. This problem is called cutting stock. The strip packing prob-
lem, which we consider in the last chapter, is the following version of a two-
dimensional cutting stock problem [57]: Given a supply of material consisting of
one rectangular strip of fixed width 1 and large height, given a demand of n rect-
angles with widths and heights in the interval 
 0  1  , the problem is to cut the strip
into the demand rectangles while minimizing the waste, i.e., minimizing the total
height used.
Finally, a Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) design is a broad area where one
can find applications of our results. A considerable part of optimization problems
in VLSI design is based on rectangle packing problem in order either to minimize
the area of rectangle (chip), where rectangular modules need to be packed, or to
maximize the total profit of rectangles packed into a rectangular frame. For ex-
ample, to minimize power consumption and energy dissipation, and to maximize
the speed of chips, it is desired to pack a large number of components (rectan-
gles) into the minimum possible area (size of the bin). Transportation and storage
companies need to pack large containers (rectangles, boxes) storing goods into
the smallest number of storage rooms (bins), etc. Many other problems can be
formulated as 2-or 3-dimensional packing problems, indeed.
Last notes. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of
combinatorial optimization, complexity theory and approximation algorithms which
can, for instance, be found in the following books [6, 17, 36, 41, 43, 45, 69, 74,
73]. There is a number of books on linear programming [11, 22, 72, 78, 80]. For
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the sake of convenience, we also give all main definitions from complexity theory
in Appendix A on page 131. We give a description of the algorithm of C. Kenyon
and E. Rémila [56, 57] for the strip packing in Appendix B on page 139 and a
brief description of the algorithm by M.D. Grigoriadis et.al [40] for the resource
sharing problem in Appendix C on page 149.
Parts of this thesis have been published or will be published in [27, 28, 29, 30, 31].
CHAPTER 1
ON COVERING THE MAXIMUM AREA BY SQUARES
1.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we initiate the study of the storage packing problem, addressing a
version of the problem, where a set of squares is packed into a unit size square
frame. That is, given a set of weighted squares we wish to pack a subset of them
into a unit size square frame 
 0  1 


 0  1  so that the total weight of the packed
squares is maximized.
Here we present an algorithm for the special case of the problem, in which the
squares’ weights and areas coincide. In other words, in this case we wish to pack
a set of squares whose weights and areas are the same, i.e. we are interested in
covering the maximum area of a unit square by a subset of squares. Formally, we
are given a set Q of n squares Si (i  1      n) with side lengths si   0  1  . For a
given subset Q     Q, a packing of Q   into a unit size square frame 
 0  1 


 0  1 
is a positioning of the squares in Q   within the frame such that their interiors
are disjoint. The goal is to find a subset Q     Q, and a packing of Q   within

 0  1 


 0  1  of maximum area, ∑Si  Q   si  2. Our first main result can be stated as
follows.
Theorem 1.1.1. For any set Q of n squares and any accuracy ε

0, there exists
an algorithm Aε which finds a subset of Q and its packing within the unit square
frame 
 0  1 


 0  1  , with area
Aε  Q    1  ε  OPT 
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where OPT is the maximum area that can be covered by packing any subset of Q.
The running time of Aε is polynomial in n for fixed ε.
This result can be extended to the case of packing d-dimensional cubes into a unit
d-dimensional square cube, for d  2.
In the following sections we give our proof for Theorem 1.1.1 and describe an
algorithm for nearly covering maximum area using squares.
1.2 AN ALGORITHM FOR COVERING MAXIMUM AREA USING SQUARES
Let Q be a set of n squares Si (i  1      n) with side lengths si   0  1  . The goal
is to find a subset Q     Q, and a packing of Q   within 
 0  1 


 0  1  , of maximum
area, ∑Si  Q   si  2.
Assume first, that all squares Si in Q are small, namely, their side lengths si are
at most ε, for some small ε. Then, we can apply the Next-Fit-Increasing-Height
(NFIH) heuristic to pack the squares of Q within a unit square frame 
 0  1 


 0  1 
(see Section 1.2.1), so that the total area covered by the packed squares is at least
min  area  Q   1  2ε

ε2  for any ε

0. That is, we either pack all squares or
obtain a packing which covers at least a fraction  1  2ε  of the total area of the
frame.
For the case of squares of arbitrary sizes, we partition Q into two sets formed
by small and large squares, respectively. If we define these set properly, then
any feasible packing of the squares in 
 0  1 


 0  1  will only contain O  1  large
squares. So, in O  1  time we can enumerate all possible tight packings for the
large squares, where a tight packing does not allow a large square to move to the
left or down. For each tight packing of the large squares, we then try to fill up all
empty gaps with small squares. More specifically, we take the small squares one
by one in non-decreasing order of size si, and use the NFIH heuristic. Among all
packings found we select one with the maximum area. The main problem is to
define the sets of large and small squares so that the area covered is nearly optimal.
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For a subset of squares Q     Q, we use area  Q    to denote the area, ∑Si  Q  s2i , of
Q   . In addition, we use Qopt to denote an optimal subset of Q that can be packed
in the unit square 
 0  1 


 0  1  . So,
area  Qopt   OPT and area  Qopt   1 
For the rest of the chapter, we assume w.l.o.g. that the value of 1  ε is integral.
1.2.1 The NFIH Heuristic
We consider the following simplified version of the square packing problem:
given a positive value β   , a set S of squares Si with side lengths si  εβ,
and a rectangular frame 
 0  a 


 0  b  (a  b  
 0  1  ), pack a subset of S into the
frame such that the area covered by the squares is maximized.
First, we sort the squares Si  S non-decreasingly by size. Then, we place the
squares within 
 0  a 


 0  b  by using the Next-Fit-Increasing-Height (NFIH) heuris-
tic; this packs the squares into a sequence of sublevels. The first sublevel is the
bottom of the frame. Each subsequent sublevel is defined by a horizontal line
drawn through the top of the largest square placed on the previous sublevel. The
squares are packed one by one in a left-justified manner, until the next square can-
not fit within the current sublevel. At that moment, the current sublevel is closed
and a new sublevel is started. The packing procedure runs as above until there are
no more squares in S or the next square in the sequence would cross the top b of
the frame. For an illustration see Fig. 1.1.
The following result is a slightly tighter bound on the performance of NFIH than
the one that can be derived from [18].
Lemma 1.2.1. Let S be any set of squares Si with sizes si  εβ, and let 
 0  a   
 0  b 
(a  b  
 0  1  ) be a rectangular frame. The NFIH heuristic, which selects squares
Si in non-decreasing size, outputs a packing of a subset of S whose area is at least
min  area  S   ab  εβ  a

b 

ε2β  .
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Figure 1.1: NFIH for small squares.
Proof. Let q be the number of sublevels and let hi be the height of the first square
on the ith sublevel. Let H be the height of the packing. If no square in S is left
unpacked, then the area covered is area  S  . Hence, assume that some squares in
S are left unpacked. Since all side lengths si  εβ, then b  H  εβ. Furthermore,
on each sublevel i, i  1      q  1, the area covered by the squares is at least
 a  εβ  hi. Thus, the total area covered is at least H  a  εβ    b  εβ   a  εβ  
a  b  εβ  a

b 

ε2β.
Corollary 1.2.2. If all squares Si in Q have sizes si at most ε  1, then the
NFIH heuristic packs a subset of Q within 
 0  1 


 0  1  of total area at least
 1  2ε  OPT  Q  . The running time of the algorithm is O  n logn  .
Proof. By using NFIH we pack a subset of Q within 
 0  1 


 0  1  . If not all the
squares in Q are packed, by Lemma 1.2.1 the covered area is at least 1  2ε

ε2 
1  2ε. Since OPT  1, the minimum area covered is at least  1  2ε  OPT. The
running time of the algorithm is dominated by the sorting step.
1.2.2 Partitioning the Squares
We define the group Q  0  of squares Si  Q with side lengths si in  ε4  1  , and
for j  

we define the group Q  j  of squares with side lengths in  ε2 j  1  3  ε2 j  .
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Then,
  ∞
j  0Q  j   Q and Q   Q  j   /0  for 
   j 


1 
Lemma 1.2.3. There is a group Q  k  with 0  k  2  ε2  1 such that its contribu-
tion to the optimum is
area  Qopt  Q  k    ε2OPT 
where Qopt is an optimal subset of squares.
Proof. Each square belongs to at most two consecutive groups. Therefore,
  2  ε2  1
k  0 area  Qopt  Q  k    2OPT 
and so, there must be a group Q  k  as indicated in the lemma.
Let Q  k  be a group such that area  Qopt  Q  k    ε2OPT. We drop the squares
Q  k  from consideration. Then, an optimal packing for Q 	 Q  k  must cover area at
least  1  ε2  OPT, i.e. this makes a loss of at most a factor of ε2 in the optimum.
Next, we partition the squares in Q 	 Q  k  into two groups: L   Si 
 si

ε2
k

and S   Si 
 si  ε2
k  1

3
 . The squares in L and S are called large and small,
respectively.
Corollary 1.2.4. Let α  2k and β  2k  1

3, where k is as defined above. The
side of any large square is larger than εα and the side of any small square is at
most εβ. Moreover,
area  Qopt   L   S     1  ε2  OPT 
1.2.3 The set FEASIBLE and tight packings
We say that a subset of large squares is feasible if it can be packed into the unit
square frame. Since the side length of any large square is at least εα, there are at
most 1  ε2α large squares in each feasible subset. We define a set FEASIBLE as
a set which contains all feasible subsets. The tight packing of large squares is a
packing, where every time that a large square is considered for packing, we put it
in every position where it cannot move left or down.
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1.2.4 Outline of the Algorithm
Here we give a high level description of the algorithm. The individual steps of the
algorithm are analyzed in the next section.
Algorithm Aε:
INPUT: A set of squares Q, accuracy ε

0.
OUTPUT: A packing of a subset of Q within 
 0  1 


 0  1  .
1. For each k   0  1     2  ε2  1  , form the group Q  k  of squares as described
above.
(a) Let α  2k and β  2k  1

3.
(b) Partition Q 	 Q  k  into L and S, the sets of large and small squares with
sides larger than εα and at most εβ, respectively.
(c) Compute the set FEASIBLE, containing all subsets of L with at most
1  ε2α large squares.
(d) For every set in FEASIBLE, find all possible tight packings of its large
squares. For each tight packing use the modified NFIH to pack the
small squares in the empty gaps left by the large squares until no fur-
ther small squares can be packed.
2. Among all packings produced, output one with the maximum area covered.
1.2.5 The Analysis of Algorithm Aε
Large Squares. The set FEASIBLE which contains all subsets of at most 1  ε2α
large squares has polynomial size, O  nε   2α  . We can prove the following result.
Lemma 1.2.5. In O  nO  1   time we can find the set FEASIBLE consisting of all
subsets of at most 1  ε2α large squares from L. Any feasible set of large squares
belongs to FEASIBLE. Moreover, the optimal set of large squares L  Qopt is
feasible and, hence, it also belongs to FEASIBLE.
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Proof. By definition, any feasible set of large squares can be packed into the unit
square, i.e. into a square area of size 1. The area of any large square is at least
ε2α, hence, there are at most 1  ε2α large squares in any feasible set. There are
at most n squares in L, so, there are O  n1  ε2α  sets in FEASIBLE. Notice that
the optimal set L  Qopt of large squares is also feasible, hence, it must belong to
FEASIBLE.
Lemma 1.2.6. For any set L    FEASIBLE of large squares, we can find in O  1 
time all possible tight packings of its large squares.
Proof. Consider all possible permutations of the squares in L   . For each permu-
tation we take the squares one by one and pack them in the square frame starting
at the left bottom corner. Every time that a square is considered for packing, we
put it in each position where it cannot move left or down, generating all possible
packings.
This procedure works as follows. First square is placed in the left bottom cor-
ner. This gives just one packing. The second square can potentially generate two
different packings, being placed on the top of the first square with its left side
aligned with the left side of the large square 
 0  1 


 0  1  , and on the top of the

 0  1 


 0  1  square with its left side aligned to the right side of the first square.
In step  (   3      
L   
 ), we consider the  th square. Let N    1  be the num-
ber of all already generated packings by 1  2        1 squares. For each of these
N    1  packings, we place the  th square inside it so that it is aligned with its left
or bottom sides either to two previously packed squares or to a previously packed
square and the 
 0  1 


 0  1  square. This can generate at most   N    1  new
packings. By induction, N       N    1        1   N    2        !.
For each of 
L   
 ! permutations, we generate 
L   
 ! packings. Since 
L   
  O  1  , we
get O  1  packings in overall.
Small Squares. We sort the small squares non-decreasingly by size. Assume
that we have a tight packing of some set L    FEASIBLE. We define a sliced
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structure for this packing as follows. We draw a vertical line at each position
where a large square starts or ends (see Fig 1.2). The space between any two
consecutive vertical lines is called a slice. Looking into each slice we can see that
the horizontal boundaries of the large squares cut some slices out. We work with
the empty rectangular gaps inside the slices.
Figure 1.2: A sliced structure in a tight packing.
We add the small squares from S to the gaps by using the NFIH heuristic: We
consider slices one by one, filling the gaps in a bottom-up manner using small
squares. To fill a gap, we take small squares Si  S one by one in order of non-
decreasing size, and apply the NFIH heuristic, see Fig. 1.3. We can prove the
following result.
Figure 1.3: Packing the small squares.
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Lemma 1.2.7. For any feasible set L    FEASIBLE which has a tight packing
within the frame 
 0  1 


 0  1  , the modified NFIH heuristic adds small squares
to the packing in such a way that the area covered is at least min  area  L   

area  S   1  ε2  , for any 0   ε  1  5.
Proof. Recall that α  2k, β  2k  1

3, and 
L   
  1  ε2α. The number of slices
in a packing of L   is at most 2 
 L   
 . The widths of all slices add up to 1. The heights
of all empty gaps in each slice add up to at most 1.
Assume that some small squares are left unpacked. Let q be the number of gaps,
and let x1  y1  x2  y2      xq  yq be their areas. Then,
q   2 
L   
  2 
q
∑
j  1
x j  y j  1  area  L    
and
q
∑
j  1
y j  2 
L   
 and
q
∑
j  1
x j  2 
L   
 
To see that ∑qj  1 y j  2 
L   
 , note that all rectangular gaps are inside the slices, so
the sum of the lengths of their vertical boundaries is at most 2 
 L   
 , the total length
of all the slices. The last inequality follows from a symmetry argument, i.e., if we
draw horizontal slices instead of vertical ones, we obtain a similar figure but with
respect to the widths x j.
Remember that each small square in S has side length at most εβ. Thus, using
Lemma 1.2.1, we can bound the area covered by the small squares as follows
AREA 
q
∑
j  1
 x j  y j  εβ  x j  y j   ε2β 
  1  area  L      εβ  4 
 L   
 

ε2βq
  1  area  L      εβ  4  ε2α 

ε2β  4  ε4α 
  1  area  L      4εβ  2α

4ε2β  4α  for k  0  we get
  1  area  L      4ε3

4ε6   1  area  L      ε2  since 4ε3  4ε6  ε2
for ε   0  1  5  
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1.2.6 Proof of Theorem 1.1.1
The algorithm Aε considers all values k   0  1     2  ε2  1  and groups Q  k  . By
Lemma 1.2.3 at least for one of these groups Q  k  ,
area  Qopt 	 Q  k     1  ε2  OPT 
Consider one such group Q  k  and let α  2k and β  2k  1

3. Partition Q 	 Q  k 
into the sets of large and small squares, L and S, where the side length of each
large square is larger than εα and the side length of each small square is at most
εβ.
We know that Qopt  L belongs to the set FEASIBLE, which consists of all sets
with at most 1  ε2α large squares. Since Qopt can be packed within the frame

 0  1 


 0  1  , there exists a tight packing for Qopt  L as well. For each such a
tight packing, the NFIH heuristic adds small squares to the packing such that the
total area covered by the squares is at least
min  area  Qopt  L 

area  S   1  ε2  
Since OPT  1,
1  ε2   1  ε2  OPT 
On the other hand, since area  Q  k    ε2OPT, then
area  Qopt  L 

area  S   area  Qopt 	 Q  k     1  ε2  OPT 
We also know that the set FEASIBLE and all possible tight packings of large
squares can be found in O  nO  1   time. The NFIH heuristic runs in time polyno-
mial in the number of squares, n. Hence, the overall running time of the algorithm
is polynomial in n for fixed ε.
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1.2.7 Remark on packing d-Dimensional Cubes
Our algorithm can be easily extended to the problem of packing d-dimensional
cubes into a unit d-dimensional cubic frame so as to maximize the total volume
of the cubes packed. As in the 2-dimensional case, we partition the set of cubes
into two sets, L and S, containing large and small cubes, respectively. Since only
a constant number of large cubes can be packed into the frame, we can enumerate
all feasible subsets of L that can be packed in the frame in polynomial time. The
following generalization of Lemma 1.2.1 can be proved (see also [18]).
Lemma 1.2.8. Let S be any set of d-dimensional cubes Si with sizes si  εβ, and let

 0  a1   
 0  a2       
 0  ad  (ai  
 0  1  ) be a parallelepiped. The generalization
of the NFIH heuristic to d dimensions outputs a packing of a subset of S whose
volume is at least min  volume  S    a1  εβ   a2  εβ      ad  εβ  .
This lemma shows that the generalization of NFIH to d dimensions can be used to
pack the small cubes in the empty space left by a tight packing of the large cubes,
so that the total empty space left is only an ε fraction of the total volume of the
frame.
1.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this chapter we consider the version of the storage packing problem, where
we pack the squares with weights into a unit size square frame. We present an
algorithm for the special case of the problem, in which the squares’ weights are
equal to their areas, i.e. we are interested in covering the maximum area of a unit
square by a subset of squares. The algorithm we present finds a subset of squares
and it’s packing into the unit size square frame with area at least  1  ε  OPT.
The first natural question is whether it is possible to extend this result to the more
general case of packing rectangles. We think that this can be done. The second
natural and not less interesting question is to try to extend our result to the case
of packing squares with arbitrary weights. In this case the problem becomes not
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trivial, that is why we would like to investigate how the restrictions on resources
can influence the complexity of the problem. As a result, our next step is to address
the resource augmentation version of the storage packing problem.
CHAPTER 2
ON PACKING RECTANGLES WITH RESOURCE
AUGMENTATION: MAXIMIZING THE TOTAL WEIGHT
2.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we continue to study the storage packing problem. It would be
natural to extend the result from Chapter 1 for packing squares with areas equal
to weights to the more general case of packing rectangles with arbitrary weights.
Here we address a version of the storage packing problem, in which rectangles
with weights are packed into a unit size square region so as to maximize the total
weight of the packed rectangles. More precisely, we are given a set R of n rect-
angles, Ri (i  1      n) with widths ai   0  1  , heights bi   0  1  , and weights
wi  0. For a given subset R  
  R, a packing of R   into a unit size square frame

 0  1 


 0  1  is a positioning of the rectangles of R   within the frame such that they
have disjoint interiors. The goal is to find a subset R     R, and a packing of R  
within 
 0  1 


 0  1  of maximum weight, ∑Ri  R  wi.
This problem is known to be strongly NP-hard even for the restricted case of
packing squares with identical weights [62]. Hence, it is very unlikely that any
polynomial time algorithm for the problem exists, and so, we look for efficient
heuristics with good performance guarantees. Now we try a different approach:
We want to investigate how the restrictions on resources can influence the approxi-
mation property of the problem. In particular, we consider the so-called resource
augmentation version of the storage packing problem, that is, we allow the length
of the unit square region where the rectangles are to be packed to be increased by
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some small value. Our main result is this:
Theorem 2.1.1. For any set R of n rectangles and any accuracy ε

0, there is an
algorithm Wε which finds a subset of R and its packing within an augmented unit
square frame, 
 0  1

3ε 


 0  1

3ε  , with weight
Wε  R    1  ε  OPT 
where OPT is the maximum weight that can be obtained by packing any subset of
R into a unit size square frame 
 0  1 


 0  1  . The running time of Wε is polynomial
in n for fixed ε.
We note that the algorithm of Correa and Kenyon [18] for packing a set of rect-
angles into the minimum number of square bins of size 1

ε can not be directly
used to prove Theorem 2.1.1 because  i  the algorithm in [18] does not consider
rectangles with weights, and  ii  in the storage packing problem not all rectangles
need to be packed. If we can find a set of rectangles of nearly maximum weight
and which can be packed into a unit square frame, then we could use the algorithm
in [18] to find such a packing. The problem of finding this set of rectangles is not
a simple one, though. We show how to find in polynomial time a set of rectangles
of nearly optimum weight that can be packed into a square frame of size 1

ε.
This is enough to prove the theorem.
To simplify the presentation of results, we first address the special case of the
problem when all rectangles to be packed are squares. Presenting the algorithm
for this simpler problem will help to understand the solution for the more complex
problem of packing rectangles. Specifically, we present an algorithm Aε which
given a set of squares L finds a subset of L and its packing into the augmented unit
square 
 0  1

ε 


 0  1

ε  with weight
Aε  L    1  ε  OPT 
where OPT is the maximum weight that can be achieved by packing any subset
of L in the original unit square region 
 0  1 


 0  1  . The running time of Aε is
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polynomial in n for fixed ε. This result can be extended to the case of packing
d-dimensional cubes into a d-dimensional cube of size 1

ε, for d  2.
Our algorithms combine several known approximation techniques used for knap-
sack problems, strip packing, and scheduling problems. Our algorithm for packing
squares is based on a few simple ideas and, contrasting to recent algorithms for
packing problems [10, 18, 51, 57], it does not use linear programming. Since the
problem for packing squares is a special case of that of packing rectangles, our
algorithm is simpler and more efficient that the algorithm in [18]. The algorithm
deals separately with squares of different sizes. This idea has been used before
to solve other problems [42, 82]. We partition the squares into two sets formed
by large and small squares, respectively. The sets are chosen so that only O  1 
large squares can be packed in the unit square frame. We augment the size of the
frame to 1

ε, and discretize the set of possible positions for the large squares in
a packing. This allows us to enumerate all possible packings of the large squares.
For each one of these packing we try to fill with small squares the empty spaces
left by the large squares. To do this we solve a knapsack problem to select the
small squares to be packed, and use a variation of the Next-Fit-Decreasing-Height
heuristic to place them (see Section 2.2.1). Among all packings found we select
one with the maximum weight, which must be at least  1  ε  OPT.
For the problem of packing rectangles we need to make a more complex partition,
separating the rectangles into four groups:   ,  ,  , and  . Sets   and  contain
rectangles with, respectively, large and small widths and heights. These are treated
in a similar way as above. The other two sets,  and  , contain wide and short
(i.e. horizontal), and narrow and tall (i.e. vertical) rectangles, respectively. To
pack these rectangles we first round their sizes and group them, so they form larger
rectangles. These grouped rectangles are then packed by solving a fractional strip
packing problem.
Even though, the running times of both algorithms Aε and Wε are polynomial in
n for fixed ε, they are exponential in 1  ε. Therefore, our results are primarily of
theoretical importance.
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In Section 2.2 we describe our algorithm for packing squares. In Section 2.3 we
describe an algorithm for packing a set of rectangles into an augmented square
frame and we give a proof for Theorem 2.1.1. Finally, in the last section we give
some concluding remarks.
2.2 ALGORITHM FOR PACKING SQUARES
In this section we present an algorithm for packing squares into a unit size square
frame so as to maximize the total weight of the packed squares. More precisely,
we are given a set Q of n squares Si  i  1      n  with side lengths si   0  1  and
positive weights wi   

. For a subset Q     Q, a packing of Q   into the unit square
is a positioning of the squares Q   within the frame 
 0  1 


 0  1  such that they have
disjoint interiors. The goal is to find a subset Q     Q and its packing into the unit
square, of maximum weight, ∑Si  Q  wi.
For a subset of squares Q     Q, we use weight  Q    and area  Q    to denote the
weight, ∑Si  Q  wi, and area, ∑Si  Q  si  si, of Q   . In addition, we use Qopt to denote
an optimal subset of Q that can be packed in the unit square 
 0  1 


 0  1  . So,
weight  Qopt   OPT and area  Qopt   1 
Throughout the chapter we also assume that ε   0  1  4  and the value of 1  ε is
integral.
Naive approach. There is a natural two-step approach that could be used for
our problem: first, use a knapsack FPTAS with accuracy δ   0  ε  to find a set Q  
of squares of total area at most 1 and maximum weight, and then apply one of the
known algorithms to produce a packing of those squares inside a square region of
minimum area.
This approach approximates the optimum weight quite well. However, the ap-
proach fails in the sense that the augmented square cannot be of size arbitrarily
close to the unit one. Consider the following example. Let ε   0  1  , and L be
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a set consisting of two large squares S1  S2 with side lengths s1  s2  1   2 and
weights p1  p  εp, p2  εp, and n2 small squares Si (i  3      n2  2) with side
lengths si  1    2n  and weights wi  εp  n2, for some positive value p. For all
small squares, their total area is
n2

2
∑
i  3
 si 
2
 n2   2n2  
1
2
and their total weight is
n2

2
∑
i  3
wi  n
2
  εp  n2   εp 
The corresponding knapsack problem for this set of squares can be formulated as:
Maximize ∑n2  2i  1 wixi
subject to ∑n2  2i  1  si  2xi  1 
xi   0  1  for all i  1      n2  2 
There are two optimum solutions for this knapsack problem:
(a) the two large squares S1  S2 are chosen; their area is  s1  2   s2  2  1 and
their weight is  p1  p2   p  εp  εp  p, and
(b) the large square S1 and all the small squares Si (i  3      n2  2) are cho-
sen; their area is ∑n2  2i  3  si  2   s1  2  12  1


2  2  1 and their weight is
∑n2  2i  3 wi  p1  p  εp  εp  p.
If we use an FPTAS for the knapsack problem with accuracy δ  ε  2, there is no
guarantee that a solution of the form  b  is produced. If solution  a  is obtained,
then its two large squares can only be packed into a square of side length

2
(since 1

2 
1

2 
2

2   2). This is a large augmentation of the unit square,
see Fig. 2.1. Hence, by using this naive approach we cannot guarantee that the
augmented square has size arbitrarily close to 1. Contrasting to this approach our
algorithm, for any set Q of n squares and any fixed value ε

0, finds a subset of
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S1
S2
S1
1
2
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Example.
Q and its packing into the augmented unit square 
 0  1

ε 


 0  1

ε  with weight
at least  1  ε  OPT , where OPT is the maximum weight that can be achieved by
packing any subset of Q in the original unit square region 
 0  1 


 0  1  .
2.2.1 The NFDH Heuristic
We consider first the following special case of the square packing problem: given a
subset Q     Q of squares with side lengths at most ε2, and a rectangle 
 0  a 


 0  b 
(a  b  
 0  1  ) such that area  Q     ab, pack the squares of Q   into the augmented
rectangle 
 0  a

ε2 


 0  b

ε2  .
To solve this problem, we sort the squares of Q   non-increasingly by side lengths.
Then, we put the squares into the rectangle 
 0  a 


 0  b  by using the Next-Fit-
Decreasing-Height (NFDH) heuristic; this packs the squares into a sequence of
sublevels. The first sublevel is the bottom of the rectangle. Each subsequent
sublevel is defined by a horizontal line drawn at the top of the largest square
placed on the previous sublevel. In each sublevel, squares are packed in a left-
justified manner until their total width is at least a. At that moment, the current
sublevel is closed, a new sublevel is started and the packing proceeds as above.
For an illustration see Fig. 2.2.
We will use the following simple result, which can be directly derived from results
in [15, 65], but for completeness we include a proof.
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NFDH  L


h1
h2
h3
h4
h5
a ε
2
b
ε2
Figure 2.2: NFDH for small squares.
Lemma 2.2.1. Let Q     Q be any subset of squares with side lengths at most ε2,
ordered non-increasingly by side lengths, and let 
 0  a 


 0  b  (a  b  
 0  1  ) be a
rectangle such that area  Q     ab. Then, the NFDH heuristic outputs a packing
of Q   in the augmented rectangle 
 0  a

ε2 


 0  b

ε2  .
Proof. Let q be the number of sublevels. Let hi be the height of the first square
on the ith sublevel. Since NFDH packs the squares of Q   on sublevels in order of
non-increasing side lengths, the height of the packing is
H 
q
∑
i  1
hi 
Since the side of any square is at most ε2, then ε2  h1  h2      hq

0.
Furthermore, the total width of the squares on each sublevel (except, maybe, the
last) is at least a and at most a

ε2. Then, the total area of the squares on the ith
sublevel (i  1      q  1) is at least hi

1  a. Assume that the value of H is larger
than b

ε2. Then, the area covered by squares would be at least
q  1
∑
i  1
hi

1  a  a 
q
∑
i  2
hi
 a 
H  h1 

a 
  b

ε2   h1  by assumption H

b

ε2
 a 
 b

 ε2  h1    ab  area  Q    since h1  ε2 
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which gives a contradiction.
Corollary 2.2.2. If all squares in Q have side length at most ε2, then there is
an algorithm which finds a subset of Q and its packing in the augmented square

 0  1

ε2 


 0  1

ε2  with weight at least  1  ε  OPT. The running time of the
algorithm is polynomial in n and 1  ε.
Proof. By solving a knapsack problem we can find a subset of Q, whose total area
is at most 1 and whose weight is at least  1  ε  OPT. By using NFDH we can pack
these squares into the augmented frame 
 0  1

ε2 


 0  1

ε2  .
2.2.2 Partitioning the Squares
Now we consider the case of squares with arbitrary sizes. We define the group
L  0  of squares with side lengths in  ε4  1  , and for j   

we define the group
L  j  of squares with side lengths in  ε4 j  1  ε4 j  . Then,
  ∞
j  0L
 j 
 Q and L   L  j   /0  for   j 
We will use the following simple observation, which also has been made by other
researchers in different contexts [10, 18, 42, 82].
Lemma 2.2.3. There is a group L  k  with 0  k  1  ε2  1 such that its contribu-
tion to the optimum is
weight  Qopt  L  k    ε2OPT 
where Qopt is an optimal subset of squares.
Proof. Since L    L  j   /0 for all   j, then
OPT  weight  Qopt  
1  ε2  1
∑
j  0
weight  Qopt  L  j  
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There must exist at least one group L  k  with 0  k  1  ε2  1 whose contribution
to the weight of the optimal solution is at most the average contribution of the
1  ε2 groups:
weight  L  k  Qopt   

1  ε2  1
∑
j  0
weight  Qopt  L  j      1  ε2   ε2OPT 
We drop the squares in this group L  k  of low weight from consideration. Then,
an optimal packing for Q 	 L  k  has weight at least  1  ε2  OPT, i.e. this makes a
loss of at most a factor of ε2 in the optimum. We partition the squares in Q 	 L  k 
into two groups:      j   k  1L  j  and  
 
j  k

1L  j  . The squares in   and  are
called large and small, respectively.
Corollary 2.2.4. Let ∆  ε4k , where k is as defined above. The side length of any
large square is larger than ∆ and the side length of any small square is at most
ε4∆. Moreover,
weight  Qopt  
          1  ε2  OPT 
2.2.3 Large Squares
We say that a subset of large squares is feasible if it can be packed into the unit
square frame. We can prove the following result.
Lemma 2.2.5. In O  nO  1   time we can find the set FEASIBLE consisting of all
subsets of at most 1  ∆2 large squares from   . Any feasible set of large squares
belongs to FEASIBLE. Moreover, the optimal set of large squares    Qopt is
feasible and, hence, it also belongs to FEASIBLE.
Proof. By definition, any feasible set of large squares can be packed into the unit
square, i.e. into a square area of size 1. The area of any large square is at least
∆2, hence, there are at most 1  ∆2 large squares in any feasible set. There are at
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most n squares in   , so, there are O  n1  ∆2  sets in FEASIBLE. Notice that the
optimal set    Qopt of large squares is also feasible, hence, it must belong to
FEASIBLE.
Packing large squares. Even if we could find the optimal set of large squares,
we would still need to determine how to pack them in the square frame. We
enlarge the size of the unit square so that there is a packing for the large squares
such that the positions of their lower left corners belong to a finite set of discrete
points.
Consider a packing of a subset of large squares in the frame 
 0  1 


 0  1  . In this
packing, increase the size of each large square by a factor 1

ε2. This increases
the size of the enclosing frame by the same factor. Then, without reducing the
size of the frame, reduce the size of every large square back to its original value.
See Fig. 2.3 for an illustration of this process.
The side length of any large square is at least ∆. So, for each large square we
now have an “induced space” where we can move the square up to a distance
ε2∆ vertically or horizontally, without increasing the area of the packing. Since
ε2∆

ε3∆, we can move all large squares such that each one of them has its lower
left corner in the following set
CORNER    x  y  
 x     ε3∆   y  p   ε3∆  and   p  1  2      1  ε
2
 ∆
ε3∆
 
By discretizing the positions of the large squares we reduce to a constant the
number of different packings for the large squares in a feasible set.
2.2.4 Small Squares
Let         be any feasible set of large squares. The complement of     , denoted
COM       , is the set of small squares which is selected by an FPTAS [55] for the
knapsack problem with accuracy ε2, knapsack capacity 1  area       , and set of
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A B
1   ε2
1
induced space
Figure 2.3: Increasing and decreasing the sizes of the large squares.
items  ; each item Si   has size  si  2 and weight wi. We can prove the following
simple result.
Lemma 2.2.6. For the optimal set Qopt    of large squares, its complement
COM  Qopt     has total area at most
1  area  Lopt    
and weight at least
 1  ε2  weight  Qopt   	
Proof. The area of Qopt is at most 1, hence, Qopt   is a feasible solution for the
instance of the knapsack problem with knapsack capacity 1  area  Qopt     and
set of items  . So, the optimum weight of this instance is at least weight  Qopt   
and the FPTAS finds a solution of weight at least  1  ε2  weight  Qopt    .
Placing small squares: The modified NFDH. Assume that we have a packing
of some feasible set         of large squares in the augmented frame 
 0  1

ε2 


 0  1

ε2  . By solving a knapsack problem, we can find its complement COM       .
Our next task is to place the small squares from COM       in the slightly larger
frame 
 0  1

ε 


 0  1

ε  .
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small
induced space
large
large
Figure 2.4: Packing the small squares.
We pack the small squares in the empty space left by the large squares using
the modified NFDH heuristic from [15]: Pack the squares on sublevels, creating
sublevels in a bottom up manner and filling each one of them from left to right.
On each sublevel, if the next small square overlaps with a large square, we place
it immediately after the right boundary of the large square. For an illustration
see Fig. 2.4. We cannot pack small squares within the space occupied by the
large squares, but we can pack them inside the “induced space” around the large
squares. We can prove the following result.
Lemma 2.2.7. For any feasible set         of large squares packed in the aug-
mented frame 
 0  1

ε2 


 0  1

ε2  , the modified NFDH heuristic outputs a pack-
ing of     and the small squares from its complement COM       in the augmented
frame 
 0  1

ε 


 0  1

ε  .
Proof. Since we use the modified NFDH heuristic, in each sublevel at most one
small square can cross the right border of the square 
 0  1

ε2 


 0  1

ε2  . Any
small square has side at most ε4∆   ε2, hence, the total width of the packing is at
most  1

ε2 

ε2
  1

ε, for ε   1  4.
Now we show that the height of the packing cannot be larger than 1

ε. We follow
the ideas of Lemma 2.2.1. Let H be the height of the packing. Let hi (i  1      q)
be the height of the first square on the ith sublevel. We assume that H is larger
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than 1

ε and derive a contradiction. Consider one large square of side length si
and all sublevels  that intersect it. The maximum distance from the large square’s
boundary to the closest small square on a sublevel  cannot be larger than ε4∆
(otherwise, a small square could be added on that sublevel). Hence, the maximum
area not covered by small squares around, and including this large square, is at
most  si  2ε4∆  2.
Summing, over all large squares, we get that the area not covered by small squares
is at most
∑
si
  

 si  2ε4∆  2 
Notice that our packing for small squares goes further than point 1

ε2 in width,
and H  ∑qi  1 hi. Then, as in Lemma 2.2.1, the area covered by the squares from
COM       is
AREA 
q  1
∑
i  1
hi

1   1  ε2   ∑
si
  

 si  2ε4∆  2
  H  h1    1  ε2   ∑
si
  

 si  2ε4∆  2

 1

ε2  2  ∑
si
  


  s2i  4siε4∆   2ε4∆  2   since H

1

ε and h1
 
ε4
 
 1  ∑
si
  

s2i   2ε2 
 1  2ε2∆ ∑
si
  

si   ε
4

 1  4∆2ε4 
     
  
(2.1)
Since si  ∆ and ε
  1  4, then
1  2ε2∆ ∑
si
  

si

1  ∑
si
  

s2i  0 
From 
     
  1  ∆2 we also get
1  4∆2ε4 
     
  1  4ε4  0 
Combining the above inequalities, we get
AREA

1  ∑
si
  

s2i  area  COM       
This gives a contradiction. Hence, the value of H is at most 1

ε.
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2.2.5 The Algorithm
ALGORITHM Aε:
Input: A set of squares Q, accuracy ε

0.
Output: A packing of a subset of Q in 
 0  1

ε 


 0  1

ε  .
1. For each k   0  1     1  ε2  , form the group L  k  as described above.
(a) Let ∆ :  ε4k .
(b) Split Q 	 L  k  into   and  , the sets of large and small squares with side
lengths larger than ∆ and at most ε4∆, respectively.
(c) Compute the set FEASIBLE containing all subsets of   with at most
1  ∆2 large squares.
(d) For every set      FEASIBLE find its complement    :  COM       by
solving a knapsack problem. For each packing of     in the augmented
square 
 0  1

ε2 


 0  1

ε2  such that every large square in     has its
lower left corner in a point of CORNER:
  Use the modified NFDH to pack the small squares    in the aug-
mented unit square 
 0  1

ε 


 0  1

ε  .
2. Among all packings produced, output one with the largest weight.
Theorem 2.2.8. For any set Q of n squares and any fixed value ε

0, there exists
an algorithm Aε which finds a subset of Q and its packing into the augmented unit
square 
 0  1

ε 


 0  1

ε  with weight
Aε  Q    1  ε  OPT 
where OPT is the maximum weight that can be achieved by packing any subset of
Q in the original unit square region 
 0  1 


 0  1  . The running time of Aε is
O
 
n2
ε3 
n
ε8∆2 
1  ∆2 

where ∆  ε41  ε
2
.
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Proof. By Lemma 2.2.7 algorithm Aε produces a packing in the augmented square

 0  1

ε 


 0  1

ε  . Hence, we only need to compute the weight of the packing
chosen in Step 2. The optimal set of large squares Qopt    belongs to FEASIBLE,
and hence, there exists a packing of these squares in the augmented square 
 0  1

ε2 


 0  1

ε2  such that each large square has its lower left corner in a point of
CORNER.
Since algorithm Aε checks all possible packings, it will find one for Qopt    .
Next, Aε finds the complement COM  Qopt     and packs it using the modified
NFDH. The weight of the packing output by the algorithm is
Aε  Q   weight  Qopt      weight  COM  Qopt     
 weight  Qopt    

 1  ε2  weight  Qopt    by Lemma 2  2  6
  1  ε2  weight  Qopt  
       
  1  ε2  
  1  ε2  weight  Qopt   from Corollary 2  2  4
  1  ε  OPT 
We know that any set of large squares from FEASIBLE consists of at most  1  ∆2 
squares. Hence, FEASIBLE can be computed in O  n1  ∆2  time, and we need
to do this 1  ε2 times (once for each value of k, see Step 1 of the algorithm).
Since 
CORNER 
   1  ε2  ∆
ε3∆ 
2

1
ε8∆2 , the algorithm computes at most 
1
ε8∆2 
1  ∆2
packings of large squares in the augmented square 
 0  1

ε2 


 0  1

ε2  . The
running time of the basic-FPTAS in [55] for the knapsack problem is O  n2  1  ε 
(the different versions of FPTAS can be found in [55]). The modified NFDH
algorithm runs in O  n logn  time. Combining all together, we get that the running
time of the algorithm is
O    n
1  ∆2

ε2 

 
1
ε8∆2

1  ∆2

  n2  1  ε  

 n logn 
	 
Simplifying, we find that the running time of the overall algorithm is bounded by
O
 
n2
ε3 
n
ε8∆2 
1  ∆2 

where ∆  ε41  ε
2
.
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2.2.6 Remark on packing d-Dimensional Cubes
Our algorithm can be easily extended to the problem of packing d-dimensional
cubes into a unit d-dimensional cubic frame so as to maximize the total weight
of the cubes packed. As in the 2-dimensional case, we partition the set of cubes
into two sets   and  containing large and small cubes, respectively. Since only a
constant number of large cubes can be packed into the frame, we can enumerate
all feasible subsets of   that can be packed in the augmented cubic frame of size
1

ε2 in polynomial time. The following generalization of Lemma 2.2.1 can be
proved (see also [18]).
Lemma 2.2.9. Let Q     Q be any subset of d-dimensional cubes with side lengths
at most ε2, ordered by non-increasing side lengths, and let 
 0  a1   
 0  a2      

 0  ad  (ai  
 0  1  ) be a parallelepiped, such that area  Q     a1  a2     ad . Then,
the generalization of the NFDH heuristic to d dimensions outputs a packing of Q  
in the augmented parallelepiped 
 0  a1  ε2   
 0  a2  ε2       
 0  ad  ε2  .
This lemma shows that the generalization of NFDH to d dimensions can be used
to pack the small cubes in the empty spaces left by a packing of the large cubes
into the augmented cubic frame. Then, we can prove that the generalization of the
modified NFDH heuristic to d dimensions outputs a packing of     and the small
cubes from its complement COM       in the augmented cubic frame of size 1

ε.
Among all packings found we select one with the maximum weight, which must
be at least  1  ε  OPT.
2.3 ALGORITHM FOR PACKING RECTANGLES
Let R be a set of n rectangles, Ri (i  1      n) with widths ai   0  1  , heights
bi  0  1  , and weights wi  0. The goal is to find a subset R  
  R, and a packing
of R   within the frame 
 0  1 


 0  1  of maximum weight, ∑Ri  R  wi.
We partition the rectangles R into four sets:   ,  ,  , and  . The rectangles in  
have large widths and heights, so only O  1  of them can be packed in the unit
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square frame. The rectangles in  (  ) have large width (height). We round the
sizes of these rectangles in order to reduce the number of distinct widths and
heights. Then, we use enumeration and a fractional strip-packing algorithm to
select the best subsets of  and  to include in our solution. The rectangles in
 have very small width and height, so as soon as we have selected near-optimal
subsets of rectangles from         we add rectangles from  to the set of rect-
angles to be packed in a greedy way. Once we have selected the set of rectangles
to be packed into the frame, we use a modification of the algorithm of Correa and
Kenyon [18] to pack them.
For a subset of rectangles R     R, we use weight  R    to denote its weight, ∑Ri  R  wi,
and area  R    to denote its area, ∑Ri  R  aibi. In addition, we use Ropt to denote an
optimal subset of R that can be packed into the unit square frame 
 0  1 


 0  1  . So,
weight  Ropt   OPT and area  Ropt   1 
2.3.1 Partitioning the Rectangles
We slightly modify the definition of the groups L  j  given above to account for
the fact that now the width and height of a rectangle might be different. We
define the group L  0  of rectangles Ri  R with widths ai   ε4  1  and/or heights
bi   ε4  1  . For j  Z

we define the group L  j  of rectangles Ri with either widths
ai   ε
4 j  1
 ε4
j
 or heights bi   ε4
j  1
 ε4
j
 . One can see that each rectangle belongs
to at most 2 groups.
Lemma 2.3.1. There is a group L  k  with 0  k  2  ε2  1 such that
weight  L  k  Ropt   ε2  OPT 
where Ropt is the subset of rectangles selected by an optimum solution.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2.3
We again drop the rectangles in group L  k  , as described in Lemma 2.3.1, from
consideration. Then, an optimal packing for Ropt 	 L  k  must have weight at least
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 1  ε2  OPT. However, now we partition the rectangles of R into four groups
according to their side lengths, as follows. Let ∆  ε4k .
    Ri 
 ai

∆ and bi

∆ 
   Ri 
 ai  ε4∆ and bi  ε4∆ 
   Ri 
 ai

∆ and bi  ε4∆ 
   Ri 
 ai  ε4∆ and bi

∆ 
The rectangles in   ,  ,  and  are called large, small, horizontal and vertical,
respectively.
Lemma 2.3.2. For 0   ε   1  2 the subset Ropt 	 L  k  of rectangles can be packed
within the frame 
 0  1

ε 


 0  1

ε  in such a way that
  each rectangle Ri  
 
  is positioned so that its lower left corner is at an
x-coordinate that is a multiple of ε2∆,
  each rectangle Ri  
 
  is positioned so that its lower left corner is at a
y-coordinate that is a multiple of ε2∆,
Furthermore, any width ai

∆ or height bi

∆ can be rounded up to the nearest
multiple of ε2∆ without affecting the feasibility of the packing, i.e. (i) for each
Ri    , both, ai and bi can be rounded up, (ii) for each Ri   , only ai can be
rounded, and (iii) for each Ri   , only bi can be rounded.
Proof. Increase the size of every rectangle in         by a factor 1

ε. These
enlarged rectangles can be packed in a frame of size 1

ε. Now shrink the rect-
angles back to their original sizes to create the “induced spaces” as before. Shift
each rectangle inside its induced space so that it is positioned as indicated in the
lemma. Note that each rectangle needs to be shifted vertically and/or horizontally
at most a distance ε2∆. Finally, round each side length larger than ∆ to the nearest
multiple of ε2∆. Since each rectangle can be shifted inside its induced space ver-
tically or horizontally by a distance ε∆, and since 2ε2∆   ε∆ for all 0   ε   1  2,
then the enlarged rectangles fit in a frame of size 1

ε.
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Selecting the large rectangles. As before, we say that a subset of large rect-
angles is feasible if they can be packed in the unit frame. We define the set
FEASIBLE consisting of all subsets of at most 1  ∆2 large rectangles. Observe
that the optimal set of large rectangles    Ropt  FEASIBLE. As we showed
above FEASIBLE can be computed in O  n1  ∆2  time.
Selecting the horizontal rectangles. Recall that for each rectangle Ri   , its
width, ai   ∆  1  was rounded up to a multiple of ε2∆. Hence, there are at most
α  1   ε2∆  distinct widths, a¯1  a¯2      a¯α, in  . We use   a¯q  to denote the
subset of  consisting of all rectangles with width a¯q. Let   
 
 . We define
the profile of    as an α-tuple  h  1  h  2      h  α  such that each entry h  q   0  1 
(q  1      α) is the total height of the rectangles in       a¯q  .
Consider the profile  h  1  h  2      h  α  of 
 Ropt . Note that if each value h  i is
rounded up to the nearest multiple of ε  α, this might increase the height of the
frame where the rectangles are packed by at most α  ε  α   ε. The advantage
of doing this, is that the number of possible values for each entry of the profile
of   Ropt is only constant, i.e. α  ε, and, the total number of profiles is also
constant, αα  ε.
By trying all possible profiles with entries that are multiples of ε  α we ensure to
find one that is identical to the rounded profile for   Ropt . However, the profile
itself does not yield the set of rectangles in   Ropt . Fortunately, we do not need
to find this set, since (from the algorithms in [18] it can be shown that) any set     
of rectangles with the same rounded profile as   Ropt can be packed along with
 
 Ropt in a frame of height 1

ε by solving a fractional strip-packing problem:
  Fix an optimum solution and consider the packing of    Ropt in that solu-
tion.
  Trace a grid of size ε  α over the entire square frame and mark those squares
of the grid which are (partially) occupied by rectangles from   Ropt in the
optimum packing.
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  Group marked grid squares that are horizontally adjacent into a strip.
  Let  h    1  h    2      h    α  be the profile of      . The fractional strip packing prob-
lem is to fractionally pack rectangles of width a¯i and height h    i into these
strips. In this fractional packing problem a rectangle can only be split into
rectangles of smaller height and the same width as the original rectangle.
The rectangles from      are packed according to the solution of the fractional strip
packing problem, but since a rectangle of      might not completely fit in a strip,
the height of the strips might need to be slightly increased. The total increase in the
height of the packing is at most  α  ε  ε4∆  ε. (For a more detailed explanation,
the reader is referred to [18].)
Thus, we just need to find a set of rectangles from  with nearly-maximum weight
and with the same rounded profile as   Ropt . We say that a subset       is
feasible if
  each entry h  q   0  1  (q  1      α) in the profile of    is a multiple of ε  α,
and
  each subset       a¯q  (q  1      α) is a  1  ε  -approximate solution of
an instance of the knapsack problem where h  q is the knapsack’s capacity
and each rectangle Ri    a¯q  is an item of size bi and weight wi.
Lemma 2.3.3. In O  n2  1  ε  time we can find the set FEASIBLE   consisting of
all feasible subsets of  .
Proof. There are O  1  possible profiles. For each entry in a profile, in order to
find a  1  ε  -solution for the corresponding knapsack problem, we can use the
FPTAS of [55] with O  n2  1  ε  running time.
Selecting the vertical rectangles. We use similar ideas as above to define pro-
files and to find the set FEASIBLE  consisting of all feasible subsets of  . Note
that a set         of rectangles with the same rounded profile as   Ropt can be
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packed, along with    Ropt and a set         as described above, in a square
frame of size 1

ε. To see this, consider a grid as described above and mark in
this grid the squares occupied by rectangles from   Ropt in an optimum solu-
tion. The rectangles in      can be placed in these marked grid squares by solving
a fractional strip packing problem as described above. This time the width of the
frame needs to be increased to 1

ε.
Selecting the small rectangles. Assume that we are given feasible subsets     
FEASIBLE,     FEASIBLE   ,     FEASIBLE  such that area                 
 1

2ε  2 ( Recall that the rounding involved in packing the rectangles in    
increases the size of the frame of Lemma 2.3.2 to 1

2ε). A subset       is
feasible for the selection     ,    ,    , if    is a  1  ε  -approximate solution for
the instance of the knapsack problem where  1

2ε  2  area                 is the
knapsack’s capacity, and each rectangle Ri  S is an item of size aibi and weight
wi.
Proposition 2.3.4. Given sets       FEASIBLE       FEASIBLE   , and     
FIASIBLE

, a feasible subset    of  can be found in O  n2  1  ε  time.
2.3.2 The Algorithm
Algorithm Wε:
INPUT: A set of rectangles R, accuracy ε

0.
OUTPUT: A packing of a subset of R within 
 0  1

3ε 


 0  1

3ε  .
1. For each k   0  1     2  ε2  1  form the group L  k  of rectangles Ri  R as
described above and perform Steps 2 and 3.
2. Let α  1   ε3∆  .
(a) Partition R 	 L  k  into sets       , and  as described above.
(b) Round the sizes of the rectangles         as indicated in Lemma
2.3.2.
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(c) Compute the set FEASIBLE containing all subsets of   with at most
1  ∆2 rectangles.
(d) Compute the set FEASIBLE
 
containing all feasible subsets of 
with profiles  h1  h2      hα  where each entry hq  1 (q  1      α) is
a multiple of ε  α.
(e) Compute the set FEASIBLE  containing all feasible subsets of  with
profiles  v1  v2      vα  where each entry vq  1 (q  1      α) is a mul-
tiple of ε  α.
3. For each set      FEASIBLE,     FEASIBLE
 
, and     FEASIBLE

do:
(a) Try all possible packings for     in the frame 
 0  1

ε 


 0  1

ε  , po-
sitioning the rectangles as indicated in Lemma 2.3.2.
(b) For each packing of     in the frame of size 1

2ε, split the empty space
with a grid of size ε  α. Try all possible labellings for the grid’s squares
in which a square is labelled either    or   . For each labelling, try
to pack the rectangles from    into the grid squares labelled 
 
, and
try to pack    into the squares labelled   by solving a fractional strip-
packing problem as described above.
(c) If there is a packing for               in the frame of size 1

2ε, find a
subset       which is feasible for         and    .
(d) Increase the size of the frame to 
 1

3ε 


 1

3ε  and use the NFDH
algorithm to pack the rectangles    within the empty gaps left by      

 
 

  .
4. Among all packings computed in Step 3, output one having the maximum
weight.
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2.3.3 Proof of Theorem 2.1.1
Lemma 2.3.5. There exists a selection of feasible subsets      FEASIBLE     
FEASIBLE   ,     FEASIBLE  , and       , such that
  weight                        1  ε  OPT,
  algorithm Wε outputs a packing of                    within the augmented
square frame 
 0  1

3ε 


 0  1

3ε  .
Proof. Choose         Ropt . Let       and       be sets with the same
rounded profiles as   Ropt and   Ropt and weights at least  1  ε  weight   
Ropt  and  1  ε  weight    Ropt  respectively. Let       be a  1  ε  -approximate
solution of the knapsack problem with knapsack capacity  1

2ε  2  area       

 
 

 
 and items Ri   of size aibi and weight wi. Note that weight        1 
ε  weight    Ropt  and, therefore, weight                        1  ε  weight  Ropt  .
Since Ropt can be packed into a unit size square frame and the sets         , and

  are rounded-up sets with weights at least the weights of Ropt    , Ropt   ,
and Ropt   , then, by Lemma 2.3.2 and the discussion in Section 2.3.1 about
the selection of FEASIBLE   and FEASIBLE  , they can be packed into a square
frame of size 
 0  1

2ε 


 0  1

2ε  . The small rectangles in    have total area
 1

2ε  2  area                 and, thus, the NFDH algorithm can pack them in
the empty gaps left by the other rectangles if we increase the size of the frame to

 0  1

3ε 


 0  1

3ε  . This follows from a straightforward extension of Lemma
2.2.1 to rectangles.
Algorithm Wε considers all values k   0  1     2  ε2  1  . For at least one of these
values it must find a group L  k  such that
weight  Ropt 	 L  k     1  ε2  OPT 
For this group, the rest of the rectangles R 	 L  k  is partitioned into sets       ,
and  .
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By Lemma 2.3.5 there exist a selection of feasible subsets      FEASIBLE     
FEASIBLE   ,     FEASIBLE  , and       , such that
weight                        1  ε  OPT 
and such that algorithm Wε outputs a packing of    
 
  
 
  
 
   within an aug-
mented square frame 
 0  1

3ε 


 0  1

3ε  . Since algorithm Wε tries all feasible
sets in FEASIBLE, FEASIBLE   , and FEASIBLE  , and all packings for them,
Wε must find the required solution.
All feasible subsets FEASIBLE, FEASIBLE
 
and FEASIBLE

, can be found
in O  n2  1  ε  time. Step 3(b) of algorithm Wε can be performed by using the
algorithm for strip-packing described in [18]. This algorithm also runs in time
polynomial in n. Furthermore, there is only a constant number of possible pack-
ings for any set of large rectangles from FEASIBLE. Hence, the overall running
time of algorithm Wε is polynomial in n for fixed ε.
2.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Following the same line of ideas, our result for packing squares can be extended
to the packing of squares into a square 
 0  1 


 0  1

ε  , which is augmented only
in one direction, as well as to the packing of squares into a square 
 0  1 


 0  1 
without augmentation. An interesting open problem, however, is that of finding a
set R     R of rectangles with weight at least  1  ε  OPT and a packing for them
in the unit square region 
 0  1 


 0  1  without augmentation. Natural extensions
of our algorithm (like removing one of the large rectangles to accommodate those
rectangles that in our algorithm would overflow the boundaries of the unit square
region, thus, requiring the ε extension in the size of the region) do not work. We
conjecture that this more complex problem can be solved in polynomial time, but
new techniques seem to be needed.
CHAPTER 3
ON WEIGHTED RECTANGLE PACKING WITH LARGE
RESOURCES
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we address the following general version of the storage packing
problem: We are given a dedicated rectangle R of width a  0 and height b 
0, and a list L of n rectangles Ri  i  1      n  with widths ai   0  a  , heights
bi   0  b  , and positive integral weights wi. For a sublist L  
  L of rectangles,
a packing of L   into the dedicated rectangle R is a positioning of the rectangles
from L   within the area 
 0  a 


 0  b  , so that all the rectangles of L   have disjoint
interiors. Rectangles are not allowed to rotate. The goal is to find a sublist of
rectangles L     L and its packing in R which maximizes the weight of packed
rectangles, i.e., ∑Ri  L  wi.
The above problem is a natural generalization of the knapsack problem to the two-
dimensional version. The knapsack problem is known to be NP-hard [36]. Hence
it is very unlikely that any polynomial time algorithm exists. So, then one looks
for efficient heuristics with good performance guarantees.
Related results. As we mentioned, one can find a clear relation to the knapsack
problem. It is well-known that the knapsack problem is just weakly NP-hard [36],
and admits an FPTAS [55, 60]. In contrast, already the problem of packing squares
with unit weights into a rectangle is strongly NP-hard [8]. So, the problem of
packing rectangles with weights into a rectangle admits no FPTAS, unless P  NP.
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From another side, one can also find a relation to strip packing: Given a list L
of rectangles Ri  i  1      n  with widths ai   0  1  and positive heights bi  0
it is required to pack the rectangles of L into the vertical strip 
 0  1 


 0 

∞  so
that the packing height is minimized. In particular, this also defines the problem
of packing rectangles into a rectangle of fixed width and minimum height, or the
well-known two-dimensional cutting stock problem [37].
Of course, the strip packing problem is strongly NP-hard since it includes the
bin packing problem as a special case. In fact many known simple strip packing
ideas come from bin packing. The "Bottom-Left" heuristic has asymptotic perfor-
mance ratio equal to 2 when the rectangles are sorted by decreasing widths [9].
In [15] several simple algorithms were studied where the rectangles are placed
on "shelves" using one-dimensional bin-packing heuristics. It was shown that the
First-Fit shelf algorithm has asymptotic performance ratio of 1  7 when the rectan-
gles are sorted by decreasing height (this defines the First-Fit-Decreasing-Height
algorithm). The asymptotic performance ratio was further reduced to 3  2 [83],
then to 4  3 [38] and to 5  4 [7]. Finally, in [56] it was shown that there exists an
asymptotic FPTAS in the case when the side lengths of all rectangles in the list
are at most 1. (In the above definition ai  bi   0  1  for all Ri.) For the absolute
performance, the two best current algorithms have the same performance ratio
2 [79, 84].
In contrast to knapsack and strip packing there are just few results known for pack-
ing rectangles into a rectangle. For a long time the only known result has been an
asymptotic  4  3  -approximation algorithm for packing unweighted squares into a
rectangle [8]. Only very recently in [51], several first approximability results have
been presented for the packing rectangles with weights into a rectangle. The best
one is a  12  ε  -approximation algorithm.
Our results. Inspired by the results in the previous chapter we investigate the
influence of resources. In this chapter we consider the so-called case of large
resources, when the number of the packed rectangles is relatively large. Formally,
in the above formulation it is assumed that all rectangles Ri (i  1      n) in the
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list L have widths and heights ai  bi   0  1  , and the dedicated rectangle R has
unit width a  1 and quite a large height b  1  ε4, for a fixed positive ε

0. We
present an algorithm which finds a sublist L     L of rectangles and its packing
into the dedicated rectangle R with weight at least  1  ε  OPT, where OPT is the
optimum weight. The running time of the algorithm is polynomial in the number
of rectangles n.
Our approach to approximation is as follows. At the beginning we take an optimal
rectangle packing inside of the dedicated rectangle, considering it as a strip pack-
ing. We then perform several transformations that simplify the packing structure,
without dramatically increasing the packing height and decreasing the packing
weight, such that the final result is amenable to a fast enumeration. As soon
as such a ”near-optimal” strip packing is found, we apply our shifting technique.
This puts the packing into the dedicated rectangle by removing some less weighted
piece of the packing.
Applications. There has recently been increasing interest in the advertisement
placement problem for newspapers and the Internet [2, 33]. In a basic version of
the problem, we are given a list of n advertisements and k identical rectangular
pages of fixed size  a  b  , on which advertisements may be placed. Each ith ad-
vertisement appears as a small rectangle of size  ai  bi  , and is associated with a
profit pi (i  1      n). Advertisements may not overlap. The goal is to maximize
the total profit of the advertisements placed on all k pages.
This problem is also known as the problem of packing n weighted rectangles into
k identical rectangular bins. Here, as an application of our algorithm, we provide a

1
2  ε  -approximation algorithm. The running time of the algorithm is polynomial
in the number of rectangles n for any fixed ε

0.
Last notes. The chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2 we introduce no-
tations and give some preliminary results. In Section 3.3, we present our shifting
technique. In Section 3.4 we perform packing transformations. In Section 3.5 we
outline the algorithm. In Section 3.6 we give an approximation algorithm to pack
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rectangles into k rectangular bins of size  a  b  . Finally, in the last section we give
some concluding remarks.
3.2 PRELIMINARIES
We are given a dedicated rectangle R of unit width a  1 and height b  0, and
a list L of rectangles Ri  i  1      n  with widths ai   0  1  , heights bi   0  1  ,
and positive integral weights wi. The goal is to find a sublist of rectangles L  
  L
and its packing in R which maximizes the weight of the packed rectangles, i.e.,
∑Ri  L  wi.
We will use the following notations. For a sublist of rectangles L     L, we will
write weight  L    , height  L    , and size  L    to denote the values of ∑Ri  L  wi; ∑Ri  L  bi,
and ∑Ri  L  ai  bi, respectively. Also, we will write Lopt
  L to denote an opti-
mal sublist of rectangles, and OPT to denote the optimal objective value. Thus,
weight  Lopt   OPT and size  Lopt   a  b  b. Throughout of the chapter we as-
sume that 0   ε   1  50, 1  ε     2

ε   ε is integral (ε    ε   2

ε  ), m  1   ε    2,
and the height value b  1  ε4.
3.2.1 Separating rectangles
Given a positive ε  

0, we partition the list L of rectangles into two sublists:
Lnarrow, containing all the rectangles of width at most ε   , and Lwide, containing all
the rectangles of width larger than ε   .
3.2.2 Knapsack
In the knapsack problem we are given a knapsack capacity B and a set of items
I   1  2      n  , where each item i  I is associated with its size si and profit pi.
It is required to find a subset I     I which maximizes the profit of ∑i  I  pi subject
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to ∑i  I  si  B, i.e., it fits in a knapsack of size B.
The knapsack problem is NP-hard, but it admits an FPTAS [36]. In particular, we
can use any FPTAS version from [55, 60]. Given a precision δ

0, the algorithm
outputs a subset I  B    I such that
∑
i  I  B 
si  B and ∑
i  I  B 
pi   1  δ  OPT  I  B   (3.1)
where OPT  I  B  is the maximum profit of I with respect to capacity B. For sim-
plicity, we will write KS  n  δ  to denote the running time of the algorithm, which
is polynomial in the number of items n and 1  δ.
3.2.3 Solving knapsacks with wide and narrow rectangles
Here we work with rectangles as items. However, we treat narrow and wide rect-
angles differently.
Knapsacks with wide rectangles. We handle wide rectangles as follows. We
order all the wide rectangles in Lwide by non-increasing widths. W.l.o.g. we as-
sume that there are n   wide rectangles
R1   a1  b1   R2   a2  b2       Rn    an   bn  
with widths
a1  a2      an

 ε   
So, for any two 1  k     n   , let Lwide  k    denote the list of all wide rectangles
Ri in Lwide with   i  k. Next, we only pay attention to the height values.
Let H be some positive variable. Let Lwide  k    be the list of wide rectangles
between Rk and R  as defined above. We associate each wide rectangle Ri   ai  bi 
of weight wi in Lwide  k    with item i in I
 
 1  2      n  of size si :  bi and profit
pi :  wi. We also define knapsack capacity B :  H. So, given precision δ :  ε2  4,
knapsack capacity B and item set I we apply the FPTAS. The solution defines
some sublist Lwide  k    H 
  Lwide  k    of wide rectangles with precision ε2  4.
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Lemma 3.2.1. The height of Lwide  k    H  is at most H. Furthermore,
weight  Lwide  k    H     1  ε2  4  OPT  Lwide  k     H  
where OPT  Lwide  k     H  is the maximum profit of a subset of Lwide  k    with
respect to capacity (height) H.
Knapsacks with narrow rectangles. Similarly, we deal with narrow rectangles.
However, we only pay attention to the size values.
Let S be some positive variable. Let Lnarrow be the list of all narrow rectangles. We
associate each narrow rectangle Ri   ai  bi  of weight wi in Lnarrow  k    with item
i in I    1  2      n  of size si  ai  bi and profit pi  wi. We also define knapsack
capacity B :  S. So, given precision δ :  ε2  4, knapsack capacity B and items
I we apply the FPTAS. The solution defines some sublist Lnarrow  S 
  Lnarrow of
narrow rectangles with precision ε2  4.
Lemma 3.2.2. The size of Lnarrow  S  is at most S. Furthermore,
weight  Lnarrow  S     1  ε2  4  OPT  Lnarrow  S  
where OPT  Lnarrow  S  is the maximum profit of a subset of Lnarrow with respect to
capacity (area) S.
3.2.4 Packing narrow rectangles: NFDH
We consider the following strip-packing problem: Given a sublist L     Lnarrow of
narrow rectangles and a strip with fixed width 1  c (c  
 0  1  ) and unbounded
height, pack the rectangles of L   into the the strip such that the height to which the
strip is filled is as small as possible.
First, we order the rectangles of L   by decreasing heights. Then, we put the narrow
rectangles into the strip-packing by using Next-Fit-Decreasing-Height (NFDH):
The rectangles are packed so as to form a sequence of sublevels. The first sub-
level is just the bottom line of the strip. Each subsequent sublevel is defined by
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a horizontal line drawn through the top of the rectangle placed on the previous
sublevel. Rectangles are packed in a left-justified greedy manner, until there is
insufficient space to the right to place the next rectangle, at that point, the current
sublevel is discontinued, the next sublevel is defined and packing proceeds on the
new sublevel. For an illustration see Fig. 3.1.
h1
ε

1  c  ε

NFDH  L


h4
h3
h2
Figure 3.1: NFDH for narrow rectangles
We will use the following simple result.
Lemma 3.2.3. Let L     Lnarrow be any sublist of narrow rectangles ordered by
non-increasing heights. If the Next-Fit-Decreasing-Height (NFDH) heuristic out-
puts a packing of height NFDH  L    , then the area covered by the narrow rectan-
gles
AREA   1  c  ε     NFDH  L     1 	 (3.2)
Proof. Let q be the number of sublevels. Let hi be the height of the first rectangle
on the ith sublevel. Recall that NFDH packs the rectangles of L   on sublevels in
order of non-increasing heights. Hence,
NFDH  L    
q
∑
i  1
hi 
and
1  h1  h2      hq

0 
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(All rectangle heights are in  0  1  .) Since no rectangle in L   has width exceeding
ε    0, the total width on each sublevel is at least  1  c   ε    1  c  ε   . Recall
that the rectangles of L   are packed in order of non-increasing heights. Thus, the
size of rectangles on each ith (i  1      q  1) sublevel is at least
hi

1   1  c   ε   	
So, the covered area is
AREA 
q  1
∑
i  1
hi

1   1  c   ε   
  1  c  ε   
q
∑
i  2
hi
  1  c  ε     NFDH  L     h1 
  1  c  ε     NFDH  L     1 
The result of lemma follows.
3.2.5 Strip packing by KR-algorithm
We consider the following strip-packing problem: Given a sublist L     L of rect-
angles and a strip with unit width and unbounded height, pack the rectangles of
L   into the the strip such that the height to which the strip is filled is as small as
possible.
As we mentioned before the strip packing problem admits an asymptotic FPTAS.
We will use the following result.(See also Appendix 5.4)
Theorem 3.2.4 (C. Kenyon, E. Rémila [56]). There is an algorithm A which,
given an accuracy ε

0, a sublist L     L of rectangles and a strip with unit width
1 and unbounded height, packs the rectangles of L   into the the strip such that the
height to which the strip is filled
A  L      1

ε  strip  L   

O  1  ε2   (3.3)
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where strip  L    denotes the height of the optimal strip packing of L   . The running
time of A is polynomial in n and 1  ε.
For simplicity, we name such an algorithm in the theorem by the KR-algorithm
(description of the KR-algorithm is in Appendix B on page 139). Also, we will
write KR  n  ε  to denote its running time. In Section 3.4 we will give more details
on packing by the KR-algorithm.
3.3 SHIFTING
Assume that we are given a strip packing of height  1

O  ε   b for a list of rect-
angles whose weight is at least  1  O  ε   OPT. The idea of our shifting technique
is to remove some less weighted piece of height O  ε  b. Then, the weight value
remains  1  O  ε   OPT, but the height value reduces to b, giving a packing in the
area 
 0  1 


 0  b  of the dedicated rectangle R   1  b  .
Lemma 3.3.1. Suppose we are given a strip packing of height  1

δ2  ε   b for a
sublist L     L with weight at least  1  δ1  ε  OPT , for some δ1  δ2  O  1  . Then
in O  n

1  ε  time one can obtain a rectangle packing of a sublist of L   into the
area 
 0  1 


 0  b  whose weight is at least  1   δ1  2δ2  2  ε  OPT, provided
1  ε  δ2  1.
Proof. Recall that δ2  O  1  and b  1  ε4. W.l.o.g. it can be assumed that
weight  L     2OPT, i.e. the weight of L   is not larger than 2OPT. If it is larger
than 2OPT, we could proceed as follows. Take the current strip packing of L   of
height  1

δ2  ε  b. Cut it by a horizontal line at height point b. This gives the two
strip packing of height b and at most  δ2  ε  b  1, respectively. So, either of the
strip packings is a feasible rectangle packing in the area of the dedicated rectangle
R   1  b  . Furthermore, one of them must have the weight value larger than OPT.
This gives a contradiction.
Now we define
k 
 
 1

δ2  ε  b  2
 δ2  ε  b  2 

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Since b  1  ε4 and ε   0  1  4  we also have that
k 
 
b
 δ2  ε  b  2 
1


 
1
 δ2  ε    2  b  
1


 
1
 δ2  ε   2ε3 
1


 
1
ε  δ2  1  
1


Assume now that
1  ε  δ2  1  (3.4)
Then, k  2. Next, we proceed as follows. We take the current strip packing of
length  1

δ2  ε  b. We draw k  1 horizontal lines which divide the packing into
k cuts, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Each of the cuts has the inner part of height  δ2  ε  b
and the outer part of height 2. Then, the height of the k cuts is
  δ2  ε  b  2  k  2   1  δ2  ε  b 
2
2
2
2
G  

ε  δ2  b

ε  δ2  b

ε  δ2  b
Figure 3.2: Shifting
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Let Gi be the list of rectangles which intersect the inner part of the ith cut. Each
outer part has height 2, but no rectangle in the list L can be higher than 1. Hence,
we have that Gi  G j  /0 for i  j. Furthermore,
k
∑
i  1
weight  Gi   weight  L     2OPT 
Since
k 
 
1
ε  δ2  1  
1


1
ε  δ2  1 

there must exist at least one list G

such that
weight  G

  
 2OPT   1  k   2ε  δ2  1  OPT 
So, we break the strip packing into two ones from both sides of the inner part of
the  th cut. Next, we throw away the rectangles of G

, and put these two strip
packing together. This gives a strip packing of height b. Its weight is bounded
below by
 1  δ1  ε  OPT  weight  G

   1  δ1  ε  OPT  2ε  δ2  1  OPT
  1   δ1  2δ2  2  ε  OPT 
The construction requires at most O  n

k  time. From δ1  δ2  O  1  , this turns
to O  n

1  ε  , and the result of lemma follows.
Corollary 3.3.2. Let β  4, b  α  ε4 and ε   0  1  β  . Then, given a packing of
L   in the area 
 0  1 


 0   1

δ2  ε  b  whose weight is at least  1  δ1  ε  OPT, in
time O  n

1  ε  one can obtain a packing in the area 
 0  1 


 0  b  whose weight
is at least  1  35ε  OPT if β  50, δ1  1  3, δ2  16.
Proof. Let b  1  ε4, ε   0  1  β  , δ1  1  3, and δ2  16. Then, for β  50 we
have that
1
ε
 β  50  1

δ2  17 
Hence, by Lemma 3.3.1, the shifting procedure outputs a packing whose weight
is at least
 1   δ1  2δ2  2  ε  OPT   1  35ε  OPT 
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3.4 TRANSFORMATIONS OF OPTIMAL SOLUTION
Here we discuss some transformations which simplify the structure of the optimal
solution Lopt . We start with transforming a packing of Lopt into a well structured
packing. This introduces the lists Loptwide of wide rectangles, L
opt
narrow of narrow
rectangles, and m optimal threshold rectangles. Next, assuming the m threshold
rectangles and the m height capacity values are known, we perform a transforma-
tion of the optimal lists Loptwide and L
opt
narrow to some lists found by solving a series
of knapsacks. Then, we perform a rounding transformation which turns all the
m height capacity values to some discrete points. Each of these transformations
may increases the height value by O  εb  , and may decrease the weight value by
O  εOPT  . However, in the next section we show that Lopt can be still approxi-
mated with quite a good precision.
3.4.1 Well-structured packing
Here we describe a well structured packing of the optimal solution.
Separation. Let Lopt be the optimal solution. We define the lists of narrow and
wide rectangles: Loptnarrow  Lopt  Lnarrow and Loptwide  Lopt
 Lwide. Clearly,
weight  Loptwide   weight  L
opt
narrow   OPT  (3.5)
Threshold rectangles. Let Rk1   ak1  bk1   Rk2   ak2  bk2       Rkm   akm  bkm 
be a sequence of optimal wide rectangles in Loptwide such that 1  k1
  k2       
km  n   . Then, we call such rectangles as the threshold rectangles. For an illustra-
tion see Fig. 3.3. As it is defined, widths
ak1  ak2      akm  ε   
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threshold
rectangles
10
Rkm
Rk3
Rk2
Rk1
Figure 3.3: Threshold rectangles
Configurations. Now we can define configurations. A configuration is defined
as a multi-set of widths chosen among the m threshold widths in  aki 
 i  1      m 
which sum to at most 1, i.e. they may occur at the same level. Their sum is called
the width of the configuration.
Layers. Let q be some positive integer. Let C1  C2      Cq be some distinct con-
figurations, numbered by non-increasing widths, and let Cq

1 be an empty con-
figuration. Let αi j denote the number of occurrences of width aki in C j. Then, the
value of c j  ∑mi  1 ak  i j  αi j is called the width of C j. Therefore,
c1  c2      cq  cq

1  0 
Let 0   0   1       q   q

1  h be some q  1 non-negative values. We
define q

1 layers as follows. The layer 
 0  1 


  j   j

1  ( j  0      q  1) cor-
responds to configuration C j. It is divided into two rectangles: Q j  
 c j  1  

  j   j

1  and Q   j  
 0  c j   
  j   j

1  . (Notice that the last layer is Qq

1  
 0  1  

  q   q

1  , as shown in Fig. 3.4)
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Figure 3.5: Structure of layer 
 0  1 


  j   j

1 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From one side, all Q j ( j  1      q  1) are empty. From another side, each Q   j
( j  1      q) consists of m vertical multi-slices, each ith of those with exactly αi j
identical slices of width aki , as shown in Fig. 3.5. The value of   j

1   j  de-
fines the height of configuration C j, and the value of h   q

1 defines the packing
height. The value of
Hi 
q
∑
j  1
αi j   j

1   j 
defines the total height of all slices of width aki , and it is called the ith threshold
capacity.
Well-structured packing. A strip packing of the optimal solution Lopt is called
a well-structured strip packing with q

1 layers if all Q j ( j  1      q  1) are
filled by narrow rectangles, and all the slices of width aki (i  1      m) are greedily
filled by the wide rectangles from Lopt  Lwide  ki  ki

1  1  . (Here and further we
assume w.l.o.g. that km

1  1  n   .) Now we are ready to give the following result.
Theorem 3.4.1 (C. Kenyon, E. Rémila [56]). There exist a well-structured pack-
ing of Lopt with 2m

1 layers such that its height
h  max  strip  Loptwide   1  1   mε      2m  1 
size  Lopt   1

1   mε       1  ε   

4m

1  
where strip  Loptwide  is the height of the optimal strip packing of Loptwide.
3.4.2 Augmentation
Now we can give the following simple result.
Lemma 3.4.2. If ε    ε   2

ε  , m   1  ε    2, ε   1  210 and b  1  ε4, then there
exists a well-structured packing with 2m

1 layers of the optimal solution Lopt of
height
h   1

2ε  b  (3.6)
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Proof. Recall that strip  Loptwide  is the height of the optimal strip packing of the
wide rectangles of Loptwide, and size  Lopt  is the area of the optimal strip packing of
Lopt . As we know Loptwide
  Lopt . Since Lopt is an optimal solution, the rectangles of
Lopt can be packed into the dedicated rectangle R   a  b  . Hence strip  Loptwide  
strip  Lopt   b. Since a  1, the value of size  Lopt  must be at most 1  b. Recall
also that m  1   ε    2. Substituting, we have that
h  b  1

ε      1  ε   

4   ε    2

1 from ε   1 and ε    ε   2

ε 
 b  2

2ε   2

4  2

ε  2   ε2 

1
 b  1

ε 

4  32   ε2 

1  ε
 b  1

ε 

 36

1   ε2
  1

ε  b

37  ε2
  1

ε  b

εb   1

2ε  b from b  1  ε4 and ε   1  50 
The result of lemma follows.
3.4.3 Approximating wide rectangles
Our idea is to guess most profitable rectangles, knowing the optimal threshold
rectangles and capacity values. Let Rki and Hi (i  1      m) be the optimal ith
threshold rectangle and capacity, respectively. Then, by solving a series of knap-
sacks we can find the lists Lwide  ki  ki

1  1  Hi  of wide rectangles. These are
quite good approximations for lists Lwide  ki  ki

1  1   Lopt , and hence all to-
gether they give a good approximation of the optimal list Loptwide of wide rectangles.
Lemma 3.4.3. The value of
m
∑
i  1
weight  Lwide  ki  ki

1  1  Hi     1  ε2  4  weight  Loptwide 	 (3.7)
If the wide rectangles of Loptwide are replaced by the rectangles of all Lwide  ki  ki

1 
1  Hi  (i  1      m), then the height h of the well-structured packing increases by
at most ∆wide  εb.
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Proof. As it was defined,
Lwide  ki  ki

1  1   Lopt
  Lwide  ki  ki

1  1 	
In the well structured packing, the rectangles of Lwide  ki  ki

1  1   Lopt are
placed in the slices of width aki . The total height of all these slices is exactly
the value of Hi. So,
height  Lwide  ki  ki

1  1   Lopt   Hi 
Hence, by Lemma 3.2.1 solving the knapsack problem we can decrease the weight
by at most some factor of  1  ε2  4  . Combining, the value of
m
∑
i  1
weight  Lwide  ki  ki

1  1  Hi   
m
∑
i  1
 1  ε2  4  weight  Lwide  ki  ki

1  1   Lopt 
  1  ε2  4  weight  Loptwide 	
Notice that both Lwide  ki  ki

1  1  Hi  and Lwide  ki  ki

1  1   Lopt have quite
similar characteristics. We use it as follows. We take the well-structured packing
of Lopt and go over all the rectangles Q  1  Q  2      Q  2m in the 2m layers. Inside all
the slices of widths aki (i  1      m) we replace the rectangles of Lwide  ki  ki

1 
1   Lopt by the rectangles of Lwide  ki  ki

1  1  Hi  in a greedy manner.
Since we greedily place rectangles, it may happen that some rectangles do not
fit completely into the slices. We then increase the height of each layer by 1, that
must create enough space for all rectangles. Since there are 2m layers, we increase
the height h of the well-structured packing by at most
∆wide  2m  2   ε    2  2  2  ε  2  ε2  2  32  ε2  εb 
for ε   1  50, ε    ε   2

ε  and b  1  ε4. The result of lemma follows.
3.4.4 Approximating narrow rectangles
We use a similar idea to guess most profitable narrow rectangles, knowing the op-
timal configurations with heights and widths. Let c j and  j (i  1      2m  1) be
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the width and height of configuration C j, respectively. Recall that the optimal nar-
row rectangles of Loptnarrow are placed in rectangles Q1  Q2      Q2m  Q2m

1. Hence
we can bound the size value
size  Loptnarrow  
2m

1
∑
j  1
 1  c j    i

1   i  (3.8)
So, by solving the knapsack problem we can find the list Lnarrow  S  of narrow
rectangles, where the value of knapsack capacity
S 
2m

1
∑
j  1
 1  c j    j

1   j  (3.9)
This is a good approximation of the optimal list Loptnarrow of narrow rectangles.
Lemma 3.4.4. The value of
weight  Lnarrow  S     1  ε2  4  weight  Loptnarrow  (3.10)
If the narrow rectangles of Loptnarrow are replaced by the narrow rectangles Lnarrow  S  ,
then the height h of the well-structured packing increases by at most ∆narrow  2εb.
Proof. Clearly, the rectangles of Loptnarrow must be in Lnarrow. By (3.8), the area of
Loptnarrow is at most S. Hence, by Lemma 3.2.2 solving the knapsack problem can
only decrease the weight by some factor of  1  ε2  4  . So, we get
weight  Lnarrow  S     1  ε2  4  weight  Loptnarrow 
Notice that both Loptnarrow and Lnarrow  S  have quite similar characteristics. We use
it as follows. We go over the rectangles Q1  Q2      Q2m  Q2m

1 in the 2m  1
layers, and place the rectangles of Lnarrow  S  by using NFDH. If not all rectangles
are placed, then we work with a new layer of width 1 and height ∆narrow.
The new rectangle has width 1 and height ∆narrow. Similar to Lemma 3.2.3, the
area covered by narrow rectangles in additional layer is at least
 1  ε     ∆narrow  1 	
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Similarly, consider the narrow rectangles packed in rectangle Q j ( j  1      2m 
1). The height of this packing is at least  j

1   j  1. The width of Q j is 1  c j.
Hence, the area covered by the narrow rectangles is at least
 1  c j  ε      j

1   j  2 	
Combining over all layers, the area covered is at least
2m

1
∑
j  1
 1  c j  ε      j

1   j  2    1  ε     ∆narrow  1 	
Recall that the area of Loptnarrow  S  is at most
S 
2m

1
∑
j  1
 1  c j    j

1   j 
We need an upper bound on the value of ∆narrow. So, it is enough to require that
this size value is equal to the above bound. So,
2m

1
∑
j  1
 1  c j  ε      j

1   j  2    1  ε     ∆narrow  1  
2m

1
∑
j  1
 1  c j    j

1   j 
Hence,
 1  ε     ∆narrow  1   2
2m

1
∑
j  1
 1  c j  ε     ε  
2m

1
∑
j  1
  j

1   j 	
and from ∑2m  1j  1   j

1   j   h
∆narrow  1  
 2
2m

1
∑
j  1
 1  c j  ε     ε    h    1  ε   
 1


 2  2m

1 

ε    1

2ε  b    1  ε   
from h   1

2ε  b and 1  c j  ε    1
 O  1  ε2 

 ε  2   2  b  εb

εb  2εb
from m  1   ε    2  ε    ε   2

ε  
for ε   1  50 and b  1  ε4. The result of lemma follows.
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3.4.5 Rounding
Finally, we round all values to some discrete points.
Lemma 3.4.5. If we round up each threshold capacity Hi (i  1      m) in
Lwide  ki  ki

1  1  Hi  to the the closest value in
CAPACITY   t   ε    4  b 
 t  1  2      1   ε    6  
and the value of S in Lnarrow  S  to the closest value in
SIZE   t   ε    4  b 
 t  1  2      1   ε    5  
then the height h of the well-structured packing increases by at most ∆rounding 
εb.
Proof. Consider a well structured packing of all Lwide  ki  ki

1  1  Hi  and Lnarrow  S 
with 2m

1 layers. Each layer is cut into slices which correspond to a configu-
ration. The wide rectangles of Lwide  ki  ki

1  1  Hi  are packed in the slices of
width aki in a greedy manner. The rectangles of Lnarrow  S  are packed by the
NFDH heuristic. The height of the packing is
h

∆wide  ∆narrow   1  5ε  b 
By rounding, we increase the value of each Hi and S by at most  ε    4b. Hence, in
solving knapsacks the height of Lwide  ki  ki

1  1  Hi  increases by at most  ε    4b,
and the area of Lnarrow  S  increases by at most  ε    4b. Next, we proceed as in
approximating wide and narrow rectangles. We go over all slices of width aki and
replace all old wide rectangles by the new wide rectangles in Lwide  ki  ki

1  1  Hi  .
Also, we go over all layers and replace all old narrow rectangles by the new narrow
rectangles in Lnarrow  S  .
In order to accommodate all of wide and narrow rectangles we need to increase
the heights of some layers (configurations). We can estimate the total increase as
follows. First, we increase the height value of each layer (configuration) by  ε    4b.
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Then, similar to approximating wide and narrow rectangles, we can pack all the
rectangles, but cutting them if they do not fit into slices or layers. Since the height
value of any rectangle is at most 1, we simply increase the height of each layer by
1. This eliminates cuts. In overall, we can estimate the total increase as
∆rounding   2m  1  
  ε    4b  1   O  ε2b   εb 
for m  1   ε    2, ε    ε   2

ε  , ε  1  50 and b  1  ε4.
The height of the final packing is at most  1

5ε  b

∆rounding   1  6ε  b. This
means that the size of all Lwide  ki  ki

1  1  Hi  and Lnarrow  S  is at most  1 
6ε  b. Hence, after rounding the value of S is at most  1

6ε  b  b  ε   . Since the
width value of the rectangles in Lwide  ki  ki

1  1  Hi  is at least ε   , after rounding
the value of Hi can be at most  1  6ε  b  ε    b   ε    2. Thus, the value of t in
CAPACITY and SIZE can be at most 1   ε    5 and 1   ε    6, respectively. The result
of lemma follows.
3.5 OVERALL ALGORITHM
Here we outline our algorithm and summarize all above results. We simply enu-
merate all possible sequences of threshold rectangles and their capacity values.
Then, we solve a series of knapsack problems to get several lists of wide and nar-
row rectangles, and find a packing for them by using the KR-algorithm. At the
end, we select the most profitable packing and apply the shifting technique to it.
The final packing fits into the dedicated rectangle and its weight is near-optimal.
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RECTANGLE PACKING (RP):
Input: List L, accuracy ε

0, and ε    ε   2

ε  , m  1   ε    2.
1. Split L into Lnarrow and Lwide of narrow and wide rectangles, whose
widths are at most ε   and larger than ε   ;
2. Sort the wide rectangles of Lwide according to their widths;
3. For each sequence of m   1  ε    wide threshold rectangles
Rk1  Rk2      Rkm from Lwide:
(a) select m capacity values of Hi  CAPACITY and a value of S 
SIZE;
(b) find m lists Lwide  ki  ki

1  1  Hi  and list Lnarrow  S  ;
(c) run the KR-algorithm and keep the solution (if it’s height is at
most  1

16ε  b).
4. Select a packing whose weight is maximum;
5. Apply the shifting technique.
We conclude with the following final result.
Theorem 3.5.1. The RP-algorithm outputs a rectangle packing of a sublist L     L
in the area 
 0  a 


 0  b  of the dedicated rectangle R. The weight of the packing
weight  L      1  ε  OPT 
where OPT is the optimal weight. The running time of the RP-algorithm is
bounded by
O  n1  ε
2
 1  ε6  1  ε
2

1

KS  n  ε   KR  n  ε    
where KS  n  ε  is the running time of a FPTAS for solving the knapsack problem,
and KR  n  ε  is the running time of the KR-algorithm.
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Proof. In the algorithm, for each guess of a sequences of m threshold rectangles
we have to solve

CAPACITY 
m  
 SIZE 
  O   1  ε6  1  ε2  1 
knapsack problems, and run the KR-algorithm. Since there are at most n wide
rectangles, we have to try at most nm  O  n
1
ε2
 distinct sequences. So, this running
time is bounded by
∑
threshold
 1  ε6  1  ε
2

1KS  n  ε  KR  n  ε   O  n1  ε2  1  ε6  1  ε2  1 
KS  n  ε   KR  n  ε   	
Since we enumerate all possible threshold rectangles and capacity values, we also
consider the ones which correspond to the optimal solution Lopt . Their knapsack
solutions have weight at least
 1  ε2  4  weight  Loptwide    1  ε
2
 4  weight  Loptnarrow    1  ε  3  OPT 
As we have shown in the previous section, the well-structured packing of the
knapsack solutions has height at most
h

∆wide  ∆narrow  ∆rounding   1  6ε  b 
So, after applying the KR-algorithm, we get a packing of height
 1

ε  
  1

6ε  b 

O  1  ε2    1

16ε  b 
for b  1  ε4.
Finally, by Lemma 3.3.1, in Step 5 the shifting technique must output a packing
in the area 
 0  1 


 0  b  whose weight is at least  1  O  ε   OPT. Scaling ε in
an appropriate way we can obtain a desired packing with total weight at least
 1  ε  OPT. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark on scaling. In order to obtain a required algorithm as defined in Theo-
rem 3.5.1, we first need to define bound on ε, using the above described algorithm
together with Lemma 3.3.1, and then scale ε in an appropriate way. If b  1  ε4
and ε   0  1  50  , then the algorithm outputs a packing whose weight is at least
 1  35ε  OPT (see Corollary 3.3.2). Hence, we can obtain a required algorithm
for b  1  ε4 and ε   0  1  1750  .
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3.6 PACKING INTO k RECTANGULAR BINS
Here we consider the problem of packing weighted rectangles into k bins. Given k
identical bins of size  a  b  and a list L of n rectangles Ri  i  1      n  with widths
ai   0  a  , heights bi   0  b  , and positive integral weights wi. The goal is to find
a sublist L     L of rectangles and its packing into k bins such that the total weight
of packed rectangles is maximized. We present the following algorithm:
ALGORITHM k-BINS:
Input: List L, accuracy ε

0, k bins of size  a  b  .
Case 1. k  O  1  ε4  . Use a  12  ε  -approximation algorithm, that generalizes
an approximation algorithm for one bin [51] to a constant number of bins [24].
Case 2. k

O  1  ε4  .
1. Take all k bins together to get the rectangle  a  kb  .
2. Apply our algorithm with the PTAS to pack a subset of rectangles into
a larger rectangle  a  kb  , that gives us a packing with the total profit
  1  ε  OPT.
3. Take the current rectangle packing. Draw  k  1  vertical lines which
divide the packing into k bins.
4. Split this packing into 2 solutions (see Fig. 3.6):
(a) solution, which contains all rectangles which lie inside of each
bin.
(b) solution, which contains all rectangles which intersect any divid-
ing line between two bins.
5. Take the solution which has the highest profit.
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a
kb
-solution (a) -solution (b)
Figure 3.6: Packing into k bins
We can conclude with the following result.
Theorem 3.6.1. The algorithm k-Bins is a  12  ε  -approximation algorithm. Its
running time is polynomial in the number of rectangles n for any fixed ε

0.
Remark. If in the Step 2 of the algorithm k-Bins we replace a PTAS to the
FPTAS from Chapter 4, we will automatically get, that the running time of the
algorithm k-Bins is polynomial in the number of rectangles n and in 1  ε.
3.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this chapter we continue to investigate the influence of the resources. We ad-
dress the general version of the storage packing problem, where we pack weighted
rectangles into a rectangular frame, in the case of large resources, i.e the number
of packed rectangles is relatively large. The algorithm we present finds a sub-
set of rectangles and its packing into the dedicated rectangle with weight at least
 1  ε  OPT. The running time of the algorithm is polynomial in the number of
rectangles. In other words we present a PTAS with large resources. Of course,
the challenging question is whether for this version of the storage packing prob-
lem we can obtain a more efficient algorithm with a better running time, namely,
whether we can obtain an FPTAS. In the next chapter we give a positive answer
to this question.
CHAPTER 4
EFFICIENT WEIGHTED RECTANGLE PACKING WITH
LARGE RESOURCES
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we continue our work on the problem addressed in Chapter 3,
namely, on the storage packing problem, where a list of weighted rectangles needs
to be packed into a dedicated rectangle so that the total weight of the packed
rectangles is maximized. More precisely, we are given again a dedicated rectangle
R of width a

0 and height b

0, and a list L of n rectangles Ri (i  1      n) of
widths ai   0  a  and heights bi   0  b  . Each rectangle Ri has a positive weight
wi

0. For any sublist of rectangles L     L, a packing of L   into R is a positioning
of the rectangles from L   within the area 
 0  a 


 0  b  of R, so that all the rectangles
of L   have disjoint interiors. Rectangles are not allowed to rotate. The goal is to
find a sublist L     L, and its packing into R, of maximum total weight, ∑Ri  L  wi.
Here we again consider the case of large resources, that is, the dedicated rectan-
gle R has width a

0 and height b

0, whereas each rectangle Ri in the list L
has width ai   0  a  and height bi   0  ε3  b  , for ε

0. Our aim now is to de-
rive a more efficient approximation algorithm. Using some novel approximation
techniques, we significantly improve on the running time of the algorithm. In par-
ticular we present an algorithm which finds a packing of a sublist of L into the
rectangle R whose total weight is at least  1  ε  OPT  L  , where OPT  L  is the
optimum. The running time of the algorithm is polynomial in n and, contrasting
to the previous result, is also polynomial in 1  ε. In other words we derive a fully
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polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) with large resources.
Our approach is as follows. At the beginning we relax the problem to fractional
packing: any rectangle can be first cut by horizontal lines into several rectangles
of the same width, and then some of them can be independently packed. The
fractional relaxation formulates as a linear program (LP).
In general, the LP consists of an exponential number of variables. Hence, we
cannot solve it directly. Our main idea here is to reformulate the LP as an instance
of the resource-sharing problem and then make use of some recent approximation
tools for it (see [40, 47], Section 4.2.2 and Appendix 5.4 for details). This requires
a number of subsequent technical results, which, however, we obtain in quite an
elegant way.
By approximating a sequence of O  n  ε2  instances of the resource-sharing prob-
lem, we are able to find an approximate fractional solution. Our next idea is to
round this solution. By solving and rounding O  1  ε2  instances of the fractional
knapsack problem we find a list of rectangles which is quite a good approximation
for the original problem. The weight of the list is  1  O  ε   times the optimum,
and a strip packing algorithm [56] can pack it in the area 
 0  a 


 0   1

O  ε   b  .
As soon as such a “near-optimal" packing is found, we apply our shifting tech-
nique. This puts the packing into the dedicated rectangle by removing some less
weighted part of the packing.
By combining all above ideas and careful analysis of the algorithm we provide
here the following result.
Theorem 4.1.1. There exists some constant β  4 such that for any ε   0  1  β  ,
any dedicated rectangle R of width a

0 and height b

0, and any list L of
rectangles Ri (i  1      n) with widths ai   0  a  and heights bi   0  ε3  b  , there
exists an algorithm Aε which finds a packing of a sublist of L in the area of the
dedicated rectangle R whose total weight
Aε  L    1  ε  OPT  L  
where OPT  L  is the optimum. The running time of Aε is polynomial in n and 1  ε.
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Remark. In the theorem we can bound the value β by 2  6

103. If we assume
that all rectangle widths ai   0  a  and heights bi   0  ε4  b  , then the value of β
can be reduced to 2  5

102.
Organization of the Chapter. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows.
Section 4.2 introduces notations, giving some preliminary results. Section 4.3
describes our algorithm. Section 4.4 consists of the analysis of the algorithm. The
final section gives some concluding remarks.
4.2 PRELIMINARIES
We will use the following notations. We write  p  q  to denote a rectangle whose
width p

0 and height q

0. In the input, we are given a dedicated rectangle
R   a  b  , a list L of rectangles Ri   ai  bi   i  1      n  with positive weights
wi

0, and an accuracy ε   0  1  such that all ai   0  a  and bi   0  ε3  b  . We
write wmax  maxni  1 wi to denote the maximum rectangle weight, and OPT to
denote the optimum weight.
For simplicity, we scale all the rectangle widths by a and all the heights by
maxRi
 L bi. Hence, throughout of the chapter we assume w.l.o.g. that each rectan-
gle Ri in the list L has side lengths ai  bi   0  1  , whereas the dedicated rectangle
R has unit width a  1 and height b  1  ε3. In addition, we also assume w.l.o.g.
that wmax  
 ε  1  , OPT  
wmax  n  wmax  , and ε is selected such that ε   0  1  4 
and 1  ε is integral.
4.2.1 Solving the knapsack problem
In the knapsack problem we are given a knapsack capacity B and a set of n items,
where each item i (i  1      n) is associated with its size si   0  1  and positive
profit pi

0. It is required to find a subset I    1  2      n  of items which maxi-
mizes the profit, ∑i  I pi, given that ∑i  I si  B, i.e. it fits in a knapsack of size B.
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This knapsack problem can be formulated as the following integer linear program:
maximize ∑ni  1 zi  pi
subject to ∑ni  1 zi  si  B 
zi   0  1   for all i  1      n 
(4.1)
Each zi decides whether item i belongs to a solution or not. If zi  1, it does.
Otherwise, it does not.
The problem is NP-hard, but it admits an FPTAS [36, 55, 60]: an algorithm which
for any accuracy δ

0 finds a solution whose size is at most B and profit is at
least a factor of  1  δ  of the knapsack optimum OPT  B  . We will write KS  n  δ 
to denote the running time of such an FPTAS, which is polynomial in n and 1  δ.
(For example, in [60] it is shown that KS  n  δ   O  n  δ3  .)
If all zi   0  1  are relaxed to zi  
 0  1  in the above formulation, then the resulted
linear program defines the fractional version of the knapsack problem. This relax-
ation means that any solution can be fractional. Assume w.l.o.g. that the items are
ordered by non-increasing pi  si ratio, i.e.
p1  s1  p2  s2      pn  sn 
Then, contrasting with the integral version, any fractional optimal solution rounds
to a solution with zi  1 (i  1      k  1), one zk  
 0  1  , and zi  0 (i  k 
1      n) such that
n
∑
i  1
zi  si 
k  1
∑
i  1
si  zk  sk  B 
Then, the fractional optimum can be defined as
n
∑
i  1
zi  pi 
k  1
∑
i  1
pi  zk  pk 
that gives an upper bound on the integral knapsack optimum OPT  B  . This frac-
tional optimal solution is called simple. Notice that a simple optimal solution
can be computed in O  n logn  time that is required to order the items by non-
increasing pi  si ratio.
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Assume now that we have a simple optimal solution zi  
 0  1  (i  1      n) as it
is described above. Then, by rounding just the value of zk to 1 we can obtain an
integral solution z¯i   0  1  (i  1      n), which, however, is not feasible. From
another side, its size can be bounded as
B 
n
∑
i  1
z¯i  si  B 
n
max
i  1
si  B  1
and the profit value can be bounded as
n
∑
i  1
z¯i  pi  OPT  B 	
We use this observation in the rounding part of our algorithm, Section 4.3.2.
4.2.2 Approximating large LPs
Here we briefly discuss the problem of approximating large LPs. Further infor-
mation can be found in [40, 47].
Resource-sharing problem. Let M and N be two positive integers. Let B be
a non-empty compact convex set in  N . Let fm : B   

(m  0      M) be
non-negative linear functions over B. Then, the resource-sharing problem can be
formulated as the following linear program:
maximize λ
subject to fm  z   λ  for m  0      M 
z  B 
(4.2)
Let λ   be the optimum. For an accuracy ¯ε   0  1  , an ¯ε-approximate solution is a
solution z  B such that
fm  z    1  ¯ε  λ    for m  0      M 
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Block problem. A price vector is a vector p of non-negative values pm  0
(m  0      M) such that
M
∑
m  0
pm  1  (4.3)
Then, for any fixed p, the block problem is defined as the following linear pro-
gram:
maximize Λ  p  z   ∑Mm  0 pm fm  z 
subject to z  B  (4.4)
Let Λ    p  be the optimum. For an accuracy ¯t   0  1  , a  p  ¯t  -approximate solu-
tion is a solution z  p   B such that
Λ  p  z  p     1  ¯t  Λ    p 	
If N is polynomial in M, then we can use any standard LP technique and resolve
the above LPs in time polynomial in M. However, in this chapter we meet the
case when N  O  2M  , i.e. N can be exponential in M. This means that our LP is
large. In order to cope with that, we will use the following result.
Theorem 4.2.1 (Grigoriadis at al. [40], Jansen [47]). For any given ¯ε

0, there
is a resource sharing algorithm RSA  ¯ε  which finds an ¯ε-approximate solution for
the resource-sharing problem, provided that given any ¯t  Θ  ¯ε  , any price vector
p there is a block solver algorithm BSA  p  ¯t  which finds a  p  ¯t  -approximate
solution for the block problem. The algorithm RSA  ¯ε  runs as a sequence of
O  M  lnM

¯ε
 2 ln ¯ε  1   iterative steps, each of those requires a call to BSA  p  ¯t 
and incurs an overhead of O  M lnln  M¯ε  1   elementary operations.
Remark. The algorithm proposed in [47] uses price vectors p whose positive
coordinates pm  Ω  
 ¯ε  M  q  (m  0  1      M), for a constant q   . We use this
important fact in the analysis of our algorithm given in Section 4.4.3.
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4.2.3 The LP formulation
Here we relax the problem to fractional packing: any rectangle can be first cut by
horizontal lines into several rectangles of the same width, and then some of them
can be independently packed into the dedicated rectangle. This relaxation can be
formulated as an LP. We will use it in the design and analysis of our algorithm
described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.
Fractional packing. Let L be a list of rectangles. Then, for each rectangle Ri
(i  1      n) in L we introduce a variable xi  
 0  1  , whose interpretation will be
an xith fraction of rectangle Ri that is given as a rectangle  ai  xi  bi  of weight
xi  wi.
For simplicity, we use x to denote the vector of all xi (i  1      n), and L  x  to
denote the fractional list which consists of all rectangles  ai  xi  bi  (i  1      n).
We define the weight of L  x  as the total fractional weight, ∑ni  1 xi  wi. We say
that L  x  is integral if all xi  0  1  (i  1      n), i.e. L  x  is a sublist of L which
consists of the rectangles Ri whose xi  1.
Let  1  h  be a rectangle of height h  b. For any fractional list L  x  , a fractional
packing of L  x  into  1  h  is a packing in the area 
 0  1 


 0  h  of any list of
rectangles obtained from L  x  by subdividing some of its rectangles by horizon-
tal cuts: each rectangle  ai  xi  bi  is replaced by a sequence  ai  xi1  bi    ai  xi2 
bi        ai  xik  bi  of rectangles such that xi  ∑kj  1 xi j .
Configurations. Now we can define configurations. A configuration is a set of
rectangles C   L whose total width is at most 1, i.e. they are able to occur at the
same level. Without loss of generality, the configurations can be assumed to be
arbitrary ordered.
Let #C be the number of distinct configurations. (Notice that #C is O  2n  .) Then,
for each configuration C j we introduce a variable y j  0, whose interpretation
will be the height of C j. For simplicity, we use y to denote the vector of all y j  0
( j  1      #C).
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Let  1  h  be a rectangle of height h  b. Then, for any (possibly fractional) pack-
ing of L  x  into  1  h  we can define the values of y j ( j  1      #C) in the vector
y as follows. We scan the area 
 0  1 


 0  h  bottom-up with a horizontal sweep
line y  ¯h, 0  ¯h  h. (Here y means the ordinate axis, or Y -line.) Every such
line canonically associates to a configuration, that consists of all the rectangles
of L whose fractions’ interior is intersected by the sweep line. The value of y j,
1  j  #C, is equal to the measure of the ¯h’s such that the sweep line y  ¯h is
associated to configuration C j. Thus, the sum of y j over all configurations C j is at
most h.
For example, let h  3, and L  x  be a list of rectangles A   6  7  1  , B   4  7  3  4  ,
C   3  7  1  , D   3  7  1  and E   4  7  3  4  . There are ten configurations:
C1   A  , C2   C  B  , C3   C  D  , C4   E  D  , C5   C  E  , C6   D  B  ,
C7   B  , C8   C  , C9   D  , C10   E  . The vector y corresponding to the
packing in Fig 4.1 is  1  3  4  1  4  3  4  0  0  0  0  0  0  .
3
1
A
B
C
D
E
Figure 4.1: A packing of list L  x    A  B  C  D  E  in the area 
 0  1 


 0  3  .
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LP formulation. Now we combine the two above ideas. First, we relax to a
fractional list L  x  . Second, we relax to a fractional packing of L  x  . The goal is
to maximize the fractional weight of L  x  . This can be formulated as the following
linear program LP  L  h  :
maximize ∑ni  1 xi  wi
subject to ∑ j:Ri  C j y j  xi  bi  for all i  1      n 
∑#Cj  1 y j  h 
y j  0  for all j  1      #C 
xi  
 0  1   for all i  1      n 
(4.5)
Each xi defines an xith fraction of rectangle Ri. Each y j defines the height value
of configuration C j. The objective value defines the total fractional weight. In the
first line, the sum of y j over all configurations C j that include rectangle Ri is at
least xi times its height bi. In the second line, the sum of y j over all configurations
C j is bounded by h. In the last two lines, all y j are non-negative and all xi are
fractions in 
 0  1  .
One can see that the relaxation of our problem can be formulated as LP  L  b  . We
can conclude the following result.
Lemma 4.2.2. Let OPT be the optimum of LP  L  b  . Then, OPT is an upper
bound on the optimum OPT which can be achieved by packing a sublist of L into
the dedicated rectangle R   1  b  .
Proof. One can see that any optimal packing of L into R   1  b  defines a feasible
solution for LP  L  b  .
4.2.4 Separating rectangles
Let ε    ε   2

ε  . Let Ri be a rectangle in the list L. Let ai be the width of
Ri. If the value of ai is at most ε   , then rectangle Ri is called narrow. Otherwise,
Ri is called wide. We will write Lwide to denote the list of wide rectangles, and
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Lnarrow to denote the list of narrow rectangles, respectively. So, L is partitioned
into Lnarrow and Lwide.
4.2.5 The KR-algorithm
We will use the following result which defines a relationship between fractional
packing and “non-fractional" packing.
Theorem 4.2.3 (Kenyon & Rémila [57]). Let L     L be an integral list of rect-
angles. Assume that the rectangles of L   can be fractionally packed in the area

 0  1 


 0  h  . Then, there is an algorithm which, given an accuracy ε   0  1  ,
finds a positioning of the rectangles from L   within the vertical strip 
 0  1 


 0  ∞ 
of unit width such that all the rectangles of L   have disjoint interiors and the height
to which the strip is filled is bounded by
h    h  1

1   mε       1  ε   

4m

1  (4.6)
where m 
 
 1  ε    2  and ε    ε   2

ε  . The running time of the algorithm is
polynomial in n and 1  ε.
For simplicity, such an algorithm is called the KR-algorithm, and its running time
is denoted by KR  n  ε  .
Remark. In fact, the algorithm in [57] outputs a (non-fractional) packing of L  
in 
 0  1 


 0  ∞  whose height can be bounded by
h    max  lin  L    Lwide   1  1   mε      2m  1 
size  L     1

1   mε       1  ε   

4m

1  
where size  L    is the area of L   and lin  L    Lwide  is the height of the optimal
fractional strip packing of L    Lwide. So, in the above theorem we reformulated
this result in its weak form. It is enough to mention that lin  L    Lwide  and size  L   
are upper bounded by h.
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4.3 THE PACKING ALGORITHM
Our algorithm consists of the three main steps: LP approximation, Rounding, and
Shifting. The first step is described in Section 4.3.1, and the next two steps are
described in Sections 4.3.2, 4.3.3 respectively. The overall outline of the algorithm
is given in Section 5.2.7.
4.3.1 LP approximation
Here we work with the relaxation given by LP  L  b  . Due to the fact that the
number of configurations #C  O  2n  , the number of variables in the LP can be
exponential in n. Hence we cannot solve it directly. We look for an LP approxi-
mation. We transform the LP to the resource-sharing problem. By performing a
linear search over approximate solutions for the latter problem, we are able to find
a fractional list L  x  . This gives quite a good approximation for the relaxation
of our problem. Notice that in order to resolve the resource-sharing problem we
use the results described in Section 4.2.2. We formulate the block-problem and
present a block solver for it. For simplicity, this part of the step is described later
in the analysis, Section 4.4.1.
Resource-sharing problem. We can assume w.l.o.g. that the LP optimum OPT
is lower bounded by the maximum weight wmax and upper bounded by n  wmax,
i.e. OPT  
wmax  nwmax  . Then, for each value w  
wmax  nwmax  we introduce
the following resource-sharing problem:
maximize λ
subject to ∑ni  1 xi   wi  w   λ 
∑ j:Ri  C j 
 y j  bi   xi  1  λ  for all i  1      n 
∑#Cj  1 y j  b  1 
y j  0  for all j  1      #C 
xi  
 0  1   for all i  1      n 
(4.7)
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Lemma 4.3.1. Let λ   be the optimum. If λ     1, then the value of w is larger than
OPT.
Proof. Let x   and y   be an optimal solution of LP  L  b  . Then,
OPT 
n
∑
i  1
x  i  wi 
Assume now that w  OPT, i.e. the value of w is at most OPT. Then, in objective
n
∑
i  1
x  i  wi  w  OPT  w  1 
and in constraints
∑ j:Ri  C j 
 y   j  bi   x  i  1  1  for all i  1      n 
∑#Cj  1 y   j  b  1 
y   j  0  for all j  1      #C 
x  i  
 0  1   for all i  1      n 
This defines a feasible solution in the resource-sharing problem with λ  1. Hence,
assuming w  OPT we can show that λ    1. Thus, from λ     1 it always follows
that w

OPT.
Linear search. Assume that we can solve any instance of the resource-sharing
problem to the optimum. Then, we can perform a search at each value
w   1

ε2    wmax 
   0  1       n  1   ε2  
and simply take the optimal solution  x  y  given by the maximum value of w
whose optimum λ    1. First, this solution  x  y  is feasible for LP  L  b  . Second,
we know that OPT  wmax, and, due to the search procedure, w  ε2wmax

OPT.
Hence, the objective value at  x  y  is at least
w  OPT  ε2wmax   1  ε2  OPT 
Thus, this solution  x  y  is quite a good approximation for LP  L  b  .
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Using ¯ε-approximate solutions. Since we cannot resolve the problem to the
optimum, we use ¯ε-approximate solutions. Let w  
wmax  n  wmax  . Let λ   be the
optimum of the resource-sharing problem for given w. Then, for all
λ  λ    1  ¯ε  
an ¯ε-approximate solution  x  y  is such that
∑ni  1 xi   wi  w   λ 
∑ j:Ri  C j y j  bi  xi  1  λ  for all i  1      n 
∑#Cj  1 y j  b  1 
y j  0  for all j  1      #C 
xi  
 0  1   for all i  1      n 
If λ    1  ¯ε  , then λ     1. By Lemma 4.3.1, we can conclude that OPT is smaller
than w.
Now we assume that λ   1  ¯ε  and ¯ε  ε2  n. For such values of λ and ¯ε, we
can observe the following three facts. First, consider all xi
 
ε  n. Then, we can
bound
∑
Ri
 L : xi   ε  n
xi  wi
 
 ε  n  

n
∑
i  1
wi

 ε  wmax 
Second, for each xi  ε  n, we have that
xi  ¯ε  xi  ε
2
 n  xi  εxi   1  ε  xi 
Third, for ε   0  1  4  we have that  1  ε   1

2ε   1

ε  2ε2

1. Hence,
#C
∑
j  1
y j   1  ε   b   1  ε   b  1  2ε 	 (4.8)
Using this ¯ε-approximate solution  x  y  we can create a new solution as follows.
For each xi
 
ε  n, we set the value of xi to 0. Then, from w  
wmax  n  wmax  the
objective function value can be bounded as
n
∑
i  1
xi  wi  λ  w  ε  wmax   1  ε2  n  w  ε  wmax
  1  ε2  n  ε  w   1  2ε  w 
(4.9)
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Next, notice the following. If xi  0, then using y j  0 we obviously get
∑
j:Ri  C j
y j  bi  0   1  ε  xi  (4.10)
If xi  ε  n, then using λ   1  ¯ε  we can bound
∑
j:Ri  C j
y j  bi  λ  xi  1  xi  ¯ε  xi  ε2  n  xi  εxi   1  ε  xi  (4.11)
By scaling the values of all y j ( j  1      #C) by 1   1  ε  in (4.8), (4.10) and
(4.11), the new values of all xi and y j satisfy
∑ni  1 xi  wi   1  2ε  w 
∑ j:Ri  C j y j  bi  xi  for all i  1      n 
∑#Cj  1 y j  b  1  2ε  
y j  0  for all j  1      #C 
xi  
 0  1   for all i  1      n 
(4.12)
Modified linear search. Now we can modify our linear search. We define ¯ε 
ε2  n. We perform a search at each value
w   1

ε2    wmax 
   0  1       n  1   ε2  
Each time we find an ¯ε-approximate solution, and then modify it as shown above.
We take the modified ¯ε-approximate solution  x  y  given by the maximum value
of w. Form (4.12) we can conclude that  x  y  is feasible for LP  L   1

2ε  b  .
Furthermore, the objective function value at  x  y  is at least
 1  ε2   1  2ε  OPT   1  3ε  OPT 
Combining all the ideas we can conclude with the following result.
Lemma 4.3.2. Let ε  0  1  4  , ¯ε  ε2  n and h   1

2ε  b. Then, by performing
the modified linear search over ¯ε-approximate solutions for a sequence of n  ε2
instances of the resource-sharing problem, one can determine a feasible solution
 x  y  for LP  L  h  whose objective function is at least  1  3ε  OPT.
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Corollary 4.3.3. Let ε   0  1  4  and ¯ε  ε2  n. Then, by performing the modified
linear search over ¯ε-approximate solutions for a sequence of n  ε2 instances of the
resource-sharing problem, one can determine a fractional list L  x  such that the
rectangles of L  x  can be fractionally packed in the area 
 0  1 


 0   1

2ε  b  , and
the weight of L  x  is at least  1  3ε  OPT.
4.3.2 Rounding
Here we show how our fractional list L  x  can be rounded to an integral list L  x¯   
L. We relay on the procedure of rounding of a simple optimal solution of the
fractional knapsack problem, as it is described in Section 4.2.1. We handle narrow
and wide rectangles separately, using some techniques from [56].
Rounding narrow rectangles. Here we first define the size of all fractional nar-
row rectangles as
S  ∑
Ri
 Lnarrow
xi   bi  ai 	
Next, we work with rectangles as items. We formulate the following fractional
knapsack problem:
maximize ∑Ri  Lnarrow x¯i  wi 
subject to ∑Ri  Lnarrow x¯i   ai  bi   S 
x¯i  
 0  1   for all Ri  Lnarrow 
We find a simple optimal solution, and then round it to an integral solution. This
defines some integral value x¯i   0  1  for each narrow rectangle Ri in Lnarrow. We
can provide the following result.
Lemma 4.3.4. For the list of narrow rectangles Lnarrow, in O  n logn  time one can
round the fractional list Lnarrow  x  to an integral list Lnarrow  x¯    Lnarrow. The size
of Lnarrow  x¯  differs from the size of Lnarrow  x  by at most 1, the maximum size of
one rectangle. The weight of Lnarrow  x¯  is at least the weight of Lnarrow  x  .
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Proof. One can see that Lnarrow  x  defines a feasible fractional solution. Hence,
the bounds easily follow from the knapsack rounding procedure, and the fact that
all ai  bi   0  1  .
Rounding wide rectangles. Here we first order all the wide rectangles in Lwide
by non-increasing widths. We assume w.l.o.g. that there are n   wide rectangles
R1   a1  b1  , R2   a2  b2  ,    , Rn    an   bn   with widths a1  a2      an  
ε   . We define the height of all fractional wide rectangles as
H  ∑
Ri
 Lwide
xi  bi 
Next, for each wide rectangle Ri in Lwide we take its xith fraction  ai  xi  bi  . Then,
we stack up all these fractions by order of non-increasing widths, i.e. from 1 to
n   . This gives a left-justified stack whose total height is equal to H.
Let m 
 
1   ε    2  . We define m threshold rectangles as follows. We draw m  1
horizontal lines at points y  k  
  ε    2  H  , for k between 1 and m  1, see Fig. 4.2.
The kth threshold rectangle is defined as a fractional rectangle whose interior or
lower boundary is intersected by the kth line, respectively.
These m  1 threshold rectangles separate the list Lwide of all wide rectangles into
m non-intersecting groups. Each threshold rectangle has the least width in its
group.
Let L  k wide be the kth group (k  1      m). We define its fractional height
H  k   ∑
Ri
 L
 
k 
wide
xi  bi 
Next, we work with wide rectangles as items. For each group L  k wide (k  1      m),
we formulate the following fractional knapsack problem:
maximize ∑Ri  L
 
k 
wide
x¯i  wi 
subject to ∑Ri  L
 
k 
wide
x¯i  bi  H  k  
x¯i  
 0  1   for all Ri  L  k wide 
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threshold
rectangles
ai
xi  bi
 ε    2H
 ε    2H
 ε    2H
10
H
Ri
Figure 4.2: Threshold rectangles
We find a simple optimal solution, and then round it to an integral solution. This
defines some integral value x¯i   0  1  for each wide rectangle Ri in group L
 k 
wide.
We can provide the following simple result.
Lemma 4.3.5. For each kth group of wide rectangles L  k wide, in O  n logn  time
one can round the fractional list L  k wide  x  to an integral list L  k wide  x¯ 
  L k wide. The
height of L  k wide  x¯  differs from the height of L k wide by at most 1, the maximum height
of one rectangle. The weight of L  k wide  x¯  is at least the weight of L k wide  x  .
Proof. One can see that L  k wide  x  defines a feasible fractional solution. Hence, the
bounds easily follow from the knapsack rounding procedure, and the fact that all
ai  bi   0  1  .
Applying the KR-algorithm. Our next idea is to apply the KR-algorithm to the
rounded integral list L  x¯  . Combining all the ideas, we can prove the following
result.
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Lemma 4.3.6. Let ε   0  1  4  . Then, by solving and rounding O  1  ε2  instances
of the fractional knapsack problem one can round the fractional list L  x  to an
integral list L  x¯    L such that the weight of L  x¯  is at least the weight of L  x  ,
and the KR-algorithm outputs a packing of L  x¯  in the area 
 0  1 


 0  h   , where
h     1

O  ε   b

O  1  ε2 
The complete rounding and packing procedure requires at most O  
 1  ε2    n logn 

KR  n  ε   running time.
Proof. The proof is given in Section 4.4.2.
Corollary 4.3.7. The weight of L  x¯  is at least  1  δ1  ε  OPT, where δ1  3.
Let α  1 and β  4. Let b   α  ε3  and ε   0  1  β  . Then, one can obtain a
packing of L  x¯  in the area 
 0  1 


  1

δ2  ε  b  , where δ2  4   33  β    82  β2 
if α  1  ε, and δ2  32   45  β    42  β2  if α  1.
Proof. The proof is given in Section 4.4.2.
Remark: One can also obtain slightly different bounds by taking α   10  20  .
4.3.3 Shifting
Assume that we are given a packing of the rounded integral list L  x¯    L in the
area 
 0  1 


 0   1

δ2  ε  b  , whose weight is at least  1  δ1  ε  OPT, for some
δ1  δ2  O  1  . The idea of our shifting technique is to remove some less weighted
piece of height  δ2  ε  b roughly. Then, the weight of the packing remains  1 
O  ε   OPT, but its height reduces to b, giving a packing in the area 
 0  1 


 0  b  of
the dedicated rectangle R   1  b  .
Recall that δ2  O  1  and b  1  ε3. We can assume w.l.o.g. that weight  L  x¯   
2OPT, i.e. the weight of L  x¯  is not larger than 2OPT. If it is larger than 2OPT,
we could proceed as follows. We take the current packing of L  x¯  of height
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 1

δ2  ε  b. Then, we cut it by a horizontal line at height point b. This gives
the two packings of height at most b and at most  δ2  ε  b  1, respectively. For an
illustration see Fig. 4.3 a). So, either of the packings can be considered as a feasi-
ble packing in the area of the dedicated rectangle R   1  b  . Furthermore, one of
them must have the weight value larger than OPT. This gives a contradiction.
Now we define
k 
 
 1

δ2  ε  b  2
 δ2  ε  b  2 

Since b  1  ε3 and ε   0  1  4  we also have that
k 
 
b
 δ2  ε  b  2 
1


 
1
 δ2  ε    2  b  
1


 
1
 δ2  ε   2ε3 
1


 
1
ε  δ2  1  
1


Assume now that
1  ε  δ2  1  (4.13)
Then, k  2. Next, we proceed as follows. We take the current strip packing of
length  1

 δ2  ε   b. We draw k  1 horizontal lines which divide the packing into
k cuts, as shown in Fig. 4.3 b). Each of the cuts has the inner part of height  δ2  ε  b
and the outer part of height 2. So, the height of the k cuts is   δ2  ε  b  2  k  2 
 1

δ2  ε  b.
Let Gi be the list of rectangles which intersect the inner part of the ith cut. Each
outer part has height 2, but no rectangle in the list L can be higher than 1. Hence,
we have that Gi  G j  /0 for i  j. Furthermore,
k
∑
i  1
weight  Gi   weight  L  x¯    2OPT 
Since
k 
 
1
ε  δ2  1  
1


1
ε  δ2  1 

there must exist at least one list G

such that
weight  G

  
 2OPT   1  k   2ε  δ2  1  OPT 
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1
b
 ε  δ2  b
 ε  δ2  b
 ε  δ2  b
2
2
G

2
a) b)
Figure 4.3: Shifting
So, we break the strip packing into two ones from both sides of the inner part of
the  th cut. Next, we throw away the rectangles of G

, and put these two strip
packing together. This gives a strip packing of height b. Its weight is bounded
below by
 1  δ1  ε  OPT  weight  G     1  δ1  ε  OPT  2ε  δ2  1  OPT
  1   δ1  2δ2  2  ε  OPT 
The construction requires at most O  n

k  time. From δ1  δ2  O  1  , this turns to
O  n

1  ε  . Combining these ideas with Lemma 4.3.6, we can conclude with the
following result.
Lemma 4.3.8. Let δ1  δ2  O  1  . Given a packing in the area 
 0  1   
 0   1  δ2 
ε  b  whose weight is at least  1  δ1  ε  OPT, in O  n  1  ε  time one can obtain a
packing in the area 
 0  1 


 0  b  whose weight is at least  1   δ1  2δ2  2  ε  OPT,
provided 1  ε  δ2  1.
Corollary 4.3.9. Let α  1 and β  4. Let b  α  ε3 and ε   0  1  β  . Then,
given a packing of L  x¯  in the area 
 0  1 


 0   1

δ2  ε  b  whose weight is at
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least  1  δ1  ε  OPT, in time O  n  1  ε  one can obtain a packing in the area

 0  1 


 0  b  whose weight is at least  1  22ε  OPT if α  1  ε and β  10, and at
least  1  72ε  OPT if α  1 and β  35.
Proof. Let b  1  ε4, ε   0  1  β  , δ1  3, and δ2  4   33  β    82  β2  . Then,
for β  10 we have that
1
ε
 β  10  1

δ2  5   33  10    82  100 	
Hence, by Corollary 4.3.7 and Lemma 4.3.8, the shifting procedure outputs a
packing whose weight is at least
 1   δ1  2δ2  2  ε  OPT   1  22ε  OPT 
Let b  1  ε3, ε   0  1  β  , δ1  3, and δ2  32   45  β    42  β2  . Then, for
β  35 we have that
1
ε
 β  35  1

δ1  33   45  33    42  332 
Hence, by Corollary 4.3.7 and Lemma 4.3.8, the shifting procedure outputs a
packing whose weight is at least
 1   δ1  2δ2  2  ε  OPT   1  72ε  OPT 
4.3.4 The overall algorithm
Here we describe an outline of our algorithm. In the following sections we give
more details for each step.
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ALGORITHM Aε:
Input: List L of rectangles, dedicated rectangle R   1  b  , accuracy ε

0.
Output: A sublist of L and its packing in the area of R.
1. [LP approximation] Define ¯ε  ε2  n. Perform the modified linear
search over ¯ε-approximate solutions for a sequence of n  ε2 instances
of the resource-sharing problem. This defines a fractional list L  x  . The
weight of L  x  is at least  1  3ε  OPT. The rectangles of L  x  can be
fractionally packed in the area 
 0  1 


 0   1

2ε  b  .
2. [Rounding] Define ε    ε   2

ε  and m 
 
1   ε    2  . Perform the par-
tition L  Lwide
  Lnarrow to set aside the rectangles of width less than
ε   . Sort Lwide in order of non-increasing widths. Define m  1 thresh-
old rectangles in Lwide  x  . They partition Lwide into m groups L
 k 
wide,
k  1      m. Using L  x  , for Lnarrow and each group L
 k 
wide (k  1      m)
formulate an instance of the fractional knapsack problem, O  1  ε2  in-
stances in total. Find a simple optimal solution for each of these in-
stances, and then round them. This rounds L  x  to an integral list
L  x¯    L. The weight of L  x¯  is at least  1  3ε  OPT. Apply the KR-
algorithm on L  x¯  with accuracy ε. This gives a packing of L  x¯  in the
area 
 0  1 


 0   1

O  ε   b

O  1  ε2   .
3. [Shifting] Apply the shifting technique to the current packing. This
defines a sublist of L  x¯  and its packing in the area 
 0  1 


 0  b  of
the dedicated rectangle R. The weight of the packing is at least  1 
O  ε   OPT.
Remark on scaling. In order to obtain a required algorithm as defined in The-
orem 4.1.1, we first need to define bounds on b and ε, use the above described
algorithm together with Lemmas 4.3.2, 4.3.6, 4.3.8, and then scale ε in an appro-
priate way. If b  1  ε4 and ε   0  1  10  , then the algorithm outputs a packing
whose weight is at least  1  22ε  OPT. If b  1  ε3 and ε   0  1  35  , the algorithm
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outputs a packing whose weight is at least  1  72ε  OPT. Hence, we can obtain
a required algorithm either for b  1  ε4 and ε   0  1  220  , or for b  1  ε3 and
ε   0  1  2520  . This gives quite close bounds on b. In the first case b

2  4

109.
In the second case b

1  6

1010.
Remark on efficiency. Notice that some steps of our algorithm can be per-
formed in a more efficient way. For example, one can use a binary search at Step
1. Here we mainly concentrate our attention on the polynomial time efficiency of
the algorithm.
4.4 THE ANALYSIS
There are two parts in the analysis of our algorithm. First, we need to show that
the three algorithm’s steps can be performed in time polynomial in n and 1  ε. Sec-
ond, we need to show that any packing output by our algorithm is “near" optimal.
Regarding running time, Step 2 and 3 relay on solving fractional knapsacks and
applying the KR-algorithm along with the shifting technique, that can be done ef-
ficiently. Hence, the only one bottleneck lies in Step 1 where it is required to find
approximate solutions for the resource-sharing problem. However, here we can
use the results of Theorem 4.2.1. In Section 4.4.1 we show that approximate solu-
tions for the associated block problem can be found in an efficient way. Regarding
a “near" optimal, we give a proof for Lemma 4.3.6 in Section 4.4.2. Finally, we
give the overall analysis in Section 4.4.3, that completes the proof of Theorem ??.
4.4.1 The running time: Approximating the block problem
Here we first recall the resource-sharing problem given in Section 4.3.1. Then, we
formulate the block problem. We show that this problem can be rewritten as two
linear programs which then shown to be efficiently solved.
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Resource-sharing. Let w  
wmax  nwmax  . Recall that the resource-sharing prob-
lem is defined as follows:
maximize λ
subject to ∑ni  1 xi   wi  w   λ
∑ j:Ri  C j 
 y j  bi   xi  1  λ for all i  1      n 
∑#Cj  1 y j  b  1 
y j  0  for all j  1      #C 
xi  
 0  1   for all i  1      n 
(4.14)
Let x and y denote the vectors of all xi’s and y j’s. Let B  x  be the set of all x such
that
xi  
 0  1  for all i  1      n  (4.15)
Let B  y  be the set of all y such that
∑#Cj  1 y j  b  1 
y j  0  for all j  1      #C 
(4.16)
Then, B  x  and B  y  are both non-empty, compact and convex.
Block problem. For any given price vector p of non-negative values pi  0
(i  0      n) such that
n
∑
i  0
pi  1
we can define the objective function of the block problem as
Λ  p  x  y   p0 

n
∑
i  1
xi   wi  w   
n
∑
i  1
pi 
 ∑
j:Ri  C j
y j  bi  xi  1   (4.17)
For simplicity, we combine the coefficients for each of the variables. For xi and y j
we get
ci  p0  wi  w   pi ∑
j:Ri  C j
1 (4.18)
and
d j  ∑
Ri
 C j
pi  bi  (4.19)
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respectively. Hence, we can formulate the block problem as follows:
maximize Λ  p  x  y   ∑ni  1 ci  xi  ∑#Cj  1 d j  y j
subject to x  B  x  
y  B  y 	
(4.20)
Notice that x and y are independent. Thus, the block problem rewrites as the two
linear programs:
maximize Λ  p  x   ∑ni  1 ci  xi
subject to x  B  x   (4.21)
and
maximize Λ  p  y   ∑#Cj  1 d j  y j
subject to y  B  y  (4.22)
The problems are both simple. It is quite an easy task to define optimal solutions
for them in an analytical way. We can conclude with the following result.
Lemma 4.4.1. Let x   and y   be defined such that
  x  i  0 if ci is non-positive, and x  i  1 otherwise (i  1      n),
  y  k  b, and y   j  0 for all C j  Ck ( j  1      #C), where Ck is a configura-
tion with dk  max#Cj  1 d j.
Then, x   and y   define an optimal solution for the block problem.
Approximation. Recall that the number of configurations #C can be exponen-
tial. Hence, we cannot find an optimal solution as defined above in a straightfor-
ward way. Our idea is to look for an approximation. In order to determine x   we
can apply the following result.
Lemma 4.4.2. Let T be some positive value. If pi  Ω  1  T  , then there is an
algorithm which in O  n  T  time decides whether ci is non-positive.
Proof. Our task is to decide whether
ci  p0  wi  w   pi ∑
j:Ri  C j
1
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is non-positive. Notice that in ci we sum up over all configurations C j that include
rectangle Ri. Hence, equally, we need to solve the following decision problem:
Given a rectangle Ri and the list of all rectangles L, is the number of configurations
C j of L that include Ri is at least Ki :   wi  w   p0  pi  ?
Recall that any configuration is a set of rectangles whose total width is at most 1.
So, one way to solve the problem is to generate a list of all configurations, each
of those include Ri. Each configuration in the list is represented by a pair  C  A  ,
where C is a set of rectangles and A is their total width.
Initially, U :  L 	  Ri  and only   Ri   ai  placed in the list. Until U is not empty,
iterate: (1) take a rectangle R

from U and scan the list; (2) from each pair  C  A 
in the list form a “candidate”  C    R

  A

a

 , provided that A

a

is at most 1,
i.e. it gives a configuration; (3) merge the existing list and the list of candidates;
(4) delete R

from U .
At the end of the procedure, each pair in the list represents a configuration of L
that includes rectangle Ri, and each such configuration is represented by a pair.
Hence, if at the end of the procedure the size of the list is at least Ki, the answer
to the above question is “YES”, and “NO” otherwise.
We do not affect either answer if no candidates are produced as soon as the size
of the list becomes larger than Ki. The procedure is now revised as follows. In the
end of each iteration, check the size of the list. If it is smaller than
 
Ki  (this is
true initially), proceed with no changes. Otherwise, skip in the next iteration steps
(2) and (3).
Since 
 L 	  Ri  
  O  n  , there are at most O  n  iterations. The size of the list
at each iteration is O 
 
Ki   . Hence, the running time of the above procedure is
O  n  Ki  .
As we defined before, w  
wmax  n  wmax  , all pi are positive and ∑ni  0 pi  1.
Hence, Ki   wi  w   p0  pi   O  1  pi  . Assuming that pi  Ω  1  T  , we get Ki 
O  T  . Substituting, we finally have O  n  T  for the running time.
It is more hard to handle y   . However, we apply the following approximation
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result.
Lemma 4.4.3. There is an algorithm which for any given accuracy ¯t

0 finds a
configuration C

with d

  1  ¯t  max#Cj  1 d j in KS  n  ¯t  time, that is required to
approximate a knapsack instance with n items and accuracy ¯t

0.
Proof. Our original task is to find a configuration Ck of the maximum value
dk 
#C
max
j  1
d j  max  ∑
Ri
 C j
pi  bi 
 j  1     #C  
Consider the following instance of the knapsack problem. There are n items (rect-
angles) Ri (i  1      n) with sizes bi and profits pi  bi, and a knapsack of capacity
B  1. It is required to find a set of items (rectangles) whose total size is at most
B and the total profit is maximum.
Recall that any configuration is a set of rectangles whose total width is at most 1.
Hence, any knapsack solution is feasible if and only if it forms a configuration.
Furthermore, the profit of any configuration C j ( j  1      #C) is equal to the value
of d j. Thus, the knapsack optimum is equal to dk  max#Cj  1 d j.
We simply run an FPTAS for the knapsack problem with given accuracy ¯t

0.
This gives a configuration C

such that
d

  1  ¯t  dk   1  ¯t 
#C
max
j  1
d j 
The result of lemma follows.
Combining all above ideas we can prove the following result.
Lemma 4.4.4. Let T be some positive value. Then, for any price vector p whose
positive coordinates pi  Ω  1  T  (i  0      n) and any accuracy ¯t

0, there is a
block solver algorithm BSA  p  ¯t  which finds a  p  ¯t  -approximate solution for the
block problem in O  n2  T 

KS  n  ¯t  time.
Proof. By Lemma 4.4.1, an optimal solution x   can be defined by setting x  i  0
if ci is non-positive, and x  i  1 otherwise (i  1      n). We simply apply an
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algorithm from Lemma 4.4.2 for each ci (i  1      n). So, we obtain an algorithm
which finds x   in O  n  
 n  T   time.
By Lemma 4.4.1, an optimal solution y   can be found by setting y  k  b, and y   j  0
for all C j  Ck ( j  1      #C), where Ck is a configuration with dk  max#Cj  1 d j.
Here we find an approximation y   for y   . We take an accuracy ¯t

0 and apply an
algorithm from Lemma 4.4.3. This gives a configuration C

such that
d

  1  ¯t  dk   1  ¯t 
#C
max
j  1
d j 
Then, we define y    B  y  by setting y  

 b for C

, and y j  0 for all C j  C

( j  1      #C). So, we obtain an algorithm which finds y   in KS  n  ¯t  time, that
is requited to approximate an instance of the knapsack problem with n items and
accuracy ¯t.
Now we can compare the objective function values of y   and y   as follows
#C
∑
j  1
d j  y   j  d   b  
  1  ¯t 
#C
max
j  1
d j   b  
  1  ¯t  dk   b   1  ¯t 
#C
∑
j  1
d j  y   j 
Hence, combining x   and y   , we get a  p  ¯t  -approximate solution for the block
problem. The result of lemma follows.
4.4.2 A near-optimal packing: Proof of Lemma 4.3.6
Recall Corollary 4.3.3. Let L  x  be the fractional list given by an LP approxima-
tion. The weight of L  x  is at least  1  3ε  OPT. There is a fractional packing of
L  x  in the area 
 0  1 


 0   1

2ε  b  .
Let L  x¯  be the integral list found by rounding of L  x  . First, we need to show that
the weight of L  x¯  is at least the weight of L  x  . Second, we need to show that the
KR-algorithm finds a packing of the rectangles of L  x¯  in the area 
 0  1 


 0   1

O  ε   b

O  1  ε2   .
In the rounding procedure by using L  x  we formulate O  1  ε2  instances of the
fractional knapsack problem. One can see that L  x  defines a feasible solution for
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each of the instances. Since L  x¯  is found by rounding simple optimal solutions,
the weight of L  x¯  is at least of the weight of L  x  .
It remains to show how the KR-algorithm can pack the rectangles of L  x¯  . As
a tool, we use the results of Theorem 4.2.3. We also use the facts that L  x  and
L  x¯  are quite similar, and that there is a fractional packing of L  x  in the area

 0  1 


 0   1

2ε  b  .
Our simple idea is to take such a fractional packing of L  x  and modify it to a
fractional packing of L  x¯  . Informally, we replace the rectangles of L  x  by the
rectangles of L  x¯  . Our goal is to show that this modification can be completed
with some small increase in the height of the packing.
Assume that we are given a fractional packing of L  x  in the area 
 0  1 


 0   1

2ε  b  . As we noted in Section 4.2.3, in this case for all configurations C j ( j 
1      n) we can find some values y j  0 such that
∑#Cj  1 y j  b  1  2ε  
∑ j:Ri  C j y j  bi  xi  for all i  1      n 
Let c j be the width of all wide rectangles in configuration C j. Then, we can
construct a layered fractional packing of L  x  in the area 
 0  1 


 0   1

2ε  b 
as follows. We first define the values  0  0 and  j   j  1  y j ( j  1      #C).
The jth layer is defined as the two rectangles Q j  
 0  c j   
  j  1   j  and Q   j 

 c j  1   
  j  1   j  , see Fig 4.4.
For each rectangle Ri   ai  bi  from the list L, we consider all the configurations
C j that include Ri. The sum of y j over all such configurations, ∑ j:Ri  C j y j, is at
least xi  bi. So, we select these configurations C j one by one in a greedy manner,
and place a rectangle  ai  y j  in the jth layer defined by C j. If Ri is wide, we
place it into Q j. Otherwise, we place it into Q   j. At the end of this procedure, we
obtain a fractional packing of the rectangles in L  x  where all Q j are filled with
the wide rectangles, and all Q   j are filled with the narrow rectangles, see Fig. 4.5.
The height of the packing is at most
#C
∑
j  1
y j   1  2ε  b 
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 
j   1
Q  j
c j 1  c j
Q j
0 1
 
0
 0
 
1
 y1
 
j 
 
j   1
 y j
 
#C
 ∑#Cj  1 y j
 
#C   1
Figure 4.4: The jth layer
Recall the rounding procedure in Section 4.3.2. Let ε    ε   2

ε  and m 
 
1   ε    2  . There are m  1 threshold rectangles and m groups, see Fig 4.2. Let
aik be the width of the kth threshold rectangle (k  1      m  1). Let L  k wide  x  and
L  k wide  x¯  denote the kth groups with respect to L  x  and L  x¯  .
Due to the input, any rectangle has side lengths in  0  1  . One can see that the
height values of any two consecutive groups L  k wide  x  and L
 k

1 
wide  x  are roughly
 ε    2H. They differ by at most 2, the maximum height of two rectangles. By
the knapsack formulations and the rounding procedure, the height of L  k  1 wide  x 
can differ from the height of L  k  1 wide  x¯  by at most 1, the maximum height of one
rectangle.
There are two nice facts. The width of any rectangle in L  k wide  x  is at least aik . The
width of any rectangle in L  k  1 wide  x¯  is most aik . From the above observation, the
height values of L  k wide  x  and L
 k

1 
wide  x¯  are roughly the same, differing by at most
3. So, if L  k  1 wide  x¯  fractionally replaces L
 k 
wide  x  in the packing, then the height of
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wide rectangles
narrow rectangles
Figure 4.5: A layered packing
the packing increases by a small value.
We take the above constructed fractional packing of L  x  , and go from one group
to another. We replace all the wide rectangles in regions Q1  Q2      Q#C as fol-
lows. The rectangles in the first group L  1 wide  x  are the widest ones. We simply
delete them from the packing. This creates a set of gaps. Each gap has width at
least ak1 . Since any rectangle of L
 2 
wide  x¯  has width at most ak1 , it can be fraction-
ally packed inside these gaps. So, we simply put all the rectangles of L  2 wide  x¯  in a
greedy manner, filling the gaps. If some rectangles are left, we pack them one by
one above all the rectangles, i.e. on the top of the packing. Similarly, we create
some gaps by deleting the rectangles of L  k wide  x  , and then fractionally pack the
rectangles of L  k  1 wide  x¯  . At the end, we take all the rectangles which are still left,
including the rectangles of the first integral group L  1 wide  x¯  , and pack them one by
one on the top of the packing.
There are at most m groups. In each of the groups, the total height of the rectangles
which go on the top of the packing is at most 3. The height of the first group
L  1 wide  x¯  is at most  ε  
2H

2. (Here, 1 for one threshold rectangle and 1 for
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rounding.) Hence, the height of the packing increases by at most
∆wide  3m   ε    2H  2 
Recall that the height of all the wide rectangles in Lwide  x  is given by
H  ∑
Ri
 Lwide
xi  bi 
Since all the wide rectangles in Llarge are lager than ε   , the total size of the wide
rectangles in Lwide  x  is at least ε   H. Since the rectangle of L  x  can be fractionally
packed in the area 
 0  1 


 0   1

2ε  b  , this total size cannot be larger than  1

2ε  b. Hence, ε   H   1

2ε  b, and a possible increase can be bounded by
∆wide  3m  2   ε    2H  3m  2  ε    1  2ε  b 
Let Lnarrow  x  and Lnarrow  x¯  denote the lists of narrow rectangles with respect to
L  x  and L  x¯  . There is one nice fact. By the knapsack formulation, the size of
Lnarrow  x¯  differ from the size of Lnarrow  x  by at most 1, the maximum size of
one rectangle. So, if Lnarrow  x¯  fractionally replaces Lnarrow  x  , the height of the
packing increases by a small value.
We take the current packing. Then, in all Q  1  Q  2      Q  #C we delete the rectangles
of Lnarrow  x  . Next, we fill all these empty rectangles one by one with the rectan-
gles from Lnarrow  x¯  as follows. We form a queue which consists of the rectangles
from Lnarrow  x¯  , and it is always sorted by non-increasing of heights. In each
rectangle Q   j  
 c j  1   
  j  1   j  ( j  1      #C) we organize a fractional packing
by using the modified Next-Fit-Decreasing-Height (NFDH); The rectangles are
packed so as to form a sequence of sublevels. Each sublevel consists of (probably
fractional) rectangles of the same height. The first sublevel is defined at  j  1, i.e.
just the bottom line of Q   j. Then, each subsequent level is defined by a horizontal
cut line drawn through the top of the previous sublevel. For the current sublevel,
starting from c j rectangles are packed in a left-justified greedy manner, until there
is sufficient space to the right boundary at point 1 to place the next rectangle. If the
first rectangle on the sublevel goes above  j, i.e. the top of Q   j, then a horizontal
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cut line is drown at point  j. Otherwise, it is drown on the top of the last rectangle
on this sublevel. At that moment, the fractions (if any) above the cut line return to
the queue and get sorted, the current sublevel is discontinued, the next sublevel is
defined, and packing proceeds on the new sublevel until either the top of Q   j is not
reached or the queue is not empty. For an illustration see Fig. 4.6.
cut line
1  c j
1  c j  ε   ε  
1
 j
 j  1
Figure 4.6: Packing of narrow rectangles
Assume that the above procedure completes with a non-empty queue, i.e. there
are some unpacked narrow rectangles. Recall that the width of any narrow rect-
angle is at most ε   . Hence, in all Q  1  Q  2      Q  #C the uncovered area is at most
ε   times the height of the packing, i.e. bounded by ε    1

2ε  b. Also, recall that
the narrow rectangles of Lnarrow  x  can be fractionally packed in the area of all
Q  1  Q  2      Q  #C, and that the side of Lnarrow  x¯  differs from the size of Lnarrow  x¯ 
by at most 1. Thus, we can bound the size of the unpacked narrow rectangles by
ε    1

2ε  b

1.
Next, we can simply pack all the unpacked narrow rectangles from Lnarrow  x¯  (if
any) above all the rectangles, i.e. on the top of the packing. In order to organize a
packing, we again use the modified NFDH, which now works with the strip of unit
width and unbounded height. Let ∆narrow be the height of that additional packing.
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Using the ideas from the above paragraph, we can obtain the following bound on
the area covered by the narrow rectangles
∆narrow  1  ε     ε    1  2ε  b  1 
It follows that
∆narrow  
 ε    1  2ε  b  1    1  ε   	
In overall, summing for wide and narrow rectangles, we can produce a fractional
packing of the rectangles from L  x¯  in the strip 
 0  1 


 0 

∞  . The height to
which the strip is filled can be bounded by
h   1

2ε  b

∆wide  ∆narrow
  1

2ε  b


 3m

ε    1

2ε  b

2 


 ε    1

2ε  b

1    1  ε   	
Now we can use the results of Theorem 4.2.3. After applying the KR-algorithm,
we get a packing of the rectangles from L  x¯  in the strip 
 0  1 


 1 

∞  such that
the height to which the strip is filled is bounded by
h    h  1

1   mε       1  ε   

4m

1 
Recall that b  1  ε3, m 
 
 1  ε    2  , ε    ε   2

ε  , ε   0  1  4  and 1  ε is integral.
Hence, we have that ε     1  ε     ε  2 and 1   1  ε      2

ε   2. Thus, we can
estimate
h   1

2ε  b


 3m

2

ε    1

2ε  b 


 ε    1

2ε  b

1    1  ε   
  1

2ε  b

 
3m

2

ε
2

ε
 1

2ε  b 

 
ε
2
 1

2ε  b

2

ε
2

  1

2ε  b

3m

ε
2
 1

2ε  b

ε
2
 1

2ε  b 


 3

ε  2  since ε

0
  1

2ε

ε

2ε2  b

3m

3

ε  2
  1

3ε

2ε2  b

3m

3

ε  2 
Notice that  1

1   mε       1  ε     1

ε. Hence, the height of the packing is
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bounded by
h    
  1

3ε

2ε2  b

3m

3

ε  2   1

ε 

4m

1
  1

3ε

2ε2

ε

3ε2

2ε3  b

3m  1

ε 

3  1

ε 

 ε  2   1

ε 

4m

1
  1

4ε

5ε2

2ε3  b

m  7

3ε 

4

 7  2  ε

 1  2  ε2
  1

4ε

5ε2

2ε3  b

m  7

3ε 

4

4ε since ε   0  1  
Recall that
m 
 
1   ε    2  
 
 2

ε  2  ε2    2

ε  2  ε2

1  4  4ε  2ε
2
ε2

So, we finally have that
h     1

4ε

5ε2

2ε3  b

 4

4ε

2ε2   7

3ε 
ε2

4ε2

4ε3
ε2
  1

4ε

5ε2

2ε3  b

28

40ε

30ε2

10ε3
ε2
  1

4ε

5ε2

2ε3  b

28

40ε

40ε2
ε2
since ε   0  1  
(4.23)
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.3.6.
Proof of Corollary 4.3.7: By Corollary 4.3.3 the weight of L  x  is at least  1 
3ε  OPT. By Lemma 4.3.6, the weight of L  x¯  is at least the weight of L  x  . So,
the weight of L  x¯  is at least  1  δ1  ε  OPT, where δ1  3.
Let b  1  ε4, ε   0  1  β  and β  4. Then, form (4.23) we can obtain that
h     1

4ε

5ε2

2ε3  b

 28

40ε

40ε2  ε2b since ε2b  1  ε2
  1

4ε

33ε2

42ε3

40ε4  b
  1


 4

 33  β 

 42  β2 

 40  β3   ε  b since ε  1  β
  1


 4

 33  β 

 82  β2   ε  b since β  4 
Let b  1  ε3, ε   0  1  β  and β  4. Then, in a similar way we can obtain that
h     1

4ε

5ε2

2ε3  b

 28

40ε

40ε2  εb since εb  1  ε2
  1

32ε

45ε2

42ε3  b
  1


 32

 45  β 

 42  β2  ε   b 
This completes the proof.
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4.4.3 The overall analysis: The proof of Theorem 4.1.1
The correctness of our algorithm follows from Lemma 4.3.6 and Lemma 4.3.8.
We first apply the KR-algorithm, and then use the shifting technique. Hence,
the algorithm always outputs a packing in the area 
 0  1 


 0  b  of the dedicated
rectangle R   1  b  .
Regarding the running time of our algorithm we can estimate each of the three
steps. In Step 1, as it is described in Section 4.3.1, we solve a sequence of n  ε2
resource-sharing problems. We find and round ¯ε-approximate solutions, where
¯ε  ε2  n. So, we are required to obtain a resource sharing algorithm RSA  ¯ε 
which finds any ¯ε-approximate solution in time polynomial in n and 1  ε. By Theo-
rem 4.2.1, there exists some constant q   such that it is enough to present a block
solver algorithm BSA  p  ¯t  for any ¯t  Θ  ¯ε  and any price vector p whose positive
coordinates pi  Ω  
 ¯ε  n  q  (i  0      n). Let T   n  ¯ε  q. Then, by Lemma 4.4.4,
we can obtain BSA  p  ¯t  whose running time is bounded by O  n2  T 

KS  n  ¯t  .
Recall that KS  n  ¯t  is the running time of an FPTAS for the knapsack problem
with accuracy ¯t, that is polynomial in n and 1  ε. Hence, a required RSA  ¯ε  can
be obtained by Theorem 4.2.1. In Steps 2, we partition the rectangles into wide
and narrow, solve O  1  ε2  fractional knapsacks, and perform rounding. These
require at most O   1  ε2  n logn  time. Next, we apply the KR-algorithm. By
Theorem 4.2.3, its running time KR  n  ε  is polynomial in n and 1  ε. In Step 3,
we finally apply the shifting technique. By Lemma 4.3.8, this requires at most
O  n

1  ε  time. Summing up, the running time of our algorithm is polynomial
in n and 1  ε.
It remains to show that weight of the output packing is close to the optimum. In
step 1, as it is stated in Corollary 4.3.3, we find a fractional list of L  x  whose
weight is at least  1  3ε  OPT. In Steps 2, by Lemma 4.3.6, we round L  x  to an
integral list L  x¯  . We use simple optimal fractional solutions. Hence, the weight
of L  x¯  remains at least  1  3ε  OPT. Finally, by Lemma 4.3.8, in Step 3 the
shifting technique outputs a packing in the area 
 0  1 


 0  b  whose weight is at
least  1  O  ε   OPT. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.1.
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4.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this chapter we present an algorithm, which significantly improves the run-
ning time of the algorithm in Chapter 3. Namely, we present an FPTAS with
large resources for the general version of the storage packing problem of packing
weighted rectangles into a larger rectangle. Given a set of rectangles, our algo-
rithm finds a subset of rectangles and it’s packing into a dedicated rectangle with
total weight at least  1  ε  OPT. The running time is polynomial in the number
of rectangles and, contrasting to the previous result, is also polynomial in 1  ε.
CHAPTER 5
ON PACKING RECTANGLES WITH ROTATIONS BY 90
DEGREES
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we address one of the classical NP-hard problems: strip packing.
In this problem a set of rectangles is packed into a vertical strip of unit width so
that the height to which the strip is filled is minimized.
Indeed, a significant number of known theoretical results in packing are devoted
to this problem. Of course, the strip packing problem is strongly NP-hard since it
includes the bin packing problem as a special case.
On the other hand, there are still a few important theoretical questions that remain
open. Currently, the most interesting question is to finalize all natural extensions
of the problem for which the known approximation schemes can be generalized.
Here we give a positive answer for the strip packing problem in the case when
rotations of the rectangles are allowed. Besides that, we develop new techniques
which allow us to use the known algorithm for the strip-packing (without rota-
tions) in [57]. So, this closes the gap between the classical statement of the
problem and it’s extension.
The strip packing problem with rotations by 90 degrees is stated as follows. In the
input we are given a set of n rectangles, R    a1  b2    a2  b2  ,    ,  an  bn  , with
side lengths a j  b j ( j  1      n) in the interval 
 0  1  . Rotations of 90 degrees are
allowed. That is, for each rectangle  a j  b j  ( j  1      n) there is a binary variable
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x j   0  1  : if x j  1, we allocate  a j  b j  to a non-rotated rectangular frame,
R j  x j   a j  b j  x j, whose width is a j and height is b j  x j; otherwise x j  0,
and we allocate  a j  b j  to a rotated rectangular frame, R   j  x j   b j  a j   1  x j  ,
whose width is b j and height is a j   1  x j  , respectively, see Fig. 5.1.
R j   x j   a j  b j x j
b j
a j b j
a j
R  j   x j   b j  a j   1  x j 
x j  1
x j  0
Figure 5.1: Rotated and non-rotated frames R   j  x j  and R j  x j 
The area of the two frames, a j   x j  b j   b j   1  x j   a j, is exactly a j  b j, that
is the area of rectangle  a j  b j  . Then, a set of (rotated and non-rotated) frames,
R  x  , defines an allocation for R. A strip-packing of R  x  is a positioning of the
frames of R  x  within the vertical strip of unit width, 
 0  1 


 0  ∞  , so that no two
frames have intersecting interiors. The height of a strip-packing is defined as the
height to which the strip is filled by the frames. In the strip-packing with rotations
by 90 degrees it is required to find an allocation, R  x  , and a strip-packing of the
frames of R  x  so as the packing height is minimized.
Theorem 5.1.1. There is an algorithm which given a set of n rectangles, R, with
side lengths at most 1, and a positive accuracy, ε

0, finds an allocation of R to
a set of frames, R  x  , and a strip-packing of the frames of R  x  whose height is at
most
 1

ε  OPT  R 

O  1  ε2  
where OPT  R  is the height of the optimal strip-packing of R with rotations by 90
degrees. The running time of the algorithm is polynomial in n and 1  ε.
In other words, we present an asymptotic fully polynomial time approximation
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scheme (AFPTAS) (an equivalent result has been independently obtained by Jansen
and van Stee in [49]). The exitance of such a scheme has been an open theoretical
problem [19].
Organization of the Chapter. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows.
In Section 5.2 we describe our algorithm. Section 5.3 consists of the analysis of
the algorithm. In the final section we give some concluding remarks.
5.2 AN ALGORITHM FOR STRIP PACKING WITH ROTATIONS
5.2.1 Separating of Rectangles: Sets L and S
Let ε    ε   2

ε  . We say that a rectangle  a j  b j  is small if at least one of its
side lengths, a j or b j, is smaller than ε   , and large otherwise. We partition R into a
set of large rectangles, L, and a set of small rectangles, S, respectively. So, either
side length of each large rectangle from L is at least ε   , and one side of each small
rectangle in S is less than ε   . For simplicity, frames are also called small and large.
5.2.2 Fractional Strip-Packing: The algorithm STRIP
Let L  x  be an (possibly fractional) allocation of the large rectangles in L to
frames. A fractional strip-packing of L  x  is a strip-packing of any set of frames
obtained from L  x  by cutting any frame into a set frames of the same width: each
large frame R j  x j  (R   j  x j  ) is replaced by a sequence of frames R j  z j1  ,R j  z j2  ,
    R j  z jq  (respectively R   j  z j1   R   j  z j2       R   j  z jq  ), where ∑q
  1 z j   x j. We
use the following result which defines a relationship between fractional packing
and integral packing.
Theorem 5.2.1 (Kenyon & Rémila [57]). Let ε    ε   2

ε  and m 
 
 1  ε    2  .
Let L  x  be an allocation of L to large frames. Let S  x  be an allocation of S
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to small frames such that all frame widths are less than ε   . Then, there is an
algorithm, STRIP, which given an accuracy, ε   0  1  , and a set of frames, R  x  

 L   S   x  , finds a positioning of the frames in R  x  within the vertical strip 
 0  1 


 0  ∞  of unit width such that no two frames have intersecting interiors and the
height to which the strip is filled is bounded by
ST RIP  R  x    max  lin  L  x    1

1   mε    

2m

1 
area  R   1

1   mε       1  ε   

4m

1  
where area  R  is the total area of the rectangles in R, and lin  L  x   is the height
of the optimal fractional strip packing of the large frames in L  x  . The running
time of STRIP is polynomial in n and 1  ε.
Remark. Notice that the theorem deals with an allocation of rectangles to frames.
As one can see, it is not that hard to allocate the small rectangles in S. The main
difficulty comes from the large rectangles in L. In order to cope with that we
introduce an LP formulation in the next section.
5.2.3 LP formulation
Let R j denote a non-rotated frame, a j  b j, and R   j denote a rotated frame, b j  a j.
Now we can define configurations as follows. A configuration, C, is a set of
rotated and non-rotated large frames such that there is no large rectangle  a j  b j 
whose both R j  R   j, non-rotated and rotated frames, belong to C. The total width
of C, ∑ j:R j  C a j  ∑ j:R  j  C b j, cannot exceed the width of the strip, 1.
Informally, every configuration defines a set of large frames that can be packed
on the same horizontal level of the strip packing. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the configurations are arbitrary ordered. Let N be the total number
of configurations, and Ci be configuration i. (Notice that N  O  1  .) For each
configuration Ci, let W  Ci  be the total width of Ci.
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Now, we are ready to formulate a relaxation of the problem as the following LP:
minimize h
subject to ∑Ni  1 yi  h
∑i :R j  Ci yi  x j  b j  for all j  L 
∑i :R  j  Ci yi   1  x j   a j  for all j  L 
x j  
 0  1   for all j  L 
yi  0  for all i  1      N 
(5.1)
Here, x j is a fraction of rectangle  a j  b j  , and yi is the height of configuration
Ci. In the constrains, each fractional non-rotated frame, R j  x j   a j  b j  x j, is
fractionally packed within configurations Ci that include R j, and each fractional
rotated frame, R   j  x j   b j  a j   1  x j  , is fractionally packed within config-
urations Ci that include R   j. In the objective function, the total height over all
configurations, h, is minimized. We can provide the following result.
Lemma 5.2.2 (Jansen [46, 48]). The LP can be solved in time polynomial in n
and 1  ε. The optimal objective function value of the LP, h  ∑Ni  1 yi, is upper
bounded by lin  L  , the height of the optimal fractional strip packing of the large
rectangles in L.
Proof Sketch. The LP consists of O  N  variables and O  n  constrains. The
number of configurations depends on 1  ε. So, LP can be solved in a required
time [46, 48]. In the LP, we relax the problem in two ways. First, each decision
variable is relaxed to x j  
 0  1  . Second, R j  x j  and R   j  x j  are two fractions of
 a j  b j  , and either of them can be cut by horizontal lines in a strip-packing. So,
an optimal fractional strip-packing of the small rectangles in L gives a feasible
solution of the LP. Hence, lin  L  is an upper bound on h.  
5.2.4 Rounding
Here we round our (possibly fractional) LP allocation, L  x  . For each large rect-
angle  a j  b j  in L, there are two fractional frames, R j  x j  and R   j  x j  . So, we
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order all the frames in L  x  by non-increasing widths. Next, we select the frames
one by one in this order and stack them left justified, see Fig. 5.2. Let H be the
height of the stack.
threshold
rectangles
10
H
 ε    2H
 ε    2H
 ε    2H
R   j  x j 
R j  x j 
Figure 5.2: A stack with threshold frames
Let m 
 
1   ε    2  . Next, we define m  1 threshold frames as follows. We draw
m  1 horizontal lines at points y  k  
  ε    2  H  , for k between 1 and m  1, see
Fig. 5.2. The kth threshold frame is defined as a fractional frame whose interior
or lower boundary is intersected by the kth line, respectively. These m  1 thresh-
old frames separate the set of all large frames into m non-intersecting groups,
L1  x   L2  x       Lm  x  . Each threshold frame has the least width in its group.
The width of L1  x  is at most unit, 1. The width of Lk  x  is at most the width of
the  k  1  th threshold frame. Let g  j  and g    j  from  1  2      m  be defined
such that a fractional non-rotated frame R j  x j  belongs to a group Lg  j   x  and a
fractional rotated frame R   j  x j  belongs to a group Lg

 j 
 x  , respectively. (Notice
that that two groups may not match.) Then, the height of the kth group, H  Lk  x   ,
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is defined as follows
H  Lk  x      ∑
j:g  j   k
x j  b j 	    ∑
j:g   j   k
 1  x j   a j 	 
Now we round the values of x such that there is no change in these m height values.
Lemma 5.2.3. An optimal LP allocation, L  x  , can be rounded to an allocation,
L  x¯  , such that there are at most m large rectangles with x¯j   0  1  , and all other
large rectangles with x¯j   0  1  . Furthermore, the width of each rounded group
Lk  x¯  is at most the width of group Lk  1  x  , whereas the height of Lk  x¯  is at most
the height of Lk  1  x  plus 2, the maximum height of two frames. The required
rounding time is polynomial in the number of rectangles, n, and the number of
groups, m.
Proof Sketch. We have a system of m linear equations with O  n  variables. We
also have constraints, x j  
 0  1  . Using polyhedral theory it can be shown that a
rounded solution, x¯, can be found in time polynomial in n and m, see Section 5.3.1.
Due to the input, any rectangle has side lengths in  0  1  . One can see that the
height values of any two consecutive groups Lk  x  and Lk  1  x  are roughly  ε    2H.
They can differ by at most 2, the maximum side length of two frames. By the
rounding procedure, the heights of groups remain the same. Thus, the width of
Lk  x¯  is at most the width of Lk  1  x  , and the height of Lk  x¯  is at most the height
of Lk  1  x  plus 2.  
Furthermore, we can prove that our rounding leads to a small increase in height.
Lemma 5.2.4. Let L  x¯  be a rounded allocation. Then, the height of the opti-
mal fractional strip-packing of the frames in L  x¯  , lin  L  x¯   , can be bounded as
follows
lin  L  x¯     1

ε   lin  L 

3m 
where lin  L  is the optimal fractional strip packing of the rectangles in L.
Proof. See Section 5.3.2.
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5.2.5 An Allocation of Large Rectangles to Frames: A Trash Set
We define a set T of all rectangles in L with x j  0  1  . So, T is further called the
trash set of L. Now we are ready to define an allocation of the large rectangles in
L to frames. We first use a rounded LP allocation, L  x¯  . Let T be a trash set of
large rectangles  a j  b j  in L with x j   0  1  . By Lemma 5.2.3, there are at most
m rectangles in T , and we will pack them at the end of the algorithm. For the other
rectangles in L    L 	 T we define an integral allocation, L    x¯  , as 
 L 	 T   x¯  , that
is, for each  a j  b j  in L   we take R j  x¯j  if x j  1 and R   j  x¯j  if x j  0. Finally, we
arbitrary define the frames for the trash rectangles in T and add them on the top
of the packing.
5.2.6 An Allocation of Small Rectangles to Frames
We handle the small rectangles from S in a very easy manner. We allocate the
rectangles from S to small frames such that all frame width are less than ε   . This
gives us an integral allocation S  x¯  .
5.2.7 The overall algorithm
Here we describe an outline of our algorithm.
ALGORITHM Aε:
Input: A set of rectangles, R, and an accuracy, ε

0.
Output: A strip-packing of R with rotations by 90 degrees.
1. Partition. Let ε    ε   2

ε  . Perform partition R  L 	 S to set aside rect-
angles with at least one side smaller than ε   .
2. LP & Rounding. Solve the LP. Find a (fractional) LP allocation, L  x  . Find
m threshold frames. Perform rounding of L  x  to L  x¯  .
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3. Frames. Define a trash set, T . Let L    L 	 T . Define an integral allocation
L    x¯  as 
 L 	 T   x¯  . Find an integral allocation, S  x¯  , for the small rectangles
in S to have widths at most ε   . Let R    L     S and R    x¯   L   x¯    S  x¯  .
Then, R    x¯  is an integral allocation of R  .
4. Packing. Use the algorithm STRIP on an integral allocation R    x¯  . This
gives a strip-packing of R    x¯  .
5. Trash. Add the trash rectangles of T to the packing.
Lemma 5.2.5. The height of the packing output by Aε is at most  1  2ε  OPT  R  
81  ε2

1, where OPT  R  is the height of the optimal strip-packing of R with
rotations by 90 degrees.
Proof. See Section 5.3.3
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5.3.1 Proof of Lemma 5.2.3
Here, we just briefly sketch a required rounding technique for the following linear
system (LS):
∑nj  1 ai j  x j  bi for i  1      m 
x j  
 0  1   for j  1      n 
We can rewrite it as
Ax  ∑nj  1 A j  x j  b 
x j  
 0  1   for j  1      n 
where A j   a1 j  a2 j      am j  T , x   x1  x2      xn  , and b   b1  b2      bm  T .
We modify a solution x to a new solution x¯ as follows. Consider a solution x. We
can always update LS in two cases: (1) there exists xk  1, (2) there exists xk  0.
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In the first case we remove xk from the LS and define b to be equal b  Ak  xk. In
the second case, we just remove xk. Informally, this eliminates integral xk from x.
Assume now that are m

1 fractions xk   0  1  . Then, we can select the cor-
responding columns and form an induced matrix, A   . Clearly, A   is a system of
linearly dependent vectors, and one can find a non-zero vector y in the null space,
A   y  0.
Let δ   and x¯  x

δy. (If the dimension of y is smaller than the dimension of
x, we augment it by adding an appropriate number of zero entries and denote it as
y   .) Then, Ay    A   y  0 and
A x¯  Ax

δAy   b

δA   y  b 
Since all xk   0  1  , there exists δ (if δ tends to 0) such that all xk  δyk   0  1  .
Thus, one can increase or decrease the value of δ until at least one x¯k gets either
to 0 or 1.
We iteratively repeat the above rounding and removing procedures until there are
at most m fractions left. (Here A   can become a system of linearly independent
vectors.) At the end of this iterative process there are at most m fractions, x¯j 
 0  1  , all other x¯j   0  1  . The total number of iterations is at most O  n  . Each
iteration can be completed in time polynomial in O  m  .
5.3.2 Proof of Lemma 5.2.4
Our simple idea is to take a fractional packing of L  x  and modify it to a fractional
packing of L  x¯  . Informally, we replace the frames of L  x  by the frames of L  x¯  .
The goal is to show that this modification can be completed with some small
increase in the height of the packing.
Recall that x is an LP solution, i.e.
∑Ni  1 yi  h
∑i :R j  Ci yi  x j  b j  for all j  L 
∑i :R  j  Ci yi   1  x j   a j  for all j  L 
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Let W  Ci  is the width of configuration Ci. We can construct a layered fractional
packing of the frames in L  x  as follows. We first define  0  0 and  i   i  1  yi
(i  1      N). The ith layer is a rectangle, Qi  
 0  W  Ci    
  i  1   i  , see Fig. 5.3
Q j
0 1
 
0
 0
 
i

 
i   1
 yi
 
N
 ∑Ni  1 yi
 
N   1
 
i   1
W
 
Ci 
 
1
 y1
Figure 5.3: The ith layer
Next, we take large rectangles  a j  b j  from L one by one. The sum of yi over all
configurations Ci that include a non-rotated frame R j, ∑i:R j  Ci yi, is at least x j  b j.
So, we select these Ci one by one in a greedy manner, and place a fractional non-
rotated frame a j  yi in the ith layer. Similarly we deal with the rotated frame of
 a j  b j  , R   j. In the end of this procedure, we obtain a fractional packing of the
frames in L  x  , where all Qi are filled with the frames from L  x  . The height of
the packing is at most
N
∑
i  1
yi  h 
Recall the rounding procedure. Let ε    ε   2

ε  and m 
 
1   ε    2  . There are
m  1 threshold frames and m groups. Let Lk  x  and Lk  x¯  denote the kth groups
with respect to L  x  and L  x¯  . Due to rounding, the width of Lk  x¯  is at most the
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width of Lk  1  x  , whereas the height of Lk  x¯  is at most the height of Lk  1  x  plus
2. Hence, Lk  x¯  can fractionally replace Lk  1  x  in the layres, leaving just a small
portion of frames.
We take the packing of L  x  , and go from one group to another. We replace the
large frames in Q1  Q2      QN as follows. The frames of L1  x  are the widest
ones. We simply delete them from the packing. This creates a set of gaps. Each
gap has width at least the width of L2  x¯  . So, we can fractionally pack inside
these gaps. We put all the frames of L2  x¯  in a greedy manner while filling the
gaps. Similarly, we create some gaps by deleting the frames of Lk  1  x  , and then
fractionally pack the frames of Lk  x¯  . In the end, we take all the frames that are
still left, including the frames of L1  x¯  , and pack them one by one on the top of
the packing.
There are at most m groups. In each group, the total height of the frames that go
on the top of the packing is at most 2. The height of L1  x¯  is at most  ε   2H

1.
(Here, 1 for one threshold frame.) Hence, the height of the packing increases by
at most
∆  2m

 ε    2H

1 
Recall that either side length of a large rectangle in L is at least ε   . Hence, the total
area of L, area  L  , is at least ε   H. From another side, area  L  is a lower bound on
lin  L  . So, a possible increase can be bounded by
∆  2m

1

 ε    2H  2m

1

ε    lin  L 
Recall that h is also a lower bound on lin  L  . Thus, the total height of the packing
of L  x¯  is at most
h

∆   1

ε    lin  L 

2m

1   1

ε    lin  L 

3m 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.2.4.
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5.3.3 Proof of Lemma 5.2.5
Here we combine all obtained results together. The height of the packing can be
bounded by
H  ST RIP  R    x¯  


T 

since Lemma 5.2.1
 max  lin  L  x¯    1

ε  

2m

1  area  R   1

ε 

4m

1 


T 

since ε    ε   2

ε  and m 
 
 1  ε    2 
 max  lin  L   1

ε    2

3m  1

ε   

2m

1  area  R   1

ε 

4m

1 

m
since Lemma 5.2.4 and 5.2.3
 max  lin  L   1

ε  2  2

8m

1  area  R   1

ε 

4m

1 

m
since ε    ε  2  1  2 
  1

ε  2  2OPT  R 

9m

1
since OPT  R   min  lin  L   area  R  
  1

2ε  OPT  R 

81  ε2

1 since m  9  ε2 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.2.5.
5.3.4 Proof of Theorem 5.1.1
The running time of the algorithm follows from the fact that the LP relaxation can
be solved in time polynomial in n and 1  ε [46, 48], as well as from the running
time mentioned in Lemma 5.2.2 and Lemma 5.2.1. A bound on the height of the
packing output by Aε follows from Lemma 5.2.5.
5.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this chapter we consider the strip packing problem with rotations by 90 degrees.
The problem has been an open question for some time. We close this gap, obtain-
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ing the algorithm which, given a set of rectangles, finds a strip packing of them (ro-
tations by 90 degrees are allowed) of total height at most  1

ε  OPT

O  1  ε2  ,
where OPT is the height of the optimal strip packing with rotations by 90 degrees.
The running time of the algorithm is polynomial in the number of rectangles and
1  ε. In other words we have obtained an asymptotic FPTAS for the strip packing
problem with rotations.
APPENDIX A: COMPLEXITY AND NPO PROBLEMS
Here we give an overview of complexity theory for the algorithm designer. This
only includes some main definitions. For more details we refer to the following
excellent books [6, 36, 73].
Complexity Classes. Let  0  1     be the set of all possible strings over alphabet
 0  1  . Denote by 
 x 
 the length of a string x. A language L    0  1    is any col-
lection of strings over  0  1  . The corresponding language recognition problem
is to decide whether a given string x   0  1    belongs to L. An algorithm solves
a language recognition problem for a specific language L by accepting (output
“yes”) any input string contained in L, and rejecting (output “no”) any input string
not contained in L.
A complexity class is a collection of languages all of whose recognition problems
can be solved under prescribed bounds on the the computational resources. We are
primarily interested in various of efficient algorithms, where efficient is defined as
being polynomial time. Recall that an algorithm has polynomial running time if it
halts within nO  1  on any input of length n.
The class P consists of all languages L that have a polynomial time algorithm ALG
such that for any input string x  0  1    ,
  x  L   ALG  x  accepts, and
  x  L   ALG  x  rejects.
The class NP consists of all languages L that have a polynomial time algorithm
ALG such that for any input string x  0  1    ,
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  x  L   there is a string y   0  1    , ALG  x  y  accepts, where length 
 y 

is polynomial in 
 x 
 .
  x  L   for any string y   0  1    , ALG  x  y  rejects.
Obviously, P   NP, but it is not known whether P  NP.
For any complexity class   , we define the complexity class co-   as the set of
languages whose complement is in class   . That is
co-     L 
 ¯L    
It is obvious that P  co-P and P   NP  co-NP.
NP-completeness. A polynomial reduction from a language L      1  0    to a
language L    1  0    is function f :  1  0       1  0    such that:
  There is a polynomial time algorithm that computes f .
  For all x  1  0    , x  L   if and only if f  x   L.
Clearly, if there is a polynomial reduction from L   to L, then L  P implies that
L    P.
A language L is NP-hard if for every language L    NP, there is a polynomial
reduction from L to L   . A language L is NP-complete if L  NP and L is NP-hard.
Randomized Complexity Classes. The class RP (for Randomized Polynomial
Time) consists of all languages L    0  1    that have a randomized algorithm ALG
running in worst-case polynomial time such that for any x  0  1    :
  x  L   Pr 
ALG  x  accepts   12 .
  x  L   Pr 
ALG  x  accepts   0.
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Clearly,
P   RP   NP 
A language belonging to both RP and co-RP can be solved by a randomized al-
gorithm with zero-sided error, i.e., a Las Vegas algorithm. The class ZPP (for
Zero-error Probabilistic Polynomial time) is the class of all languages that have
Las Vegas algorithms running in expected polynomial time. Clearly,
ZPP  RP  co-RP 
NP-hard Decision Problems. Informally, a decision problem is one whose an-
swer is either “yes” or “no”, and it can be treated as a language recognition prob-
lem.
Abstractly, a decision problem Π consists simply of a set DΠ of instances and a
subset YΠ
  DΠ of yes-instances. An encoding scheme for problem Π provides a
way of describing each instance I in DΠ by an appropriate string in  0  1    . Then,
the language assosited with Π is defined as
L 
Π  :   x  0  1   
 x is the encoding under e of an instance I  YΠ  
We say that a decision problem Π is NP-hard (complete) if L 
Π  is NP-hard (com-
plete).
There are two common ways for encoding numbers (integers): unary and binary.
Clearly, the hardness of a decision problem can change when one switches from
binary to unary encoding.
We say that a decision problem Π is NP-hard (complete) in the strong sense or
Π is strongly NP-hard (complete) if L 
Π  is NP-hard (complete) under an unary
encoding scheme.
NPO Problems. An NP-optimization problem (NPO), Π, consists of:
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  A set of input instances,   , recognized in polynomial time. The size of
instance I    , denoted by 
 I 
 , is defined as the number of bits needed to
write I under the assumption that all numbers occurring in I are written in
binary.
  Each instance I   has a set of feasible solutions F  I  . We require that
F  I   /0, and that every solution S  F  I  is of length polynomial in 
 I 
 .
Furthermore, there is polynomial time algorithm that, given a pair  I  S  ,
decides whether S  F  I  .
  There is a polynomial time computable objective function, ob j, that assigns
a nonnegative rational number to each pair  I  S  , where I    and S  F  I  .
  Finally, Π is specified to be either a minimization problem or a maximization
problem.
An optimal solution for an instance of a minimization (maximization) NPO prob-
lem is a feasible solution that achieves the smallest (largest) objective function
value. OPT  I  will denote the objective value of an optimal solution for instance
I.
An algorithm ALG is said to be optimal for an NPO problem Π if, on each in-
stance I, ALG computes an optimal solution, i.e. a feasible solution S  F  I  such
that ob j  I  S   OPT  I  , and the running time of ALG is polynomial in I.
The decision version of an NPO problem Π consists of pairs  I  B  , where I is an
instance of I and B is a rational number. If Π is a minimization problem (maxi-
mization problem), then the answer to the decision problem is “yes” iff there is a
feasible solution to I of the objective function value  B (  B). If so, we will say
that  I  B  is a yes-instance.
An NPO problem Π is said to be (strongly) NP-hard if its decision version is
(strongly) NP-complete. Assuming P  NP, no (strongly) NP-hard NPO problem
has an optimal algorithm.
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Approximation Algorithms. An approximation algorithm produces a feasibel
“near-optimal” solution, and it is time efficient. The formal definition differs for
minimization and maximization problems. Let Π be a minimization problem.
An algorithm ALG is said to be a ρ-approximation algorithm for Π, if on every
instance I of Π, ALG computes a feasible solution S  F  I  such that
ob j  I  S   ρ  OPT  I  
and the running time of ALG is polynomial in 
 I 
 . For a maximization problem
Π, a ρ-approximation algorithm satisfies
ob j  I  S   1ρ  OPT  I 	
The asymmetry in the definition is due to ensure that ρ  1. The value of ρ  1 is
called the approximation ratio or performance ratio or worst-case ratio of ALG
and in general can be a function of 
 I 
 .
A family of approximation algorithms,  Aε  ε  0, for an NPO problem Π, is called
a polynomial time approximation scheme or a PTAS, if algorithm Aε is a  1  ε  -
approximation algorithm and its running time is polynomial in the size of the
instance for a fixed ε. If the running time of each Aε is polynomial in the size of the
instance and in 1  ε, then  Aε  ε  0 is called a fully polynomial time approximation
scheme or a FPTAS.
Assuming P  NP, a PTAS is the best result we can obtain for a strongly NP-hard
problem, and a FPTAS is the best result we can obtain for an NP-hard problem.
AP-Reduction. The concept of approximation preserving reductions primarily
provides a method for proving that an NPO problem does not admit any PTAS,
unless P  NP.
For a constant α  0 and two NPO problems A and B, we say that A is α-AP-
reducible to B if two polynomial-time computable functions f and g exist such
that the following holds:
  For any instance I of A, f  I  is an instance of B.
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  For any instance I of A, and any feasible solution S   for f  I  , g  I  S    is a
feasible solution for I.
  For any instance I of A and any r  1, if S   is is an r-approximate solution
for f  I  , then g  I  S    is an  1

 r  1  α

o  1   -approximate solution for
I, where the o notation is with respect to 
 I 
 .
We say that A is AP-reducible to B if a constant α  0 exists such that A is α-AP-
reducible to B. Clearly, if A is AP-reducible to B, then an ρ-approximate solution
for B is mapped to an h  ρ  approximate solution for A, where h  ρ    1 as ρ   1.
The class APX consists of all NPO problems that have a constant factor approxi-
mation. Then, AP-reductions preserve membership in APX. Furthermore, if A is
AP-reducible to B and there is a PTAS for B, there is a PTAS for A as well.
An NPO problem Π is APX-hard if every APX problem is AP-reducible to Π. An
NPO problem Π is APX-complete if Π  APX and Π is APX-hard.
Assuming P  NP, no APX-hard (complete) problem has a PTAS.
A Little Bit of History. In [39] a simple algorithm for scheduling jobs on a sin-
gle machine was presented: Suppose we are given a single machine and a list of
n jobs in some order. Whenever a machine becomes available, it starts processing
the next job on the list. Graham made a complete worst-case analysis of this al-
gorithm and showed that the maximum job completion time (or makespan) of the
schedule is at most twice the makespan of an optimal schedule. It was perhaps the
first polynomial time approximation algorithm for an NP-hard optimization prob-
lem, and at the same time, the first competitive analysis of an on-line algorithm.
Only several years later, immediately after the concepts of NP-completeness and
approximation algorithms were formalized [16, 34]. However, a paper [52] of
Johnson may be regarded as the real starting point in the field. The terms “app-
roximation scheme”, “PTAS”,“FPTAS” are due to a seminal paper [35]. The first
inapproximability results were also derived about this time, see e.g. [77, 61].
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Much of the work has been also devoted to classifying the optimization prob-
lems with respect to their polynomial time approximability. The notion of strong
NP-completeness was introduced in [35]. It was also shown that strong NP-hard
problems do not have FPTASs unless P  NP [36]. A strongly NP-hard prob-
lem is a problem that remains NP-hard even if the numbers in its input are unary
encoded [36].
In [75] the class MAX-SNP was introduced by a logical characterization and the
notion of completeness for this class by using the so-called L-reduction. The idea
behind this concept was that every MAX-SNP-complete optimization problem
does not admit any PTAS iff MAX-3SAT does not admit any PTAS. A number of
optimization problem were proven to be MAX-SNP-complete. In a remarkable
line of work that culminated in [5], it was shown that MAX-3SAT has no PTAS,
unless P  NP.
Later, based on known results about the approximability thresholds of various
problems, researches have classified problems into a number of classes [4]. One
of these classes is APX. It was established in [58, 20, 21] that MAX-3SAT is
APX-complete under AP-reduction and under subtler notion of reductions. Many
problems have been shown to be either APX-complete or APX-hard, and thus do
not have a PTAS, unless P  NP.
Generalizing NP to allow for randomized algorithms has led to a number of new
complexity classes, e.g. ZPP (Zero-error Probabilistic Polynomial) and PCP (Prob-
abilistically Checkable Proofs). It was shown that the so-called PCP-theorem
(NP  PCP  logn  1  ) implies that the problem of finding a maximum clique in an
n-vertex graph cannot be approximated within a factor of n1  ε, neither for some
ε

0, unless P  NP; nor for any ε

0, unless NP  ZPP [3, 4, 6, 64].
APPENDIX B: KR - ALGORITHM
Here we briefly describe the algorithm of C. Kenyon and E. Rémila for the strip
packing problem. For more details we refer to the original paper [57].
Definitions. A rectangle is given by its width wi and height hi, with 0  wi  hi 
1. The area (resp. height) of a list L    w1  h1    w2  h2        wn  hn   of rectan-
gles is the sum of the areas (resp. heights) of the rectangles of L. We assume that
the list is ordered by nonincreasing widths: w1  w2      wn.
A strip-packing of a list L of rectangles is a positioning of the rectangles of L
within the vertical strip 
 0  1 


 0 

∞  , so that all rectangles have disjoint inte-
riors. If rectangle  wi  hi  is positioned at 
 x  x  wi   
 y  y  hi  , then y is called
the lower boundary  y

hi  the upper boundary of the rectangle. The height of a
strip-packing is the uppermost boundary of any rectangle. Let Opt  L  denote the
minimum height of a strip-packing of L:
Opt  L   inf  height of f such that f is a packing of L  .
A fractional strip-packing of L is a packing of any list L   obtained from L by
subdividing some of its rectangles by horizontal cuts: Each rectangle  wi  hi  is
replaced by a sequence  wi  hi1    wi  hi2        wi  hiki  of rectangles, such that hi 
∑ j hi j .
First we present the algorithm when the number of distinct widths of the rectangles
is bounded by some value m, and all widths are larger than some constant ε   . This
special case is called the "few and wide" case.
From the "few and wide" case to fractional strip-packing. Throughout this
paragraph, one assumes that the n rectangles of L only have m distinct widths,
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w  1  w  2     w  m  ε.
To the input L, one associates a set of configurations. A configuration is defned as
a nonempty multiset of widths (chosen among the m widths) that sum to less than
1 (i.e., capable of occurring at the same level). Their sum is called the width of
the confguration. Without loss of generality, the configurations can be assumed to
be ordered by nonincreasing widths.
Let q be the number of distinct configurations, and let αi j denote the number of
occurrences of width w  i in configuration C j. To each (possibly fractional) strip
A A
A
A
B B
B B
C2
C4
C5
C6
C7
C3
C1 3   7  2   7  2   7
2   7  2   7  2   7
3   7  3   7
3   7  2   7
2   7  2   7
3   7
2   7 0
1
0
1
0
2
1
1
0
2
1
3
0
2
configuration α1 j  number of As α2 j  number of Bs
Figure 5.4: A strip packing of L.
packing of L of height h, one associates a vector  x1      xq  , xi  0, in the fol-
lowing manner. Scan the packing bottom-up with a horizontal sweep line y  a,
0  a  h. Each such line is canonically associated to a configuration  α1      αm  ,
where αi is the number of rectangles of width w  i whose interior is intersected by
the sweep line. Let x j, 1  j  q, denote the measure of the as such that the
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sweep line y  a is associated with configuration C j. For example, let A denote
the rectangle 3  7

1 and B denote the rectangle 2  7

3  4, and assume that the
input L consists of three rectangles of type A and four rectangles of type B. There
are seven configurations, listed in Fig. 5.4.
The vector corresponding to the strip packing in Fig. 5.4 is  3  2  5  4  0  0  0  0  0  .
The fractional strip-packing problem is canonically defined as follows: Given a
list L of rectangles, construct a fractional strip packing of minimal height.
Lemma 5.4.1. Consider the linear program:
minimize  1  x  subject to x  0 and Ax  B,
where 1 is the all-ones vector, A is the m

q matrix  αi j  1   i   m   1   j   q, and B 
 β1      βm  , βi denoting the sum of the heights of all rectangles of width w  i. Then
any fractional strip packing naturally corresponds to a feasible vector x, and con-
versely to any feasible vector x one can associate a fractional strip packing of
height  1  x  and in which the number of configurations actually occurring is at
most m plus the number of nonzero variables xi.
We now recall the fractional bin packing problem studied by Karmarkar and
Karp [53]. In this problem, the input is a set of n items of m different types,
i.e., they take only m distinct sizes in  ε  1  . A configuration is a multi-set of types
which sum to at most 1 (i.e., capable of being packed within a bin). If q denotes
the number of configurations, then a feasible solution to the fractional bin pack-
ing problem is a vector  x1      xq  of nonnegative numbers such that if αi j is the
number of pieces of type i occurring in configuration j, then for every i, ∑ j αi jx j
is at least equal to the number ni of input pieces of type i. The goal is to minimize
∑ j x j.
Notice that fractional bin packing and fractional strip packing give rise to the
same linear program. The only difference is that vector B   β1      βm  of the
strip packing is replaced by the vector B     n1      nm  with integer coordinates.
Let OPT be the minimum possible value of ∑ j x j. The fractional bin packing
problem with tolerance t has for its goal to find a basic feasible solution such that
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∑ j x j  OPT  t, and was solved by Karmarkar and Karp [53] in polynomial time.
More precisely, one has the following theorem:
Theorem 5.4.2. (Karmarkar and Karp [53], Theorem 1.) There exists a polynomial-
time algorithm for fractional bin packing with additive tolerance t, such that if n is
the number of items, m the number of distinct items, and a the size of the smallest
item, then the running time is
O
 
m8 logm log2

mn
at  
m4n logm
t
log

mn
at 


The proof of this theorem uses linear programming techniques but does not use the
fact that vector B   is integer. It can obviously be extended to strip packing: with
the notations of Lemma 5.4.1, there exists an algorithm with positive tolerance t
whose running time is polynomial in m, ∑i βi (which is less than the number n of
rectangles) and t, which gives a solution with at most 2m nonzero coordinates.
In our setting a, m and t will all be polynomials in 1  ε , and so the running time
will be Oε  n logn  . Note that using a Lagrangian relaxation technique, in [76]
(Theorem 5  11), an alternative approach is proposed.
From fractional strip packing to strip packing.
Lemma 5.4.3. . If L has a fractional strip packing  x1      xq  of height h and
with at most 2m nonzero x js, then L has an (integral) strip packing of height at
most h

2m.
Proof. Consider a fractional strip packing  x1      xq  of L, of height ∑i xi  h,
and with at most 2m nonzero coordinates xis. Up to renaming, one assumes that
the nonzero coordinates are x1      x  m, with m    2m. Let hmax be the maximum
height of any rectangle of L. One constructs a strip packing of L of height h

2mhmax in the following way.
One fills in the strip bottom up, taking each configuration in turn. Let x j  0
denote the variable corresponding to the current configuration. Configuration j
will be used between level l j   x1  hmax        x j  1  hmax  and level l j

1 
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l j  x j  hmax (initially l1  0). For each i such that αi j  0, we draw αi j columns
of width w  i going from level l j to level l j

1.
In this way, each column C of the fractional strip packing of width w  i and height
x j can be associated to a column C

width w  i and height x j  hmax. In C

, we
place the rectangles which are completely in C, and the rectangle whose bottom
is in C and whose top is in another column. There is at most one rectangle of this
type from the proof of Lemma 5.4.1. Obviously, C

is sufficiently large to contain
those rectangles. This proves that the construction yields a valid strip packing of
L. Its height is  x1  hmax        xm   hmax   h  m   hmax  h  2m, hence the
lemma.
This gives a straightforward algorithm for strip-packing in the special case studied
in this section.
1. Solve fractional strip packing on L with tolerance 1 (the solution has at most
2m nonzero coordinates).
2. From the fractional strip packing, construct a strip packing of L as in the
proof of the lemma above.
Moreover, a crucial point for the sequel (i.e., for the addition of narrow rectangles)
is that this strip packing leaves some well-structured free space. Note that in the
proof of Lemma 5.4.3, column C

is almost fully used: the unused part of the
column has height at most 2, one for the bottom rectangle of C which may have
been placed in another column, and one for the extra space on top.
Important remark: Structure of a layer (See Fig. 5.5).
Let c1  c2      cm  denote the widths of the m  i configurations used above.
The layer 
 0  1 


 li  li

1  can be divided into three rectangles:
(i) the rectangle Ri  
 ci  1   
 li  li

1  , which is completely free and will later be
used to place the narrow rectangles;
(ii) the rectangle R  i  
 0  ci   
 li  li

1  2  , which is completely filled by wide
rectangles; and
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(iii) the rectangle R    i  
 0  ci   
 li

1  2  li

1  , which is partially filled in some
complicated way by wide rectangles overlapping from Ri, and whose free space
is now considered as wasted space, and will not be used in the remainder of the
construction.
R    i
Ri
li
li

1
ci
xi
2
R  i
Figure 5.5: Structure of a layer.
From general strip-packing to the "few and wide" case. In the general case,
one has a list Lgeneral with many distinct widths, some of which may be arbitrarily
small.
One uses appropriate extensions of two ideas of Fernandez de la Vega and Lueker [23]:
elimination of small pieces, and grouping. The purpose of elimination is to insure
all rectangles are wider than some ε   . The purpose of grouping is to insure that
the number of distinct widths of the wide rectangles is bounded.
Elimination of narrow rectangles. During the elimination phase, one partitions
the list Lgeneral into two sublists: Lnarrow, containing all the rectangles of width at
most ε   , and L, containing all the rectangles of width larger than ε   . During the
next stage, we will focus on L.
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Grouping. One defines a partial order on lists of rectangles by saying that L  L  
if there is an injection from L to L   such that each rectangle of L has smaller width
and height than the associated rectangle of L   .
Given a list L of rectangles whose widths are larger than ε   , we will now approx-
imate L by a list Lsup such that L  Lsup, and such that the rectangles of Lsup only
have m distinct widths.
To define Lsup, one first stacks up all the rectangles of L by order of nonincreasing
widths, to obtain a left-justified stack of total height h  L  . One defines  m  1 
threshold rectangles, where a rectangle is a threshold rectangle if its interior or
lower boundary intersects some line y  ih  L   m, for some i between 1 and m 
1 (see, for example, Fig. 5.6). The threshold rectangles separate the remaining
rectangles into m groups. The widths of the rectangles in the first group are then
rounded up to 1, and the widths of the rectangles in each subsequent group are
then rounded up to the width of the threshold rectangle below their group. This
defines Lsup. Note that if all rectangle heights are equal, this is exactly the linear
grouping defined in [23], and thus this can be seen as an extension of that paper.
Also note that Lsup consists of rectangles which have only m distinct widths, all
greater than ε   .
One constructs a strip-packing of Lsup using the ideas of previous paragraphs. A
packing of L is trivially deduced by using the relation L  Lsup and placing each
rectangle of L inside the position of the associated rectangle of Lsup.
To get a packing of Lgeneral , the narrow rectangles must now be added.
Adding the narrow rectangles. Order the rectangles of Lnarrow by decreasing
heights. We add the rectangles of Lnarrow to the current strip packing, trying to
use the m   free rectangular areas R1  R2      Rm  as much as possible, according to
a Modified-Next- Fit-Decreasing-Height algorithm as follows. Use the Next-Fit-
Decreasing-Height (NFDH) heuristic to pack rectangles in R1: In this heuristic,
the rectangles are packed so as to form a sequence of sublevels. The first sublevel
is simply the bottom line. Each subsequent sublevel is defined by a horizontal
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group 1
group 2
group 3
0
3h  m
2h  m
h  m
threshold rectangle
threshold rectangle
threshold rect.
Figure 5.6: Grouping the rectangles, example when m  3. The thick
lines show how to extend the rectangles to construct Lsup.
line drawn through the top of the first (and hence highest) rectangle placed on
the previous sublevel. Rectangles are packed in a left-justified greedy manner,
until there is insufficient space to the right to accommodate the next rectangle; at
that point, the current sublevel is discontinued, the next sublevel is defined and
packing proceeds on the new sublevel.
When a new sublevel cannot be started in R1, start the next sublevel at the bottom
left corner of R2 using NFDH again, and so on until Rm  . When a rectangle cannot
be packed in R1      or Rm  , use NFDH to pack the remaining rectangles in the
strip of width 1 starting above Rm  , at level lm 

1. This gives a packing of Lgeneral .
We are now ready to summarize the overall algorithm.
The KR-algorithm. Parameters: ε   (the threshold narrow/wide) and m (the num-
ber of groups). We set ε    ε   2

ε  and m   1  ε    2.
Input: a list of rectangles Lgeneral .
1. Perform the partition Lgeneral  Lnarrow
  L to set aside the rectangles of
width less than ε   .
2. Sort the rectangles of L according to their widths; form m groups of rect-
angles of approximately equal cumulative heights; round up the widths in
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each group, to yield a list Lsup with L  Lsup.
3. Solve fractional strip packing on Lsup with tolerance 1.
4. From the fractional strip packing, construct an integral strip packing of Lsup
and hence a well-structured strip packing of L.
5. Sort Lnarrow according to decreasing heights and add the rectangles of Lnarrow
to the strip packing of L using the Modified-Next-Fit-Decreasing-Height
heuristic.
Theorem 5.4.4. For a given list L of n rectangles whose side lengths are at most
1, and a positive number ε, the KR-algorithm produces a packing of L in a strip
of width 1 and height A  L  such that:
A  L    1

ε  Opt  L 

O  1  ε2 	
The time complexity of the algorithm is polynomial in n and 1  ε.
APPENDIX C: RESOURCE SHARING PROBLEM
Here we briefly describe the algorithm of M.D. Grigoriadis, L.G. Khachiyan, L.
Porkolab and J. Villavicencio for the max-min resource sharing problem. For
more details we refer to the original paper [40].
We consider the approximate solution of concave max-min resource sharing prob-
lem of the form
λ    max  λ 
 f  x   λe  x  B   (   )
where f : B    M is a given vector of M nonnegative continuous concave func-
tions defined on a nonempty convex compact set B, called block, e is the vector of
all ones and with no loss of generality, λ  

0. We shall denote by  M

 
M
 
 the
nonnegative (positive) orthants of  M , and denote λ  f   min1   m   M fm for any
given f   M

.
We shall be interested in computing an ε-approximate solution of this problem,
i.e., for a given relative tolerance ε   0  1  ,
compute x  B such that f  x   
  1  ε  λ    e  (   ε)
The approach is based on the well-known duality relation:
λ    maxx  Bminp  PpT f  x   minp  Pmaxx  B pT f  x   (5.2)
where P   p   M


 eT p  1  . It follows that
λ    min  Λ  p  
 p  P   (Lagrangian dual)
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where
Λ  p   max  pT f  x  
 x  B   (Block problem)
The exact optimality conditions for
 
can thus be stated as follows: A pair x  B,
p  P is optimal if and only if Λ  p   λ  f  x   .
In its simplest form, Lagrangian or price-directive decomposition is an iterative
strategy that solves
 
via its Lagrangian dual by computing a sequence of pairs
p, x as follows. A coordinator uses the current x  B to compute some weights
p  p  f  x    P corresponding to the coupling constraints f  x   λe, calls a block
solver to compute a solution xˆ  B of ( Block problem ) for this p  P, and then
makes a move from x to  1  τ  x

τxˆ with an appropriate step length τ   0  1  .
We call each such Lagrangian decomposition iteration a coordination step.
We shall only require an approximate block solver (   ), one that solves ( Block
problem ) to a given optimization tolerance t

0, defined below.
    p  t  : compute xˆ  xˆ  p   B such that pT f  xˆ   
  1  t   Λ  p 	
We shall eventually set t  Θ  ε  in our algorithm.
By analogy to
 
ε, and based on the fact that λ   is the optimal value of the La-
grangian dual, we define the ε-approximate dual problem as follows:
compute p  P such that Λ  p   
  1

ε   λ  	 (  ε)
For a given relative accuracy ε   0  1  a presented approximation algorithm solves
problems
 
ε and  ε in N  O  M  ε
 2

lnM   coordination steps, each of which
requires a call to     p  Θ  ε   and a coordination overhead of O  M ln  M  ε  
arithmetic operations.
The lemma below states that a pair x, p solves
 
ε and  ε, respectively, whenever
ν and t are of order ε.
Lemma 5.4.5. Suppose ε   0  1  and t  ε  6. For a given point x  B, let p  P
be computed by 5.4 and xˆ computed by     p  t  . If ν  x  xˆ   t, then the pair x  p
solves
 
ε and  ε, respectively.
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Algorithm description. The algorithm solves
 
ε (resp.  ε) approximately by
computing a sequence of vectors x0  x1      xn  B. In each step a price vector p 
p  xi   P for the current vector xi  B gets computed and the block solver is called
to get an approximate solution xˆ  B of the block problem max  pT f  x  
 x  B  .
The next vector gets set to xi

1   1  τ  xi  τxˆ with an appropriate step length
τ   0  1  .
In computing the price vector p  x  the standard logarithmic potential function is
used of the form
Φt  θ  x   lnθ 
t
M
M
∑
m  1
ln  fm  x   θ  (5.3)
where x  B  θ   0  λ  x   are variables and t is a tolerance parameter, the same
as used for     p  t  . The potential function has an unique maximizer θ  x  for
each x  B. The reduced potential function φt  x   Φt  θ  x   x  measures the im-
provement of the solution. The price vector p  p  x  is defined through
pm  x  
t
M
θ  x 
fm  x   θ  x   m  1      M  (5.4)
For deciding the stopping rule the following parameter is used:
ν  x  xˆ  
pT f  xˆ   pT f  x 
pT f  xˆ 

pT f  x   (5.5)
The algorithm can now be outlined as follows:
(1) compute initial solution x  0  , s :  0, ε0 :  1  4;
(2) repeat  scaling phase 
(2.1) s :  s

1; εs :  εs  1  2; t  εs  6; x :  x  s
 1  ;
(2.2) while true do begin  coordination phase 
(2.2.1) compute θ  x  and p  x  ;
(2.2.2) xˆ :      p  x   t  ;
(2.2.2) compute ν  x  xˆ  ;
(2.2.3) if ν  x  xˆ   t then begin x  s  :  x; break; end
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(2.2.4) compute step length τ and set x   :   1  τ  x

τxˆ;
end
(2.3) until εs  ε;
(3) return(x  s  , p  x  s   ).
The initial solution is computed as x  0   1M ∑Mm  1     em  1  2  , where em is the
m-th unit vector. The step length used is
τ 
tθν
2M  pT f  xˆ 

pT f  x    (5.6)
In practice, one usually computes τ by performing a line search to maximize
φt  x  τ  xˆ  x   , what does not worsen the complexity of the algorithm. The
following result holds [40]:
Theorem 5.4.6. For any given relative accuracy ε   0  1  the algorithm above
computes a solution (x, p) of the problem   ε (resp.  ε) in N  O  M  lnM  ε  2  
coordination steps.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis we address such 2-dimensional packing problems as strip packing,
bin packing and storage packing. These problems play an important role in many
application areas, e.g. cutting stock, VLSI design, image processing, and multi-
processor scheduling.
The larger part of the work is devoted to the storage packing problem, that is the
problem of packing weighted rectangles into a single rectangle so as to maximize
the total weight of the packed rectangles. Despite the practical importance of the
problem, there are just a few known results in the literature. The main objective
was to fill this gap and also to build the bridges to already known algorithmic solu-
tions for strip packing and bin packing problems. This was successfully achieved.
Considering natural relaxations of the storage packing problem we proposed a
number of efficient algorithms which are able to find solutions within a factor of
 1  ε  OPT. We have used the approach of Grigoriadis et.al. [40] for the case of
packing with large resources (see Section 4.4 and Appendix C), that can lead to
further practical algorithms.
Still, our work on the storage packing problem was primarily motivated by some
theoretical questions which have been open for a number of years. In the first
chapter we present a PTAS for the special case of the problem where a set of
weighted squares is packed into a unit size square frame, when square’s weights
are equal to their areas. In other words, we are interested in covering the maximum
area of a unit square frame by squares, and we try to generalize this result for the
d-dimensional case.
In the second chapter, we address the problem of packing rectangles with weights
into a unit size square region so as to maximize the total weight of the packed rect-
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angles. We consider the so-called resource augmentation version of the general
storage packing problem. That is, we allow the length of the unit square region,
where the rectangles are to be packed, to be increased by some small value. We de-
rive an algorithm which finds a packing of a subset of rectangles within a slightly
augmented unit square frame with a weight at least  1  ε  times the optimum. In
other words we present a PTAS with resource augmentation. We also address the
special case of the problem, when all rectangles to be packed are squares, and we
give some ideas about how to generalize this result for the d-dimensional case.
Next, in the third chapter, we address the problem of packing weighted rectangles
into a rectangle and consider the so-called case of large resources, where the num-
ber of packed rectangles is relatively large. We present an algorithm, which finds a
packing of a sublist of rectangles within a given dedicated rectangle of total weight
at least  1  ε  OPT, where OPT is the optimum weight. The running time of the
algorithm is polynomial in the number of rectangles. In Chapter 4 we continue our
work on this version. By using new techniques we improve the algorithm to be
polynomial in both the number of rectangles and 1  ε. In other words we derive a
fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) with large resources. Here,
as an application of our algorithm, we provide a  12  ε  -approximation algorithm
for the advertisement placement problem for newspapers and the Internet, which
can be formulated as the problem of packing weighted rectangles into k identical
rectangular bins so as to maximize the total weight of the packed rectangles. The
running time of the algorithm is polynomial in the number of rectangles and 1  ε.
Finally, in the last chapter we address the strip packing problem with rotations by
90 degrees. In this problem a set of rectangles is packed into a vertical strip of unit
width so that the height to which the strip is filled is minimized. We present an
asymptotic fully polynomial time approximation scheme (AFPTAS), which gives
a positive answer to an open theoretical problem in [19]. We develop new tech-
niques which allow us to use the known algorithm for the strip packing problem
without rotations [56, 57]. So, this closes the gap between classical statement of
the problem and its extension.
In spite of the fact that significant progress has been achieved, there are still a
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number of interesting theoretical questions which remain open. One of such open
questions is the existence of an algorithm, which would find in time polynomial
in the number of rectangles and 1  ε,  1  ε  OPT solutions for the storage packing
problem without resource augmentation, large resources or any other conditions
on resources. We conjecture that this can be done, indeed.
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